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The University of Tenne s see , Martin Branch , has developed 
through four dist inct stage s in re sponse to educational needs in upper 
We st Tenne s see . The State failed to support education adequately 
and other groups organized schools in re sponse to this failure to meet 
the need in education . The local Baptist As sociation organi zed and 
supported Hall-Moody Institute in re sponse to this  need , and the 
school continued to operate until 19 27 , when the college was consoli­
dated with Union University at Jackson , Tenne s see • 1 
At the time that the Junior College was e stablished at Martin , 
local citizen support was strong in the General As sembly . In fact , 
the support was strong enough that Dr . Andrew D. Holt , in his study 
conducted at Columbia University , credited the combined efforts of 
three groups--the Martin group, the Clark sville group , and the 
educational force s--with the succe s s  of three aspect s  of educational 
legislation . A junior college was e stablished at Martin; a college 
was e stablished at Clark sville ; and the pas sage of favorable school 
1Hall-Moody Junior College , The Last Leaf , 19 2 6 ,  p .  15 . 
legislation was accomplished . 2 The timing of e stabli shment was 
good since a physical plant and e quipment were available for 
immediate use by the State of Tenne s see . 
2 
Tenne s see Junior College , the official title given to the newly 
e stablished j unior college at Martin, replaced Hall-Moody Junior 
College and took pos ses sion of all property , · including land , buildings , 
and e quipment , that had been owned by the former school . 3 The 
development of Hall-Moody , because of it s location , is an integral 
part of the se quence of event s  in the development of the Junior College 
and the Martin Branch • 
Predictions based upon surveys and population e stimate s and 
trends indicate that pre sent facilitie s in institutions of higher educa­
tion are insufficient to provide the educational need s of the future . 4 
The General As sembly of the State of Tenne s see has already pas sed 
2Andrew David Holt , The Struggle for a State System of Public 
Schools in Tenne s see , 19 0 3- 19 3 6  (Teachers College , Columbia 
University Contributions to Education , No . 7 5  3. Bureau of Publica­
tions , 19 38) , p .  3 6 2 . 
3Act s of Tenne s see , 1 9 2 7 , c .  9 .  
4rruman M .  Pierce and A. D .  Albright , Public Higher 
Education in Tennes see , A Report to the Education Survey Subcommittee 
of the Tenne s see Legislative Council Committee , December 2 ,  195 7 ,  
p .  327 . 
3 
legislation providing for the limitation of enrollment in State college s 
of Tenne s see . 5 It is  appropriate that at this time an analysis  of the 
University of Tenne s see 1 Martin Branch, development be made . The 
development pattern of the pa st may indicate steps that need to be 
taken at the pre sent time and in the future to provide adequate higher 
education for citizens of upper We st Tenne s see . 
I .  THE PROBLEM 
Statement of the Problem .  The proble m of this study involve s 
the tracing of certain selected areas of development of the Martin 
Branch from its beginning as  Hall-Moody Institute up to the pre sent 
time . An attempt is made to pre sent the change s that were made and 
the event s leading to tho se change s .  
The Need for the Study. No study of the development of the 
Martin Branch and it s predece s sors ha s been made throughout it s 
fifty-nine years of existence . Many report s have been made; actions 
have been taken by the legislature I by the Board of Tru stee s 1 by 
University officials 1 and by local citi zen groups involving the Junior 
College and the Martin Branch . There wa s a need for the compilation 
5Acts of Tenne s see 1 1957  I c .  2 1 1 .  
4 
of this ma s s  of data for the analy sis of the Martin Branch development 
and the placing of it in its proper perspective . Recommendations 
have been made by the study group on higher education in Tenne s see 
relative to the control and operation of the Martin Branch and the need 
for further expansion of the program . The Martin Branch has entered 
upon a period of expansion based upon sound re search which ha s set a 
pattern for future development • 
Limitations of the Study . This study i s  limited to the 
development of the Martin Branch and it s predece s sors between the 
years 1 9 0 0  and 19 5 9 . The organization and development of Hall­
Moody Institute between the years 19 00 and 19 2 7  is considered a part 
of the development of the Martin Branch . Primary source s of data for 
this  period of development were limited to certain specific date s in 
the Hall-Moody period . 
Attention is  given to the following selected areas in this 
study: { 1) the e stablishment , {2)  aims and obj ective s ,  {3)  curriculum 
and instruction , {4) administration and control , {5 ) faculty , { 6) library , 
{7) physical plant and equipment , {8) enrollment , {9) finance , and 
{ 1 0) student activitie s .  More attention is  given to curriculum and 
instruction than is  given to any of the other areas . 
5 
Method of Procedure and Source s of Data . The historical 
method of re search wa s used in this  study and involved the use of the 
Board Minute s of the University of Tenne s see Board of Trustee s .  The 
period of thi s inve stigation included the years 19 00  through 1 95 9 . 
Some reference wa s made to years  prior to 19 0 0  when this reference 
wa s neces sary to the development of an understanding of event s  that 
took place later . The data in this inve stigation are handled chronolo­
gically and are handled separately in each of the four periods of 
development . The four period s-- ( 1) Hall-Moody Institute , 
(2)  Tenne s see Junior College , (3) the transition period , and (4) the 
expansion period--are natural period s of development ba sed upon 
legislative acts  by the General As sembly of the State of Tenne s see . 
The Hall-Moody Institute period includes the years 1 9 0 0 through 
1 9 27 when the school wa s operated by the Beulah Baptist As sociation 
and the Tenne s see Baptist Convention . The Tenne s see Junior College 
period include s the years 1 9 2 7  through 195 1 when the school operated 
under the provisions of Senate Bill Number 3 0 1 ,  Chapter nine of the 
Public Act s of 1 9 2 7 . The transition period began in 195 1 with the 
pas sage of House Bill Number 2 64 ,  Chapter twenty- seven , by the 195 1 
legislature . The pa s sage of thi s  bill provided for degree-granting 
programs in agriculture and home economic s .  The basis  wa s later 
6 
established for additional degree program s . In 195  7 the legislature 
pa s sed Senate Bill Number thirty-one , Chapter three , providing for 
curricular expansion at the Martin Branch without further authorization 
from the General As sembly . The period of expansion began at this  
time . The se four periods were analyzed since each of the four stage s 
contained distinct curricular change s accompanied by other areas of 
change . 
The source s of data include: ( 1 ) minute s of the Beulah Baptist 
As sociation , founders· of Hall-Moody Institute; (2)  minute s of the 
Tenne s see Baptist Convention; (3) the Baptist Reflector , periodical 
publication of the Tenne s see Baptist Convention; (4) selected publica-
, 
tions of Hall-Moody Institute and Hall-Moody Junior College; 
(5 ) minute s of t�e Board of Trustee s of the University of Tenne s see; 
(6) selected publications of the University of Tenne s see Junior College 
and the University of Tennes see , Martin Brat?-ch; (7) biennial report s of 
the State Superintendent of Public Instruction and the Board of Trustee s 
of the University of Tenne s see; (8) unpubli shed reports of the 
' 
University of Tenne s see Junior College department s and the University 
of Tenne s see , Martin Branch , departments;  (9 ) Trea surer report s of the 
University of Tenne s see; and ( 1 0) committee reports of faculty study 
committee s  appointed by University official s· and committee reports of 
7 
the Board of Tru stee s • 
Organization of the Study. The introduction of the study 1 the 
statement of tl:le problem 1 the need for the study I and the method of 
procedure and source s of data have been pre sented in Chapter I. 
The e stablishment of Hall-Moody Inst itute and the development 
of the school into Hall-Moody Junior College are pre sented in Chapter 
II . 
The e stabli shment of Tenne s see Junior College and th e growth 
and development of the college are pre sented in Chapter III. 
The initiation of the tran sition period with growth and develop­
ment during the period is pre sented in Chapter IV . 
The initiation of the period of expan sion with growth and 
developme nt of the period is pre sented in Chapter V .  
A summary of the study i s  pre sented in Chapter VI. 
CHAPTER II 
HALL-MOODY INSTITUTE 
I .  INTRODUCTION 
The hi story of Hall-Moody Institute and Hall-Moody Junior 
College is an integral part of the history of the Univer sity of 
Tennes see , Martin Branch . Dr . Stanley J .  Folmsbee , in connection 
with hi s writing s of the history of the University of Tenne s see at 
Knoxville , stated: "The spirit of any living institution is in large 
mea sure the re sult of the accumulated experience s of it s pa st history . "  1 
This statement is al so applicable to the University of Tenne s see , 
Martin Branch . Many citizens of Martin and surrounding communitie s 
attended Hall-Moody and several members of the Martin Branch faculty 
attended the school . Each year , early in the fall , a Hall-Moody 
reunion is held on the Martin Branch campus . 
Adequate educational facilitie s were not available to citizens 
of Tenne s see at the time of the e stablishment of Hall-Moody and state 
I stanley J .  Folmsbee , .. Blount College and East Tenne s see 
College , 1794- 1 840: The First Predece s sors of the University of 
Tenne s see , •• The East Tenne s see Historical Society ' s  Publications ,  
No . 17 , 1945 , p .  2 2 . 
9 
aid wa s not sufficient to support an ade quate educational program . 2 
Like many church group s throughout the State , the Bapti st s  of Martin 
and the surrounding communitie s decided to t a ke action to e stabl ish a 
s chool for their ch ildren .  The State o f  Tenne s see did not appropriate 
any fund s for the operation of the Un iver sity of Te nne s see until five 
ye ars after the e stabli shment of H all-Moody , when $2 5 10 0 0  wa s 
appropriated biennially . 3 
Dr . I .  N .  Penick , pa stor of the First Baptist Church of Martin 1 
led the effort s of intere sted citi zens in provid ing a school for religiou s 
and denominational training in connection with general course s in 
education . 4 The Beulah Bapt ist , the local Bapt ist As sociat ion , 
di scus sed the recommendations of the committee on education in 1 8 9 9  
i n  wh ich the chairman , Mr .  W .  G .  Inman , re commended support for 
e stabli shment of a college by the As sociation . 5 The re commendat ion 
of the committee wa s accepted by the As soc iat ion and efforts made 
2 Andrew David Holt , The Stru ggle for a State S ystem of Publ ic 
Schools in Tenne s see , 19 0 3 - 1 9 3 6  (Teachers College , Columb ia 
Uni versity Contributions to Educat ion , No . 7 5 3 .  Bure au of Publ ica­
tions , 1 9 3 8 ) , p. 3 .  
3 Ib id . , p .  2 4 1 .  
4H all -Moody Junior College , The La st Leaf , 1 9 2 6 ,  p .  2 .  
5 M inute s , Beulah Baptist As sociation , 4 6th Annual Se s s ion , 
Septe mber , 1 8 9 9 .  
1 0  
toward raising money during the first year were succe s sful . During 
the 19 0 1- 19 0 2 year , $9 , 67 4 .  02  was collected and disbursed for the 
operation of Hall-Moody by the As sociation . 6 By 1 9 0 4 , the real 
e state , building s ,  and equipment were a s ses sed at $ 1 8,000  with an 
indebtedne s s  of $3 , 00 0 . The Trustee s reported to the As sembly that 
$5 1 , 000  was needed for additional building s and equipment . 7 During 
the 19  03- 19 04 school year , 19 3 pupil s were enrolled at Hall-Moody 
and the school official s proj ected an eventual enrollment of 5 00-600 
pupils . 8 
Local Baptist groups in Tenne s see e stablished four institutions 
of higher education: Carson-Newman College in Ea st Tenne s see; 
Tenne ssee College in Middle Tenne s see; Union University and Hall-
Moody Institute in We st Tennes see . The se four college s were built 
and operated by local Baptist As sociations .  9 Hall- Moody Institute 
at Martin was built and operated by the Beulah As sociation until 1917 
6Minute s ,  Beulah Baptist As sociation , 49th Annual Se s sion , 
September , 19 02 . 
?Minutes, Beulah Baptist As sociation , 5 1 st Annual Se s sion , 
September ,  19 04 . 
81bid . 
9Minute s ,  Beulah Baptist As sociation , 64th Annual Se s sion , 
October , 19 17 .  
1 1  
when the Tenne s see Baptist Convention made arrangement s to as sume 
support and control of all Baptist college s in Tenne s see . 1 0  
II . ORGANIZATION AND ESTABLISHMENT 
Hall-Moody Institute came into being primarily through the 
effort s of Dr . I .  N .  Penick 1 pastor of the First Baptist Church of 
Martin , Tenne s see , in 1 8 9 9 . Dr . Penick became concerned about 
the lack of education being provided for the young people of upper We st 
Tenne s see . No high school or college was available for the se potential 
student s in and around Weakley County , but Dr . Penick was able to 
gain support for the e stablishment of an in stitution to provide general 
course s in education with a strong emphasis on religious and denomina-
tiona! training • 1 1  
A member of the First Baptist Church of Martin , Mrs . Ada 
Gardner Brooks , donated the land on which the first building for the new 
college was erected • 1 2  Thi s  building was a two-story brick structure 
that served as the Hall-Moody administration-clas sroom building and 
19 17 . 
1 0Tenne s see Baptist As sociation , Baptist Reflector , January 4 ,  
1 1  Hall-Moody Junior College 1 loc . cit • 
1 2  Ibid . I p .  8 .  
1 2  
remained the main cla s sroom building throughout the period . There 
were two change s made in this building; the tower wa s removed and 
two additional rooms were built on the front of the building . 
The First Five Years . In addition to Dr . Penick , the men 
re sponsible for the building of Hall-Moody Institute included: 
T .  H .  Farmer , T .  M .  Ryan , G .  W .  Hall , J . D .  Hall , Dr . V. A. Bigg s ,  
Elder J .  N .  Hall , P .  A. Inlow, H .  H .  Lovelace, J .  R .  Lovelace , 
Dr . J .  B .  Moody , R .  E .  Nowlin , Elder G. L .  Ellis , and Dr. J .  C .  
Young . The founders of the new institution named the school Hall­
Moody Institute in honor of two out standing Baptist ministers ,  
Elder J .  N • Hall and Dr • J .  B • Moody • 1 3 
The first board of trustee s of Hall-Moody Institute included 
eighteen members . Mr . T .  M .  Ryan of Martin , Tenne s see , served as  
the first pre sident of the board , Dr . I .  N .  Penick served as vice­
pre sident , and Dr. V. A. Bigg s served as secretary to the board . 
Other members of the board from Martin , Tennes see , included 
T .  H .  Farmer , J .  R. Lovelace , Rev .  G .  L .  Ellis , J .  E .  Hobson , 
Dr . W. H .  Rorie , Dr . J .  C .  Young , G .  W. Hall , and R .  E .  Nowlin . 
Other members of the board were P .  H .  Hurt of Obion , Tenne s see; 
1 3Hall-Moody Junior College , QQ.. cit . 
1 3  
Honorable J .  H .  McDowell of Union City , Tenne s see; Rev. G .  H .  Bell 
of Glea son , Tenne s see; Dr. J.  W. Alexander of Woodland Mill s , 
Tenne s see;  and T .  P .  Fonville of Sharon , Tenne s see . 1 4  
From the beginning 1 the board had difficulty in se curing ade quate 
financial backing to carry on the program of the college , and for many 
years the tru stee s personally financed a ma jor part of the co st of 
operation . Year by year the school debt continued to increa se until it 
became ne ce s sary to clo se the college in 1 9 2 7  . 15 The minute s of the 
Beulah As sociation indicate that only a mode st appropriation wa s made 
for the support of Hall - Moody Institute and most of thi s appropriation 
wa s for the support of tho se individual s studying for the ministry . No 
money came from the Tenne s see Baptist Convention . 
The founders of H all-Mo ody , and later the board of tru ste e s  of 
the school , felt that the co st of attending the newly e stabli shed college 
shou ld be within the reach of a ll. The purpo se of e stab li shment wa s 
to provide education for the youth of upper We st Tenne s s ee 1 and high 
tuition rat e s  would limit the s chool in fulfilling it s purpo se . Operating 
fund s came primarily from two source s--tuition and private contribut ion s. 
1 4 Hall-Moody Institute Catalog , 1 9 0 1 - 1 9 0 2 .  
!SHall-Moody Junior College ,  The La st Leaf , 1 9 2 6 ,  p .  1 5 . 
14  
A matriculation fee of one dollar wa s charged each year for registering 
in any of the variou s course s of study at Hall-Moody . The following 
tuition wa s charged for the different course s for a term of ten week s 
in 19 0 1: 
College Course 
First year 
Beyond first year work • 
Academic Course 
First and second year • 
Third year • • • • • 
Primary Department 
Grade s 1 1  2 I 3 • • 
Grade s 4 , 5 , 6 • 
. $1 . 5  0 
8 . 75 
$6 . 2 5 
7 . 5 0  
$3 .75 
5 . oo1 6  
Those individuals studying for the ministry and the children of 
ministers were required to pay one-half the regular tuition rate . The 
college operated on the basis of four ten-week terms 1 and this method 
of organization is approximately the same as that now followed by the 
University of Tenne s see at both Knoxville and Martin . 
Temporary building s of wood construction were provided for 
1 6Hall-Moody Institute Catalog , 19 0 1- 19 02. 
15  
boarding student s. The rate for board wa s the same to all student s 
and wa s set at $2 . 25 per week • 17  Thus 1 a student attending the 
regular three term se s sions of high school for the first year paid 
$ 67 • 5 0 for board and $2 3 • 5 0 for tuition and matriculation • The 
beginning college course co st only $ 2 . 7 5 more per year than the 
beginning high school course . 
Scholarships were offered for sale to the general public . The 
scholarships  sold for $ 1 0 0 and could be bought for $5 0 down and $5 0 
payable in six or twelve month s .  Those individuals who bought the 
scholarships could rent or sell them or the se scholarships could be 
given to de serving individuals 1 thu s covering the co st of rooming in 
the dormitory I board , and tuition . Fund s derived from sale of the 
scholarships served as a means of obtaining immediate operating 
fund s . 18  
Curriculum and Instruction . Two distinct college courses of 
study were offered at Hall-Moody 1 a cla s sical college course and a 
scientific college course . 19  In 1 9 0 01 secondary education was 




sometime s included as  a part of  the college curriculum . Hall-Moody 
offered a clas sica! college course developed for a four-year period 
covering two years of high school and two years of college . 
The curriculum for the college course follows: 
Fre shman Year 
Mathematics -- Solid Geometry and Trigonometry 
Latin -- Cicero and Virgil 
Greek -- Xenophon ' s  Anaba sis and Homer ' s  Iliad 
History -- Ancient 1 Mediaeval and Modern 
Science -- Chemistry 
Sophomore Year 
Mathematics -- College Algebra 
Latin -- Horace and Li vy 
Greek -- Iliad (completed) 1 Prometheus 1 De Corona 
Science -- Zoology and Botany 
English -- Advanced Rhetoric 
Junior Year 
Mathematic s -- Analytical Geometry , Calculus (optional) 
Latin -- Tacitus and Juvenal 
Greek -- Sophocle s and Plato 
Science -- Geology and Political Economy 
English -- Literature 
Senior Year 
Philosophy -- Logic 1 Mental Science and Ethic s 
Science -- Astronomy 
English - - Clas sics 
French2 0  
2 0Ibid. 
17  
The college clas sical curriculum stre s sed three areas:  mathe-
matics , language s, and science . During the first year no English was 
offered 1 but Latin and Greek were re quired . English was offered in 
each of the three remaining years . Latin and Greek were required in 
each of the first three years 1 and French was required in the last year . 
The second college course of study offered at Hall-Moody wa s 
a scientific college course . This curriculum wa s organized for a 
period of three years--two years of high school and one year of college . 
The curriculum for the scientific college course follows : 
First Year 
Mathematics - - Solid Geometry and Trigonometry 
Language -- Latin and German 
History - - Ancient 1 Mediaeval and Modern 
Science -- Chemistry 
Second Year 
Mathematics -- College Algebra 
Language -- Latin or German 
Science -- Phy sics and Geology 
English -- Literature 
Third Year 
Mathematics - - Analytical Geometry and Calculu s 
Philosophy -- Logic 1 Mental Science and Ethics 
Science --Astronomy and Political Economy 
English History2 1 
2 1Ibid . 
1 8  
The clas sica! curriculum and the scientific curriculum were 
de signated a s  college course s of study I but no clear distinction wa s 
made between college and secondary school course s . The three-year 
academic course was primarily a college preparatory curriculum and 
wa s also cons idered a good terminal education for those  individual s 
who did not plan to complete the college course • The primary 
department 1 which included the first six grade s I was utilized as a 
demonstration school in teacher education . Upon completion of the 
course s offered in the primary department I the student took the 
following subj ects in the academic course: 
First Year 
Arithmetic 
United State s History 
State History 
De script! ve Geography 
Grammar 
Phy siology 












Ci vii Government 
Latin2 2  
19  
Student s in  the academic curriculum who were preparing for the 
cla s sical college course were required to take Greek instead of science 
in the third year of the curriculum . This requirement indicated the 
great stre s s  placed upon the mastery of language s as  a ba sis for the 
cla s sical curriculum . 
The three-year teachers 1 curriculum wa s similar to the academic 
course . The academic course wa s offered for student s in grade s seven , 
eight , and nine . Students completing the equivalent of a ninth grade 
education were certified to teach in an elementary school . The three- . 
year teachers 1 course wa s li sted as follows: 
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A vocational commercial course wa s offered at Hall-Moody 
and included a study of the following subj ect s  in the commercial 
20 
curriculum: arithmetic 1 grammar I spelling , penmanship I bookkeeping 1 
commercial law I shorthand I and typewriting . 2 4 
An analysis of the various course s of study offered at Hall-
Moody during the early years of the operation of the school indicate s 
that the pre sident and four staff members were re quired to have an 
extensive background in many discipline s and areas of learning . 
Many subj ects were offered in the program that were neither similar 
nor related in any way , and the program of study included a thirteen-
year sequence of course s . 
2 1  
III . PERIOD OF GROWTH 
Mr .  0. E .  Baker served as first pre sident of Hall-Moody 
Institute . 25  During the first five years , three other men held the 
pre sidency . The se men were Mr. M .  M .  Phillips, Mr . F .  L .  Norton, 
and Mr . J .  A. Baker . During the first five years 1 Hall-Moody with­
stood the difficultie s of e stablishment 1 building 1 gaining students , and 
gaining financial support . At the end of the first five years 1 an 
outstanding educator as sumed the po sition of pre sident . 2 6  
Dr . H .  E .  Watters wa s elevated from vice-pre sident and 
busine s s  manager to the pre sidency in 19 05 . Dr. Watters was twenty­
nine years old when he became pre sident and he served in this capacity 
for eleven years . The Board of Trustee s and the Beulah As sociation 
decided that the man appointed to the pre sidency should travel widely 
and gain support for the college . Dr . Watters succeeded in making 
Hall-Moody an outstanding institution during his admini stration . 
Dr . Watters spent much of his time away from Hall-Moody 
doing public relations work 1 educational work 1 and fund raising for the 
college . 11No opportunity of enlarging the sphere of the school•s 
25 The Last Leaf 1 .QE.· cit . 1 p .  9 .  
2 6Ibid • 1 P • � ,2' 
2 2  
influence wa s overlooked .. by Dr . Watters .  27 He worked with State 
educational officials in summer institute work 1 in winter lyceum 
course s 1 and took educational tours covering many parts of the United 
State s .  
Summer institute work began in Knoxville under the direction of 
Philander P .  Claxton at the Summer School of the South . The total 
enrollment for the 19 02  ses sion of the Summer School reached 19 0 2  
with twenty-eight state s and one territory repre sented by tho se in 
attendance . 2 8  In the beginning 1 the Summer School was not as sociated 
with the University of Tenne s see but utilized University building s and 
part of the faculty . 
The succe s s  of this Summer School and the Statewide campaign 
led by Profe s sor Claxton re suited in the State effort toward improving 
the teaching profe s sion in Tenne s see . Summer institute s 1 supported 
by the State , were organized and operated .  The Institute for We st 
Tenne s see wa s operated at Hall-Moody Institute and directed by 
2 7 Ibid • 1 P • 1 1  • 
2 8Jame s R .  Montgomery 1 The University of Tenne s see Build s 
for the Twentieth Century 1 The University of Tenne s see Record I 
Vol • 6 0 I No • 4 I July 1 19  5 7  1 pp • 6 3- 6 6 • 
2 3  
Profe s sor H .  E.  Watters , pre sident of the college . 2 9  
During 1 9 1 1 ,  19 1 2 , and 19 13 , Dr . Watters conducted State 
institute s for teachers of We st Tenne s see . The first two of the se 
institute s were held at Hall-Moody in Martin , Tenne s see , and the 
la st one was held at Milan , Tenne s see . The institute s conducted 
by Dr . Watters proved very succe s sful . The total enrollment of the 
19 1 1  institute reached 4 2 1 and operated with a total of fifteen 
teachers . 3 0  During thi s institute , 1 8 3  teacher' s  certificate s were 
renewed . 3 1  Ba sed upon enrollment , the 1 9 1 3  institute held at Milan , 
Tenne s see , wa s not a s  succes sful a s  either of the two institute s held 
at Hall-Moody. At the Milan institute , 3 63 teachers enrolled. 3 2 
Dr . Watters wa s succe s sful in enlarging Hall-Moody ' s  sphere 
of influence . Through the direction of teachers • institute s ,  partly 
financed by the State of Tenne s see , Dr. Watters came in contact with 
29 Biennial Report of the State Superintendent of Public Instruc­
tion of Tenne s see for the Scholastic � Ending June lQ. ,  19 1 1- 1 2 
{Nashville: Pre s s  of Brandon Printing Company I 19 1 2) 1 p .  447 . 
3 2 Biennial Report of the State Superintendent of Public Instruc­
tion of Tenne s see for the Schola stic Year Ending June 1Q_, 19 1 2- 1 3 
(Nashville: Pre s s  of Brandon Printing Company I 19 13 ) , p .  447. 
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many teachers in We st Tenne s see . The purpo se of the summer insti­
tute s was to a s sist the State normal school s in training and certifying 
teachers. Teacher certification from 19 1 1  increasingly became a 
problem in Tenne s see , so the 19 13  legislature placed teacher certifica­
tion under the direction of the State. 3 3  Prior to this  date , county 
superintendents  is sued most certificate s ,  ba sed on an examination 
administered by the county superintendent . Ma s s  certification became 
prevalent as a re suit of the summer institute s sponsored by the 
Tenne s see Superintendent of Public Instruction. Hall-Moody became 
widely known as a teacher-training institution through the operation of 
the teacher education program in the regular curriculum and through the 
use of Hall-Moody faculty in the summer institute s. 
Another out standing Tenne s see educator was an administrative 
officer of Hall-Moody. Mr. M .  W. Robin son wa s vice pre sident of 
Hall-Moody and succe ssfully operated the school while Dr. Watters 
wa s away doing public relations work. During part of the time that 
Mr. Robinson served as vice pre sident of Hall-Moody , he al so served 
a s  chief clerk in the office of the Tenne s see Superintendent of Public 
3 3Act s of Tennes see , 19 1 3 , c. 40 . 
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Instruction . 34 Mr .  Robinson served in this capacity during 19 1 1- 1 2 
but wa s appointed Supervi sor for High School Indu strial Work , a new 
position that wa s created by the 19 1 3 legi slature . 35 Dr . Andrew Holt , 
in his study of educational development in Tenne s see , listed 
Mr . Robinson as one of the prominent educators who addre s sed school 
rallie s that were held in every county during 19 14 . 3 6  
During the period of growth of Hall-Moody , the school was 
fortunate in having two out standing educators as  pre sident and vice 
pre sident . Since Mr . Robinson worked in the office of the Superinten-
dent of Public Instruction as clerk and high school supervisor , he was 
in a position to promote the cause of Hall-Moody , e specially in the 
area of teacher education . 
One of the limitations at Hall- Moody was the lack of an 
adequate library . Teachers utilized their personal book s to alleviate 
the situation somewhat , but Dr . Watters realized that this was far from 
satisfactory . The pre sident made an effort to gain support for a 
34siennial Report of the State Superintendent of Public 
Instruction of Tenne s see for the Scholastic Year Ending June 3 0 ,  19 1 1 - 1 2  
(Na shville: Pre s s  of Brandon Printing Company , 19 1 2) ,  p .  447 . 
3 5 Ibid • I p • 5 • 
3 6Holt , .Q.Q_. cit . , pp . 27 2- 7 3 . 
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library at the school and , through his effort s ,  Mr. Louis J .  Parker 
donated $ 1 , 000 for a collection of book s to be placed at Hall-Moody . 
An area was set aside in the administration-cla s sroom building for the 
collection e stablished by Mr. Parker . 37 
During the period from 1905 through 19 15 , Hall-Moody 
Institute operated under the following department s:  literary-primary , 
intermediate , and grammar grade s;  high school and college; ministeriali 
music; art; commercial; and expre s sion . 3 8  Much of the school program 
wa s devoted to the education of teachers for the rural schools . A 
statement was published in the 19 14 School Journal that for eight years 
Hall-Moody students had led the State of Tenne s see in examinations 
for teacher's certificate s and further listed specific students with grade s 
made on the examination . 3 9 
Dr . Watters re signed from the presidency of Hall-Moody 
Institute in 19 15 to devote more of his time to the ministry . He had 
fulfilled the de sire s of the trustee s in his appointment . 40 He was 
3 7 Hall-Moody Junior College , The Last Leaf, 19 2 6 ,  p • 1 1  • 
38Ibid . 
39Hall-Moody Institute , School Journal , Vol . IX, No . 1, June , 
19 1 4 , p .  8 .  
40Hall-Moody Junior College , The Last Leaf , 19 2 6 ,  p .  1 1 .  
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succeeded by Mr . M .  E .  Wooldridge , who immediately initiated a 
change in the policie s and organization at Hall-Moody . The purpo se 
of the change s wa s to aid Hall-Moody in becoming standardized , 
since the rule s concerning teacher certification were becoming more 
profe s s ionalized and Hall-Moody needed the teacher education 
program for survival . 4 1  
During the period of expansion , competitive athletics wa s not 
a part of the college program • The attitude of the s chool • s adminis -
trative officers and faculty is indicated by the following statement: 
We believe that the student need s some healthful outdoor 
exercise . We encourage athletics but are unalterably 
opposed to certain game s that exercise the body too violently 
and expose it to serious danger , and at the same time weaken 
the moral fiber of the individual . We do not tolerate match 
game s of football and baseball , or , in fact , match game s of 
any kind . Teams and match game s beget reckle s s , boi sterous 
dispositions , encourage gambling and create too often an 
ambition for profe s sional gambling . 42 
This attitude changed as the school began it s program of 
standardization . Hall-Moody did organize school team s and partici-
pated in intercollegiate athletics after it became standardized under the 
4 1  Ibid • I p . 1 2  • 
4 2Hall-Moody Institute , School Journal , Catalog Edition, 
Vol . VIII, No . 1 ,  June , 19 1 4 ,  p .  1 3 . 
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new name 1 Hall-Moody Junior College . 
By 19 1 4 ,  the tuition rate s at Hall-Moody had increased to the 
following: 
First and second grade s 
Third and fourth grade s 
Fifth to seventh grades 
$ 1 . 6 0 per month 
2 .  00  per month 
3 .  0 0  per month 
Academic and College 
Below Fre shman to Junior • 
Junior through Scientific 
All above Junior • • • • 
$4 . 0 0 per month 
5 .  0 0  per month 
5 .SO per month 
Teachers College 
Primary certification course • • $4 . 0 0 per month 
Secondary certification course • 4 .  0 0  per month 43 
Cla s sification into high school and college was made clear by 
19 15 . The school , in working toward standardization , organized the 
academic curriculum into a four-year program . The curriculum was 
le s s  clas sica! and more scientific and vocational . During the fourth 
year the student was required to give two public orations as a 
requisite for his graduation from high school . To graduate from the 
college clas sical curriculum , the student wa s required to give eight 
orations .  
Enrollment at Hall-Moody reached the goal set by the board of 
43Ibid • 1 P • 15  • 
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trustee s  with the e stablishment of Hall-Moody . During 19 1 4  the 
enrollment report listed five hundred student s . 44 During the period 
of expansion , from 19 04 through 19 1 4 , Hall-Moody conferred forty­
seven Bachelor of Arts degrees and ninety-three Bachelor of Science 
degree s .  
Standardization . Mr . Wooldridge remained as pre sident of 
Hall-Moody for two years and was succeeded by Mr . Jame s T .  Warren ,  
a former vice pre sident of the school . 45 During the administrations 
of both Mr . Wooldridge and Mr . Warren , considerable attention was 
given to proposed change s in curricular content , method , and school 
policy . The elementary and high school programs were changed to 
meet standard s e stablished by the State Department of Education . 
As a part of the standardization program, the trustee s  authorized 
the construction of two permanent dormitorie s on the Hall- Moody 
campus . 4 6  Mr. W .  N .  Lovelace of Martin donated to the school a 
wooded area consisting of three acre s of land , on which was built the 
boys 1 dormitory . The girls 1 dormitory was located to the east of the 
44Ibid . 1 P• 2 0 . 
45Hall-Moody Junior College , The Last Leaf , 19 27 ,  p .  1 1 .  
4 6Ibid • 1 P • 1 3  • 
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administration-cla s sroom building on a site already owned by the 
college . The two dormitorie s  were of similar de sign and were built 
at a co st of approximately $35  1 0 0 0  each . 47 The boy s 1 dormitory was 
named the Lovelace Home and the girls • dormitory wa s named the 
Ellis Home . These two dormitorie s were the only permanent one s 
constructed on the Hall-Moody campus , and later they served a s  the 
only dormitorie s  on the campus of Tenne s see Junior College until 195  0 ,  
when a boys 1 dormitory was built on the Junior College campus . 48  
These two buildings are still utili zed as  dormitorie s on the University 
of Tenne s see , Martin Branch , campus . The old Hall-Moody adminis-
tration building still stand s and i s  now used as  the music-drama 
building on the Martin Branch campus . The building housed the 
administrative office s and cla s sroom s until the spring of 19 5 9 , when 
a new airconditioned administration- clas sroom building wa s completed 
and dedicated • 49 
The standardi zation program of Hall-Moody was approved by 
47Ibid . 
48 Board Minute s 1 The University of Tenne s see I December 31 
195 0 .  
49The University of Tenne s see , Martin Branch , "Dedicatory 
Program , "  May 1 4 1 1 9 5 9 . 
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the Tenne s see Department of Education for teacher certification 
purpose s . Special spring and summer programs for teachers of rural 
schools remained an important part of teacher education at Hall-Moody 
Junior College • 50  
During twenty-five years as an  e stablished j unior college , the 
Hall-Moody program underwent marked change s .  The course s of study 
in 1900 were cla s sical in nature . The course s of study in 1 9 25 were 
far from clas sica! . Foreign language s were offered , but the offering 
had been modernized . French wa s added to the curriculum , and the 
areas studied in Greek and Latin were changed . The Greek offered in 
1900 stre s sed the cla s sical writers ,  but the Greek offered in 19 25 
stre s sed the language in it s relation to the writing s of the New 
Te stament . The Latin course wa s much more extensive in 1900 than in 
19 25 . Thi s change in language s wa s characteri stic of the time . Many 
individuals regretted the de-empha sis on language s .  
When Hall-Moody became Tenne s see Junior College in 1 9 27 , 
language s were dropped from the program completely . Individuals as  
late as 1934  felt this was a mistake and asked that foreign language s 
be put in the program . Pre sident Hoskins stated the feeling of educators 
5 OHall-Moody Junior College 1 Catalog , 19 25-2 6 I p. 1 6 .  
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during thi s period wh en h e  stated that the trend in universitie s wa s 
away from foreign language s .  5 1  
The demon stration s ch ool , gra de s  one throug h six ,  wa s operated 
continually during the twenty- seven years of Hall-Moody . The course 
of study followed wa s the program a s  outlined by the State Department 
of Education for e lementary s chool s of Tenne s see . Due to the nature 
of the demon stration school , more suppleme ntary work wa s offered than 
wa s u sually offered by a State- supported school . 5 2  
The high s chool depart ment followed t he regulation s of the 
State Departme nt of Education for a standard four-year high school . A 
total of 1 1 8 student s were e nrolled in the high s chool department in 1 9  25 
and the requirement s  for graduation from th e high s chool department 
included the followin g four part s: 
1 9 3 4 .  
(a) Pre s cribed Unit s 
Engli sh (including third and fourth years) . 
One Fore ign Language . 
Science ( 1  in Phy sic s )  
Mathematic s • • • • 
Hi story ( 1  in American Hi story 
and Civics) 
Ele ctive 
Total • • • 





4- 1 /2 
1 6  
5 1 Board Minute s , The University of Tenne s see , February 2 1  , 
5 2 Hall-Moody Junior College , Catalog , 1 9 2 5 - 2 6 , p .  4 0 . 
(b) Re sident work equivalent to nine months , or three 
quarters .  
(c) The delivery of two public orations . 
(d) There is a qualitative requirement . The student 
must make an average of at least 8 0% (C) on all 
work taken in Hall-Moody . 53 
33 
Hall-Moody Junior College admitted graduate s of accredited 
high s chools who had completed at lea st fifteen standard units of 
work . Students who had done work in unaccredited high schools were 
required to take examinations over work completed in the se schools 
before being admitted . Only forty-eight quarter hours were trans -
ferrable from other college s of a standard grade to Hall-Moody and , 
of the se forty-eight hours , only twenty-four hours were acceptable 
from any one department . Exten sion work wa s not to exceed twenty-
four quarter hours of credits and this must have been taken in approved 
college s .  There was a re sidence re quirement of three quarters at 
Hall-Moody for the Junior College Diploma . 54 
The units required for admis sion to the college without 
condition were: 
5 3Ibid • 1 P • 3 4 • 
5 4Ib id • 1 P • 2 0 • 
English • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Mathematic s (Algebra 1-1/2; 
Plane Geometry 1) • • • • • 
One Foreign Language • • • • 
Science • • 
Hi story 
Elective s • • • • • 
Total 





5 - 1/2 
15 units55 
Graduate s of first cla s s  high schools who had not taken a 
34 
foreign language were permitted to enter without meeting the entrance 
re quirement of two unit s in one foreign language . Only two unit s of 
agriculture and two unit s of dome stic science were acceptable for 
entrance . Commercial subj ects  were limited to one course 1 with two 
course s in teacher training being accepted . 
Many high school graduate s during the period went directly 
from high school graduation into teaching in the public schools of 
Tenne s see . It was appropriate that course s in teacher training be 
offered as  a part of the high school curriculum . The State Department 
of Education is sued a limited training certificate 1 valid for one year 
in elementary school s of the county in which the student graduated I to 
graduate s of public or private four-year high schools in Tenne ssee that 
had been approved by the State Department of Education . Work 
completed at Hall-Moody wa s acceptable toward teachers • certificate s 
55 Ibid • I p .  2 1  • 
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and with the completion of twelve quarter hours credit 1 the holder of 
the limited training certificate could renew the certificate • 5 6 
Hall-Moody Junior, College I a standard .. junior college accre-
dited by the State Department of Education for teacher training 1 listed 
six requirement s for graduation . The college conferred the regular 
Junior College Title 1 As sociate of Arts 1 upon all regular graduate s 
who had completed the sequence of s ix point s stated below: 
(I) A maj or sequence of twenty-four (2 4) quarter hour s 
in one subj ect;  and two minor sequence s of twelve ( 1 2) 
hours each . Twenty hours will satisfy the maj or sequence 
in Mathematics . Psychology or Social Science may be 
combined with Science to satisfy the maj or sequence in 
Science . The student may sele ct the se sequence s with 
the advice and consent of the Dean . 
(2 )  The following minimum hours are pre scribed: 
Hours 
English • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Mathematics (Solid Geometry I if taken in 
college 1 will satisfy three of the se hours) • 
History • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • 
Social Science (including Economics) • • • • 
Total • . • • • • • • • • • • • . 





(3)  The student must elect enough hours to make together 
with the pre scribed hours a total of ninety-six (9 6) quarter 
hours . The se may be selected from any of the department s 1 
but not more than 24 hours will be acceptable from any one 
department. 
( 4) In order to receive the Junior College Diploma 1 the 
5 6Ib id • 1 P • 1 6 • 
student must have been a re sident in Hall-Moody for at 
least three quarters 1 or nine month s . 
(5)  A the sis written on a subj ect related to the depart­
ment in which the maj or work is taken is required of all 
graduate s 1 except the one who wins the honor of valedic­
torian . The the sis usually contains about 3 1 0 0 0  words . 
( 6) A qualitative requirement is made . The student 
must make an average of at least 8 0% on all the college 
work taken in Hall-Moody Junior College . 5 7  
IV. ADMINISTRATION AN D  CONTROL 
Hall-Moody Institute was directly under the control of the 
3 6  
Beulah As sociation of Baptist s  in upper We st Tenne s see from its e stab-
lishment until 19 17 . Several as sociations had e stablished colleges 
in Tenne s see . Carson-Newman College had been e stablished in Ea st 
Tenne s see; Tenne s see College 1 in Murfree sboro; Union University 1 in 
Jack son; and Hall-Moody Institute I in Martin . Control of the se four 
Baptist college s was outside the Tenne s see Baptist Convention . 
Trustee s for the college s were appointed by the local a s sociations 
e stablishing the college s .  The Tenne s see Baptist Convention felt the 
program in higher education could be st be served if the convention 
as sumed control of the four college s with power to appoint the trustee s 
5 71:bid • I P • 2 2 • 
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of all Baptist college s in Tenne s see . 5 8  
Action wa s begun by the official s of the Tenne s see Baptist 
Convention and a drive initiated to raise $2 0 ,  0 0 0  to gain control of 
the college s .  The trustee s of each of the four college s agreed to 
transfer legal control of the college s when the Tenne s see Baptist 
Convention paid $5 1 0 0 0  into the trea sury of each of the schools . 5 9  
Authorization for the action taken by officials of the convention 
wa s gained at the Sixty-fourth Annual Se s sion of the Tenne s see Baptist 
Convention held in Memphis in October , 19 17 . 60 Dr . Rufus W.  Weaver, 
the Secretary of Chri stian Education of Tenne s see , prepared the 
contract s and completed the negotiations authorized by the convention . 
The citizens of Martin raised the $5 1 0 0 0  neces sary for the fulfillment 
of the contract whereby the Baptist Convention as sumed control of 
Hall-Moody Junior College . 6 1  Reorganization of the college for the 
purpo se of standardization began with the pre sidency of Mr . Jarne s T .  
Warren .  
5 8Tenne s see Baptist As sociation , Baptist Reflector , January 4 ,  
19 17 . 
5 91bid . 
6 0Minute s ,  Tenne s see Baptist Association , 64th Annual Se s sion, 
October , 1 9 17 . 
6 1Hall-Moody Junior College , Catalog I 1 9 2 5 - 2 6 ,  p .  6 . 
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Hall-Moody Institute accumulated a considerable debt over a 
period of years . By 19 2 6 the Tenne s see Baptist Convention felt it 
could not adequately support two college s in We st Tenne s see , and 
the move wa s begun to consolidate Hall-Moody with Union University . 
This financial difficulty is reflected in the 19 2 6- 2 7  Catalog of Hall-
Moody when the statement was made that beginning May 3 1 ,  19 2 6 ,  
the college went on an absolute cash ba si s . All tuition and room 
rents became payable in advance . 62  
Tuition in the various department s had increa sed over earlier 
tuition rate s .  The following tuition was charged in the different 
curricula for each quarter: 
Elementary School 
Tuition Free--Fee per quarter , each grade 
High School 
Each Year , per quarter 
Per quarter hour 
Per year (9 months)  
Junior College 
$ 5 .  00  
$25 . 00 
$ 2 . 0 0 
9 6 . 0 0 
Rate s for room and board had increased a s  follows: 
6 2 Ibid • I p . 1 0 • 
Room rent per quarter ( 12 weeks) , two in 
room, each person 
Board 1 per month 
Board 1 per week • • • • • 
Board , per day • 
Board , per meal (Sundays ,  40 cents) . 
$ 18 . 0 0 
16 . 0 0 
4 . 0 0 
. 6 0 
• 7 5  63 
39  
Athletic s .  The Board of Tru stees in 19 2 3  pas sed a re solution 
permitting 1 under fixed regulations , intercollegiate athletics , thus 
reversing an earlier decision made by the school • s  administration and 
faculty . 64 The athletic program at Hall-Moody wa s initiated with the 
employment of Mr . H .  K .  Grantha� , who had succe s sfully completed 
two years as physical director at Newbern High School . Mr . 
Grantham • s  ability as  a coach is indicated by his appointment as  coach 
at Tenne s see Junior College in 19 27 . 65 He was the only member of 
the Hall-Moody staff retained by the university . 
By 19 2 4  a new gymnasium wa s built with a seating capacity of 
eight hundred . 6 6  The school ' s  intercollegiate athletic program was a 
63Ibid . I p .  45 . 
64Hall-Moody Junior College , The Last Leaf , 19 27 , p .  15 . 
65 The University of Tenne s see Junior College , First Announce­
�' 19 27- 2 8 ,  p .  
6 �all-Moody Junior College , The Last Leaf , 19 27 ,  p .  1 6 . 
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succe s s . Even with an outstanding debt , the trustees of the college 
felt that the gymnasium would be worth the co st to the school and 
proceeded with the plans for it s construction . 
Consolidation . Mr . Warren resigned as  pre sident of Hall­
Moody Junior College in March , 1 9 2 6 41 to accept the position of vice 
pre sident of Tenne s see College at Murfree sboro . The Board of 
Trustee s of Hall-Moody elected Mr. William Hall Pre ston of Knoxville 
as pre sident to succeed Mr. Warren .  Mr .  Pre ston • s administration 
was a short one because of the failure of the tru stee s to raise $7 5 , 00 0  
t o  pay the accumulated debt o f  $ 65 , 000  and $ 1 0 , 0 0 0  for operating 
fund s . 67 
The board bonded the property to cover the $ 65 , 0 0 0  deficit , then 
made arrangement s to surrender the property to the Tenne s see Baptist 
Convention . The Baptist State Convention met in Memphis and the 
executive board agreed upon the term s  of consolidation . The executive 
board ruled that after June 1 ,  19 2 7 , Hall-Moody Junior College was to 
be consolidated with Union University of Jack son , Tenne s see . This  
decision ended the twenty- seven years of  service by the Baptist s  
67 Ibid . I P• 1 6 .  
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through Hall-Moody Institute and Hall-Moody Junior College to the 
citizens of upper We st Tenne s see . 68 
6 8Ibid . 
CHAPTER III 
TENNESSEE JUNIOR COLLEGE ( 19 27 - 19 5 1} 
I .  INTRODUCTION 
With the consolidation of Hall-Moody Junior College and 
Union University at the close of the 19 2 7  school year 1 the University 
of Tenne s see was able to obtain property and equipment for the 
e stablishment of a j unior college in We st Tenne s see . The University 
began considering the e stablishment of a j unior college in We st 
Tenne s see as early as  19 14 .  Trustee Rowan A .  Greer from Memphis 1 
in a board meeting on June 11  19 14 , moved that a committee be 
appointed consisting of Pre sident Ayre s and Judge Hugh L .  McClung to 
inve stigate the feasibility of e stablishing a j unior college department 
of the University of Tenne s see at Memphi s . 1 This motion was 
approved by the board , but there was no later action taken on the 
proposal . 
Hall-Moody had served upper We st Tenne s see for twenty-seven 
years , and the people in this section of the State were reluctant to give 
1soard Minute s ,  The University of Tenne s see I June 1 ,  19 14 .  
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up the advantage s of having an institution of higher education in upper 
We st Tenne s see . 
A concerted effort was made in the community to raise $7 5 , 00 0  
t o  pay the debt that had been accumulated by Hall-Moody over a period 
of years . 2 The community was unsucce s sful in this effort , and the 
Tenne s see Baptist As sociation proceeded with plans to consolidate 
Hall-Moody with Union University so that the as sociation would have 
only one institution of higher education to support in We st Tennes see . 
George C .  Rowlett , a lawyer from Martin , Tenne s see , was 
appointed to the University of Tenne s see Board of Trustee s from the 
Ninth Congre s sional District on August 15 , 19 27 . A vacancy existed 
on the board at this time because of the death on May 10 , 19 2 7 ,  of 
Trustee Spencer F .  Thomas from Brownsville , Tenne s see . 3 Trustee 
Rowlett • s term ended on July 1 ,  19 47 , but he remained on the board 
until appointment of his succe s sor in 19 49 . 4 Mr. Rowlett had been a 
member of the Board of Trustee s of Hall-Moody Junior College at the 
time the school was consolidated with Union University . 5 
2Hall-Moody Junior College , The Last Leaf, 19 2 6 , p .  9 .  
3 Biennial Report 1 The University of Tenne s see , 19 27 , p .  2 .  
4Biennial Report , The University of Tenne s see , 19 47 , p .  2 .  
S Hall-Moody Junior College , The Last Leaf , 19 2 6 ,  p .  3 .  -- -- --
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Mr . Rowlett • s  appointment in 19 27  was fortunate for the Junior 
College since he was immediately available at Martin to help work 
out difficultie s that aro se during the early days of e stablishment . 
Land acquisition was a maj or problem that took much of Mr . Rowlett • s 
time . In addition to the problem of land acquisition , problems 
concerning financial arrangements were of  immediate concern . 
Mr . Rowlett was in direct contact with the pe_ople of the community 1 
the faculty of the school , and other members of the Board of Trustee s; 
and he acted as coordinator for the developing school . 
II . THE ESTABLISHMENT 
The e stablishing of college s  and determining the type of school 
being e stablished re st with the General As sembly of the State of 
Tennes see . Senate Bill Number 3 0 1 ,  chapter nine of the Public Acts 
of 19 27 , was introduced by Senator S .  R .  Bratton of Union City , 
Tenne s see , to e stablish a State college at Martin . Senator Bratton 
repre sented the countie s of Lake , Obion , and Weakley . This bill 1 
authorizing the e stablishment of Tenne s see Junior College , follows: 
An Act to create and e stablish a Junior College of 
Agriculture , Industrial Art s ,  and Home Economic s in Martin , 
Weakley County , Tenne s see , and to provide for it s main­
tenance 1 management and operation . 
Section 1 • Be it enacted !2Y the General As sembly of 
the State of Tenne s see I That there shall be and is hereby 
created and e stablished by the State of Tenne s see , a Junior 
College of Agriculture 1 Industrial Ar ts 1 and Home Economics 
in Martin , Tenne s see I to be known as 11Tenne s see Junior 
College , 11 and shall be made , in every re spect , a first clas s 
institution for white pupil s . 
Section 2 .  Be it further enacted , That the State of 
Tenne s see is hereby authorized to accept , as  a donation , 
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the real e state , buildings ,  furnishings and all e quipment 
belonging to and known as Hall-Moody Junior College pro­
pertie s located at Martin , Tenne s see , and when said property 
is conveyed to the State in fee simple and unencumbered the 
Trustee s of the University of Tenne s see are hereby empowered 
and directed to take charge of said property and operate , 
manage and control same in the conduct -of the school e stab­
lished by and under this Act , and the Trustee s of the 
University of Tenne s see shall pre scribe the course s of study 
to be offered by said s chool . 
Section 3 • Be it further enacted , That , beginning July 1 ,  
1 9 27 , there shall be 1 and is , appropriated out of the State 
Treasury the sum of Seventy-Five Thousand {$7 5  I 0 0 0 . 00) 
Dollars per year to be paid to the Trustee s of the University 
of Tenne s see in semi-annual payment s  on July 1 st and 
January 1 st of each year to be used for the maintenance and 
sup port of Tenne s see Junior College . 
Section 4 .  Be it further enacted , That it· shall be the 
duty of the Governor of the State of Tenne s see to call a 
meeting of the Board of Trustees within sixty day s after a 
pas sage of this Act for the purpo se of taking such steps as  
may be nece s sary to  carry out the provisions hereof , and to 
open said school at the earlie st date practicable . And all 
disbursement s  of money under the provisions of this Act shall 
be made in the same manner and way that the fund s of the 
University of Tenne s see are disbursed . 
Section 5 • Be it further enacted I That this Act become s 
effective from and after it s pas sage I the public welfare 
requiring it • 
Pa s sed February 1 0 1  19 27 . 
Approved March 29 1 19 27 . 
Henry H • Horton 1 
Speaker of the Senate 
Selden Maiden I 
Speaker of the House of 
Repre sentative s 
Au stin Peay , 
Govemor6 
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Two companion bills were introduced to carry out the provisions 
of Section two of Senate Bill Number 3 0 1 . The donation of real e state , 
buildings ,  furnishing s ,  and equipment referred to in the second section 
of the bill was based on an agreement by Weakley County and the City 
of Martin to furnish $ 100 , 0 0 0  each to finance thi s  donation . Prior to 
this  date 1 support for Hall-Moody had been through the Beulah As so-
ciation , the Tenne s see Baptist Convention , and friends of the school 
at Martin and in the surrounding communitie s .  The strong desire of 
the people of Martin for an institution of higher education re suited in a 
committee movement for the e stablishment of a State institution at 
Martin . This move followed the unsucce s sful attempt to keep 
6Acts of Tenne s see , 19 27 1 c .  9 .  
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Hall-Moody at Martin . The $ 100 , 000 bond is sue authorized by House 
Bill Number 5 7 5 , chapter 247 of the 19 27  Private Acts of the General 
As sembly , provided for a referendum before the bond s could be is sued . 
The citizens authorized the bond issue . 
Senate Bill Number 385 , chapter 1 7 2  of the 1 9 2 7  Private Act s of 
Tenne s see , wa s propo sed by Senator Bratton . The act wa s pas sed on 
April 1 ,  19 2 7 , and approved by Governor Peay on the same day . 7 
House Bill Number 5 7 5 1 chapter 2 47 of the 19 27 Private Act s of 
Tenne s see was propo sed by Speaker of the House Seldin L .  Maiden and 
Repre sentative R.  E .  Gallimore . This act was pas sed on April 5 ,  1 9 2 7 1 
subj ect to referendum , and approved by the Governor on the same day .s 
The purpose or intent of the se bills wa s stated as follows: 
An Act to authorize Weakley County to issue and sell one 
hundred thousand dollars of it s bonds for the purpo se of 
a s sisting the state of Tenne s see in acquiring additional land 1 
buildings , and equipment for Tenne s see Junior College at 
Martin , which property is to be used for agricultural training 
and educational purpo se s 1 and to provide for the payment of 
intere st and the redemption of said bonds . 9 
An Act to authorize the City of Martin , Tenne s see , a 
7 Act s of Tenne ssee , 19 27 , c .  1 7 2 . 
BAet s of Tennes see , 19 27 , c .  2 47 .  
9Act s of Tenne s see , 1 9 27 , c .  1 7 2 . 
municipal corporation ,  organized under the laws of said 
State to is sue One H undred Thousand ($ 1 0 0 , 0 0 0 . 0 0) Dollars 
of intere st-bearing coupon bonds , for the purpose of having 
located in said City of Martin 11Tenne s see Junior College 11 
and to as sist in buying property for the same; and to provide 
for the payment of said bonds and the intere st thereon . 1 0  
Tenne s see Junior College operated under the provisions of 
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Senate Bill 3 0 1  between the years 19 2 7 - 1 9 5 1 .  The enabling act e stab-
lished a college with curricula limited to three areas:  a j unior college 
of agriculture 1 industrial arts 1 and home economics .  On June 3 0 1  
19 2 7 1 the Board of Tru stee s of the University of Tenne s see met at 
Knoxville , Tenne s see 1 and began organizing to carry out the provisions 
of the enabling act . The H all-Moody property was purcha sed from the 
Tenne s see Baptist As sociation for the sum of $ 65 , 00 0 . 1 1  This was 
$ 1 0 , 0 0 0  le s s  than the sum that members of the local community had 
attempted to raise to keep Hall-Moody at Martin . The balance of the 
$ 1 0 0 , 0 0 0  was used to purchase two additional piece s of property 
referred to as the Freeman and the Lovelace propertie s . 1 2  
1 0Acts of Tenne s see , 1 9 2 7 , c .  247 . 
1 1Board Minute s ,  The University of Tenne s see , June 3 0 ,  19 2 7 . 
1 2Ibid . 
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III . AIMS AND OBJECTIVES 
The enabling act e stablishing Tenne s see Junior College listed 
some aims and obj ective s for the college . Hall-Moody had been a 
liberal arts college since it s e stablishment in 19 00  and had placed 
strong emphasis  on language s as an important part of the program of 
study . Tenne s see Junior College utilized liberal art s subj ect s  only 
to the extent that they were nece s sary for program s in agriculture , 
industrial art s , and home economic s .  Foreign language was not added 
to the curriculum until the summer quarter of 195  9 ,  at which time a 
full year of French was made a part of the liberal art s curriculum • 1 3  
The enabling act allowed for course s of study in agriculture I 
industrial arts 1 and home economic s .  The act further stated that 
Tenne s see Junior College was to be made ,_ in every re spect , a first 
clas s institution . 14  
Pre sident Morgan 1 in discu s sing with the Board of Tru stee s the 
obj e ctive s for Tenne s see Junior College I emphasized the fact that the 
college was to be located in an outstanding agricultural area and one 
1 3The University of Tenne s see , Martin Branch , ••summer 
Quarter Schedule , 19 5 9 . •• 
1 4Acts of Tenne s see , 19 2 7 , c .  9 .  
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of the maj or problems of the University would be the problem of 
relating the program of the college to the economic need s of the 
territory in which it was located . 15  
Dr . Jame s Ho skins , on the occa sion of  the University ' s  
Se squi-Centennial Celebration on November 1 7 , 1944 ,  stated that 
the e stablishment of the Junior College at Martin was an important 
accomplishment of Dr. Morgan ' s  admini stration . The e stablishment 
of Tenne s see Junior College broadened the service area of the 
University of Tenne s see to include the whole State . On this occasion 
Dr . Ho skins stated: 11A j unior college e stablished during his Dr . 
Morgan ' s  administration brought the first two years of the University 
clo se to the home s of the people of We st Tenne s see . A great service 
program built around this motto , 'The Campus of the University Is the 
State , ' was initiated and is still growing . •• 1 6  
Criticism was often made during the early years of the University 
that the institution served only East Tenne s see . Appropriation difficulty 
in the General As sembly wa s partly based on this criticism . The 
1 5 soard Minute s ,  The University of Tenne s see , June 3 0 ,  19 27 . 
1 6The University of Tenne s see , Newsletter, Vol .  XXIV, No . 1 ,  
January , 19 4 1 ,  p .  7 .  
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tru stee s have attempted to carry through with the motto initiated with 
the e stabli shment of Tenne s see Junior College I ••The Campus of the 
University Is the State . 11 
One of the obj ective s of the e stablishment of the Junior 
College was to bring the University program clo ser to the people of 
We st Tenne s see . 17  The College of  Medicine of the University of 
Tenne s see began operating as one unit in the city of Memphis in 
September 1 19 1 3 . With the establishment of the Junior College , 
three units of the University were located in West Tenne s see: the 
College of Medicine at Memphis ,  West Tenne s see Agricultural 
Experiment Station at Jack son , and Tenne s see Junior College at 
Martin . At this time , We st Tenne s see was well served by the 
University . 
Another obj ective of the Junior College was to relate the 
college program to the economic need s of the territory . 1 8  We st 
Tenne s see has been the outstanding agricultural region of the State 
due to it s climate 1 soil type , and topography . Mo st of the land was 
17 Ibid . 
1 8Board Minute s ,  The University of Tenne s see , June 3 0 ,  1 9 27 . 
utili zed for agricultural purpose s . 1 9  The programs of study in 
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agriculture , home economics , and industrial art s reflect the effort of 
the University to build a program to meet the needs of the area served 
by the Junior College • 
An understanding of the methods and re sults  of re search by 
students was an obj ective of the Junior College . 2 0  The organization 
at Martin brought the student s into clo se touch with the re search 
carried on in agriculture and the science s at the We st Tennes see 
Experiment Station . As a part of the State University , the Junior 
College was in a unique position to participate in agricultural re search 
and to come in contact with re search carried on by various department s  
o f  the University . The re source s of the University and the State 
were utilized by the Junior College • 
IV .  CURRICULUM AND INSTRUCTION 
The program of the Junior College included three separate 
course s of study--the curriculum in agriculture , the curriculum in 
1 9united State s Bureau of the Census , Fifteenth Census of the 
United State s :  19 3 0 . Agriculture . (Washington: Government 
Printing Office , 1 9 3 2) . 
2 0The University of Tenne s see Junior College , First Announce­
ment , 19 27 - 2 8 , p .  2 .  
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indu strial arts , and the curriculum in home economic s .  2 1 This method 
of organization was in keeping with the bill creating and e stablishing 
the Junior College. The direction of the Board of Trustee s was that 
the provisions of this bill be strictly adhered to in developing the 
program for Tenne s see Junior College . 2 2 
The curriculum offered at Martin was organized by the faculty 
of the College of Agriculture . 2 3 At this  time the pre sent College of 
Home Economic s was a part of the College of Agriculture . The course 
outline as published in the first catalog wa s similar to the course 
outline for the first two years offered at Knoxville for general agricul-
ture and home economics . 2 4  The standards at Martin were the same 
a s  the standard s at Knoxville and the credit s earned at Martin met the 
requirement s  of the Southern As sociation of College s and Secondary 
Schools .  Students completing any part or all of the cour se s offered 
at the Junior College could transfer all credit s earned to Knoxville or 
2 1Ibid. 1 P • 3 • 
2 2 soard Minute s ,  The University of Tenne s see , June 3 0 ,  19 27 . 
2 4The Univers ity of Tenne s see Junior College , First Announce­
ment , 19 27- 2 8 . 
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to other approved college s • 
During the regular school year , only three course s were 
offered in education . The se three course s 1 Education 12 1 ,  1 2 2 , and 
1 2 3 1 were entitled "Teaching Rural Life . "25 The se course s were in 
keeping with the stated obj ective s of the Junior College . Since the 
area served by the Junior College was an agricultural area 1 the course s 
offered were de signed to meet the immediate needs of the communitie s 
served . 
Provision wa s also made for the education of rural teachers 
outside the regular Junior College curriculum . Following the lead of 
Hall-Moody Junior College , Tenne s see Junior College organized a 
spring term and a summer term for teachers . 2 6  Each of the se terms 
wa s organized for a period of six week s .  The spring term wa s offered 
from April through May 2 6 and the summer term was offered from May 28 
through July 7 during the 1 9 2 7 - 2 8  school year . 27  
Since the regular school year ended late in the spring and 
began early in the summer , teachers were unable to attend the regularly 
2 5 Ibid • I p • 14 • 
2 6The University of Tenne s see Junior College , Spring and 
Summer School Announcement , 19 2 8 . 
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s cheduled college terms , s o  special term s were e stablished for them . 
The se two terms were enriched in the area of education beyond the 
three course s taught in the regular curriculum . 
There was very little change in the program offered at the 
Junior College until the year 1 9 3 3 . 2 8  At this  time , due to a decrea se 
in State appropriation , the program at the Junior College was cut to 
the bare minimum . There was also a reduction in personnel at this  
time , accompanied by a discontinuance of  student activitie s  and inter­
collegiate athletic s . Following this  reduction in program , the budget 
for the 19 3 3- 3 4  school year was again reduced , bringing further re stric­
tions in the Junior College program and generating serious doubts that 
the college could long survive with the type of program offered . 29  
On February 2 1 ,  19 34 , the citizens of We st Tenne s see 
petitioned the University and listed change s that they expected the 
trustee s and administrative officers of the University to make in the 
Junior College program . 3 0 On this date , two groups met with the 
officers of the University to discu s s  the serious problems that con­
fronted the Junior College .  The s chool superintendent s of the countie s 
2 8soard Minute s ,  The University of Tenne s see , July 19 , 19 3 2 . 
2 9Ibid . , December 27 , 19 3 3 . 
3 0Ibid . , February 2 8 , 19  34 . 
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of Benton , Carroll , Dyer , Gib son ,  Henry I Lake I Obion I and Weakley 
a sked the trustee s  and official s of the University to expand the Junior 
College curricula; and the committee of superintendent s pre sented a 
five-point program for the Junior College . The point s listed were: 
1 .  The Junior College program should repre sent the first two 
years of University work . 
2 • The offering s of the Junior College should be broadened • 
3 .  The curricula should include two full years in liberal art s I 
two full years in education , and two full years in pre-medicine . 
4 .  Reinstatement of athletics with a full program of inter­
collegiate athletic s . 
5 .  Pre sent the full list of the curricula offered in the Junior 
College announcement catalog • 3 1  
The first three points were related in that they dealt with 
expansion of the curriculum even beyond the program in effect before 
the 19 3 2- 3 3  cutback . The committee of superintendent s was specific 
in that it s members listed in point three the areas they felt should be 
added to the two-year programs in agriculture and home economics . 
Point four referred to the fact that all education course s  offered were 
3 1Ibid . 
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not listed in the regular college catalog . A mimeographed li st of 
course s wa s sent to teachers before each spring and summer se s sion 
for teachers . Thi s mimeographed list of course s contained those 
offered in the spring and summer terms for teachers . By not listing 
the course s in the regular catalog , the superintendents  and teachers 
felt the course s were not sanctioned by the official s of the University . 
Dr . Ho skins , Dean Willson , and C .  P .  Claxton , the executive 
officer at the Junior College , propo sed the following changes in the 
program of the Junior College at a meeting on February 2 1 , 19 3 4: 
1 .  That the college again operate a program of intercollegiate 
athletics . 
2 .  That the curriculum be expanded to provide for education 
course s that would qualify the teacher for a life certificate and that 
the course s be offered in a regular two-year course . 
3 • That Zoology 2 1 1  be dropped from the curriculum and that 
Zoology 1 1 1- 1 2  be added to the curriculum . 
4 .  That student activity fee s be reinstated . 
5 .  That a fund of three hundred dollars be e stablished to pay 
for travel expense s for a faculty member visitation program to schools 
in the area . 
6 .  That there be provisions made for re sident adult education 
5 8  
for farmers and homemakers • 3 2 
The recommendations made by the admini strative official s of the 
University fell far short of the recommendations made by the superin­
tendents but did indicate that the University officials felt there needed 
to be a change in the college program but not as extensive as that 
sugge sted by the superintendents . 
The third set of recommendations came from a committee of 
citizens from Martin and Weakley countie s .  This group recommended 
the following change s in the Junior College program: 
1 .  That the curriculum be expanded to include two years of 
liberal art s , including foreign language s • 
2 .  That the curriculum be expanded to include two years  of 
pre-medicine and pre-den�istry . 
3 . That the curriculum be expanded to include two full years 
of teacher training . 
4 .  Re storation of intercollegiate athletic s .  3 3  
It i s  evident that the school superintendents and committee of 
citizens wanted greater expansion at Tenne s see Junior College than 
the official s of the University were willing to recommend . The 
3 2Ibid . 
3 3Ibid . 
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cutback in the Junior College program re suited in a new evaluation of 
the program by both local citizens and University official s .  
Local citizens were di s satisfied with the progre s s  made by the 
Junior College since it s opening in 19 27 . They felt the Junior College 
had not developed sufficiently to serve the need s of the citizens of 
upper We st Tenne s see . The reque sts of the superintendent s and 
citizens group went beyond the curricular limitations as set up in the 
enabling act of 19 27 . The officials of the University wanted to stay 
within the bound s of this act • 
The Junior College wa s not the only part of the University that 
experienced financial difficulty during this period . The total 
University sy stem was operating with a 5 0  per cent decrease in State 
appropriation below the 19 29 appropriation . 3 4  A reduction in program 
was immediately felt by both the University and the communitie s served 
by the University . The community served by the Junior College wa s 
not satisfied with the progre s s  made during the first seven years of 
operation . 
The meeting on February 2 1 ,. 19 3 4 ,.  at Martin between local 
citizens and University official s re sulted in immediate action by the 
3 4Ibid . , December 2 7 , 1 9 3 3 . 
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University . On February 2 8 1  19 3 4 1  Dean C .  A. Will son of the College 
of Agriculture pre sented a list of propo sed change s in the curriculum 
that would meet the re quests of We st Tenne s see citizens . 35 The 
proposed change s included an outline of a two-year course of study 
that would lead toward a Bachelor of Art s degree at Knoxville . Also 
included in the propo sed change s wa s a list of modifications that 
would provide for two years leading toward a Bachelor of Science degree 
in Education and a one-year course in pre-medicine . This program 1 
when put in effect 1 provided for two years in liberal art s and education . 
The one year in pre-medicine wa s a part of the liberal art s curriculum . 
The tru stee s 1 by accepting the se propo sed change s 1 went beyond the 
enabling act creating and e stablishing the Junior College . This general 
curriculum 1 providing for the above mentioned change s I follows :  
* 
Engli sh 1 1 1-2-3  
History 1 1 1- 2- 3  
Psychology 2 1 1- 2 1 
Education 27 3 




Phy sical Education 
1 1 1- 2- 3  
Botany 1 1 1 ,  Zoology 1 1 1 1  Bacteriology 1 1 1  
Botany 1 1 1 1  Zoology 1 1 1- 2  
Zoology 2 2 1- 2  I Bacteriology 2 2 1 
Chemistry 1 1 1-2-3  
35  Ibid . I February 2 8 1  1 9 3 4. 
**  
* 
Choose one serie s:  
Mathematics 1 1 1- 2- 3 
Education 1 3 1- 2 - 3  
Sophomore 
English 2 1 1- 2- 3  
H istory 2 2 1- 2- 3 
Economics 2 2 1 - 2 1 Agricul-




2 1 1- 2- 3  
Choose one serie s of science not taken in Fre shman year . 
Entomology is  available in spring quarter . 
**choose one serie s not cho sen before: 
Mathematics 1 1 1 - 2 - 3  
Education 1 2 1 1  3 1 1; Political Science 3 2 1 3 6 
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This new general curriculum at the Junior College was approved 
on March 1 4 ,  19 3 4 , by the Board of Trustee s  of the University of 
Tenne s see . The new curriculum began under the direction of Paul 
Meek I chief administrative officer . Porter Claxton 1 chief administra-
tive officer from the opening of the college 1 was transferred to Knoxville 
as  As sociate Profe s sor of Education . 
The Junior College operated under the revised program approved 
by the trustees  until the emergency created by World War II . On 
August 2 4 , 19  42 1 a contract was signed with the Civil Aeronautics  
Administration to  provide elementary course s  in  pilot training for the 
3 6Ibid . 
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Naval Air Service at the Junior College . 37  The college also continued 
the regular curriculum for the 25 4 students enrolled in 1 9 4 2 . 3 8  
In the ground school , course s were taught in ••Plane and Ship 
Recognition , Civil Air Regulations , Theory of Flight 1 Aero logy , N aviga-
tion , Communications (Code and Semaphore) and Aircraft Engines • •• 39 
Flight instruction was provided at the Gill-Dove Airfield , two mile s 
from the campus of the Junior College . Mr . Gill Staulcup was owner 
and operator of the airfield , and Mr . Erne st L .  Clawson wa s resident 
flight supervisor . The third area of training provided for the Naval 
Cadets was a phy sical training program under the direction of Coach 
H .  0 .  Finley and Athletic Director Joe Black Haye s . A total of 1 2 0 
Naval Aviation Cadet s completed the three-point elementary program in 
pilot training . A total of fifteen instructors participated in the ground 
instruction phase of the program . 40 Another contract was signed 
with the Civil Aeronautic s Administration on April 1 ,  19 43 ,  providing 
3 7 Ibid . , October 1 2 , 1 9 42 .  
3 8The University of Tenne s see , Martin Branch , Office of the 
Registrar 1 "Perennial Calendar , .. 1 9 2 7 - 195 9 . 
39The University of Tenne s see Junior College 1 "Eye s in the 
Skie s , .. n • p • 
40Ibid . 
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for a continuation of the elementary course for Naval Aviation Cadet s •4 1  
The program in the training of Naval Aviation Cadet s made it pos s ible 
to keep the faculty at the Junior College 1 thus providing a nucleu s for 
the development following the war . 
The faculty at Tennes see Junior College began planning for the 
growth of the college at the end of the war . The staff recommended 
that the Junior College offer a standard two-year program in engineer­
ing . Pre sident Hoskins  recommended to the Board of Trustee s on 
August 1 0 1  1 9 4 3 1 that the recommendations of the staff at the Junior 
College be approved . 42  Pre sident Hoskins 1 Dean Brehm , and Dean 
Dougherty vi sited the Junior College and conferred with the staff and 
intere sted local citizens concerning the need for a two-year course in 
engineering prior to the board meeting . University officials were 
convinced that such a course was needed and recommended the change . 
Pre sident Ho skins stated that a large number of student s transferred to 
Knoxville to complete the last two years of work in agriculture and 
home economic s 1 and he felt that this  number would be greatly 
increased if the program was expanded to include the two years in 
4 1Board Minute s 1 ·The University of Tenne s see , June 2 2 ,  1 9 43 . 
42Ibid . 1 August 10 1 19 43 . 
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engineering . 43 
The 19 43-44 curriculum included four course s in civil engi­
neering in addition to the course s in agricultural engineering . The 
recommendations of the Junior College staff 1 Pre sident Hoskins I 
Dean Brehm 1 and Dean Dougherty became a part of the Junior College 
program in 1 9 44 when a basic two-year curriculum in engineering wa s 
officially instituted at Martin . 44 
By adding a two-year curriculum in engineering 1 the Board of 
Trustee s of the University made the Junior College 11a standard A and 
M college for the first two years . "45 From the date of it s e stablish­
ment 1 the Junior College was intended to operate as an agricultural 
college . Home economics  and industrial arts were to supplement the 
program in agriculture . The three course s in rural education offered 
during the regular school year reflected this  obj ective . During and 
following World War II , agriculture remained basic to the economy of 
We st Tenne s see I but industry began to influence the economy . The 
type of program operated by the Junior College during the war years for 
43Ibid . 
44rhe University of Tenne s see 1 Announcement 1 19 44-45 1 p .  2 8 .  
45 Board Minutes 1 The University of Tenne s see 1 August 1 0 , 1 9 4 3 . 
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Naval Aviation Cadet s emphasized the importance of engineering and 
the need for trained civilians in this area . This attitude wa s an 
accumulation of many years and many event s , as  shown by the change s 
in the program over a period of years from 1 9 2 7  through 1 9 44 . 
The first catalog made no differentiation in the various course s 
of study offered at the Junior College • 4 6 The 19  2 9 - 3  0 program 
included a curriculum for agriculture and a curriculum for home econo-
mics with no mention of industrial art s . 47 The program for 19 3 1- 3 2  
included a course of study i n  industrial art s i n  addition to the course s 
of study in agriculture and home economics . 48 The curriculum in 
industrial arts was dropped during the 19 3 3 - 3 4  school year and was 
reinstated during the 1 9 3  6- 37 school year . In the next year , 19 3 7 - 3 8 1 
the industrial art s curriculum be came the "Curriculum in Agricultural 
Engineering . "49 
The need for industrial art s as a separate curriculum did not 
develop until the third year of the Junior College , even though the 
4 6university of Tenne s see Junior College , First Announcement , 
19 2 7 - 2 8 .  
47 Ibid . 1 Second Announcement , 19 28-29 . 
48Ibid . , Fifth Announcement , 19 3 1- 3 2 ,  p .  34 .  
49 Ibid . 1 Eleventh Announcement , 19 37- 38 , p .  27 . 
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enabling act made indu strial art s a part of the program t o  be offered 
by the college . The curriculum in indu strial art s wa s the first to be 
dropped when the budget wa s reduced in 1 9 3 3 . The general curriculum 
wa s added before industrial art s was rein stated and then was li sted a s  
industrial art s for only one year before becoming a two-year curriculum 
in agricultural engineering . A precedent was set in 1 9 3 7  for the 
reque st in 1 9 43 that the Junior College offer a standard two-year 
course in engineering . The Junior College had succe s sfully offered a 
two-ye ar agricultural engineering course for six years prior to this  
reque st . 
On August 8 ,  1 9 44 ,  Dean Fred C .  Smith reported to the Board 
of Trustee s that the Navy Program in progre s s  at Martin was being 
terminated .  He reported that the contracts from 19 42 through 1 9 44 
had been most succe s sful . 5 0  
Termination of the Navy training program at the Junior College 
wa s followed by the signing of another government contract . On 
September 15 , 19 44 , the University entered into a contract with the 
United State s Veterans Administration to provide training at the Junior 
College for disabled veterans as  provided by Public Law Number 1 6 ,  
5 0soard Minutes , The University of Tenne s see , August 8 ,  1 9 44 . 
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Seventy-eighth Congre s s  • 5 1 
The exit of the Naval Aviation Cadet s did not re sult in an end 
to the elementary flight training program . On December 14 , 19 44 1 a 
contract was signed with the Tenne s see Bureau of Aeronautic s 
establishing forty scholarships at the Junior College for instruction in 
aviation of Tenne s see public school teachers and pro spective teachers .  
Gill-Dove Airways again provided the flight instruction for the 
University under the term s of this contract . 5 2  
As a re sult of an inve stigation by a faculty committee and a 
report to the Board of Trustees  of recommendations formulated by the 
faculty committee 1 the trustees  on May 1 3 , 1 9 47 1 authori zed the 
expansion of the program of study at the Junior College to include a 
two-year curriculum in busine s s  admini stration . The curriculum in 
busine s s  wa s developed on the same ba sis as the two-year curriculum 
in engineering . 5 3  Thus 1 the expansion in engineering set a pattern 
that was followed in further expan sion of the program at the Junior 
College . The 19 47-48  catalog listed courses  of study in agriculture , 
5 1  Ibid . 1 September 15  1 19  44 . 
5 2Ibid . 1 December 1 4 1  19 44 . 
5 3  Ibid . 1 May 1 3 1  1 9 47 . 
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agricultural engineering , busine s s  administration , elementary educa-
tion , engineering , and home economic s .  The general curriculum for 
liberal art s provided for course s of study in pre-dentistry 1 pre-law 1 
pre-medicine , and the first year of pharmacy . A curriculum in 
physical education was added in 19 48 . Sugge stions were made for 
students working toward secondary education , but a specific course 
of study was not listed in the catalog . The program of study at 
Tenne s see Junior College was gradually and cons istently expanded to 
meet the changing needs of the area served until the Junior College 
wa s elevated to a branch of the University in 1 9 5 1 . 5 4  
In re sponse to the recommendations of a citizens committee 
from We st Tenne s see 1 the Board of Trustee s on December 1 2 , 19 49 , 
appointed Mr . Charle s R .  Volz chairman of a committee to study the 
advisability and legality of making the Junior College a four-year 
college . 5 5  Immediately after this appointment was made , the trustee s 
listened to a delegation of citizens from We st Tenne s see reque sting the 
expansion of the Junior College to four-year status . 5 6  Included in the 
5 4The University of Tenne s see Junior College , Announcements I 
19 47- 1 9 5 2 1  Vol . V .  
5 5  Board Minute s 1 The University of Tenne s see , December 1 2 , 
1949. 
5 6Ibid . 
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group were Mr . Charle s G .  Tomerlin of Union City , Mr . George C .  
Thoma s of Dre sden , Profe s sor Ed Eller of Martin , Mr .  Roy Vincent of 
Union City , and State Senator Broeck Cummings of Rutherford . 
Mr . Tomerlin acted a s  spoke sman for the delegation . Before Mr . Volz 
reported the recommendations of  his committe e ,  a meeting wa s held in 
Trenton,  Tenne s see , that re sulted in the formation of the We st 
Tennes see As sociation for Expansion of the University of Tenne s see 
Junior College . About one hundred persons , repre senting all We st 
Tenne s see countie s ,  were pre sent at this meeting i and Mr . Cooper 
Alexander of Jackson was elected chairman , Mr . Roy N .  Vincent of 
Union City was elected vice-chairman,  and Mr . Ed Eller of Martin wa s 
elected secretary-treasurer of the as sociation . 57  
V .  ADMINISTRATION AND CONTROL 
The enabling act establishing Tenne s see Junior College placed 
the control of the college under the Board of Trustee s of the University 
of Tenne s see . 5 8  The Board of Trustee s wa s e stablished by the 
General As sembly , and change s in the board or the powers of the board 
5 7Ibid . , September 15 , 195 0 .  
5 8  Act s of Tenne s see , 1 9 2 7 , c .  9 .  
7 0  
re sted with the General As sembly . The term of office for the trustee s 
was e stablished as twelve years during the Junior College period . 5 9  
The tru stee s ,  acting a s  the body in control of Tenne s see Junior 
College , placed the administration of the college under the direction 
of the Dean of the College of Agriculture . 60 Administration at Martin 
wa s under the direction of an executive officer who wa s directly 
re sponsible to the Dean of the College of Agriculture . 
Two men , C .  P .  Claxton and Paul Meek , served as executive 
officers at the Junior College during the Junior College period . Depart­
ment head s were e stablished in 1 9 4 6 . 
VI .  FACULTY 
Control of Tenne s see Junior College was the re sponsibility of 
the Board of Trustee s  o.f the University of Tenne s see . Due to the type 
of j unior college e stablished by the enabling act , the Board of Trustee s 
directed that local supervision would be under an administrative officer 
who was to be immediately re sponsible to the Dean of the College of 
Agriculture . Mr .  C .  P .  Claxton was appointed chief administrative 
5 g lbid • 1 19  09 1 C • 48 • 
6 0soard Minute s ,  The University of Tenne s see , June 3 0 ,  19 27 .  
7 1  
officer I effective July 1 1  1 9 27 . 6 1  Mr .  Claxton wa s immediately 
re sponsible to Dean Charle s A.  Willson of the College of Agriculture . 
Mr . Claxton was given the title of Chief Administrative Officer and 
As sociate Profe s sor of Rural Education . 
The Board of Trustee s made the following appointments for the 
Junior College on July 2 8 1  1 9 2 7 :  
C .  P .  Claxton , Executive Officer and As sociate Profe s sor 
of Rural Education . 
C .  C .  Cravens , As sociate Profe s sor of Agriculture and 
Horticulture • 
R .  H .  Turner 1 As sociate Profe s sor of Botany and Zoology • 
Eloise D .  Berry , As sociate Profe s sor of Home Economics . 
S .  C .  Collins 1 As sociate Profe s sor of Physics and 
Chemistry . 
H .  K .  Grantham , As sociate Profe s sor of Physical Education . 
Barsha Webb 1 General Secretary and As si stant Regi strar . 
Mary Vick Burney 1 As sistant Librarian . 
Stephen R .  Wood s 1 As sistant Profe s sor of Mathematics 
and Industrial Arts .  
S .  N .  Atkins , As si stant Profe s sor of Economic s and History . 
Joseph S .  Gallegly 1 Jr . 1 As si stant Profe s sor of English . 62 
6 1Ibid . 1 July 2 8 1 1 9 2 7 . 
62Ibid . 
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The members of the instructional staff at Martin were members 
of the faculty of the University of Tenne s see and subj ect to all regula­
tions governing that body . Departmental instruction was under the 
supervision of the department head at Knoxville ·, and Mr . Claxton 
coordinated and supervised the program at the Junior College . The 
1 9  2 7 course s of study were developed by the faculty of the College of 
Agriculture at Knoxville and submitted to the Board of Trustee s for 
approval . 63 Later course change s were recommended by the faculty 
at Martin and the College of Agriculture faculty at Knoxville and then 
approved by the University administrative officials and the Board of 
Trustee s .  
Of the eleven appointment s I only Mary Vick Burney served 
throughout the Junior College period . Mis s  Burney served as librarian 
for the Junior College from 19 27  to 1 9 5 1 and during the transition period 
until her retirement on August 3 1 1 1 9 5  4 .  64 
In 1 9 2 8  Jame s Paul Phillips was added to the Junior College 
faculty as As sociate Profe s sor of Psychology and Education , and he 
remained on the Junior College staff throughout this  period and into the 
63Ibid . 
64Ibid . 1 October 2 5  1 1 9 5  4 .  
transition period . Mr . Phillips worked diligently to e stablish a 
7 3 
strong program in education at the Junior College and the Martin Branch 
until his death on July 1 3 , 195  3 ,  four years before a degree program in 
education was e stablished . 65 
Homer Kirk Grantham was Coach and Profe s sor of Science and 
Physical Education when Hall-Moody Junior College was consolidated 
with Union University . 6 6  The only staff member retained from the 
Hall-Moody faculty on the Junior College staff , 67 he served as Coach 
and As sistant Profe s sor of Physical Education until he re signed in 
19 37 . 6 8  
Of the staff members who served during the j unior college 
period and who are still serving at the Martin Branch of the University 
of Tenne s see , Mrs . Myrtle H .  Phillips has the longe st tenure . Mrs . 
Phillips was appointed General Secretary and As si stant Regi strar at 
Martin in 1 9  2 9 . 69 Mr . Gene Stanford ' s  tenure at Martin is  one year 
65 Ibid . , September 17 , 195  3 .  
6 6Hall-Moody Junior College , Catalog , 19 25 - 2 6 ,  p .  5 .  
67 aoard Minutes , The University of Tenne s see , July 2 8 ,  19 27 . 
6 8The University of Tenne s see Junior College , Eleventh 
Announcement , 1 9 3 7 - 38 , and Twelfth Announcement , 1 9 3 8- 3 9 . 
69Ibid . ,  Fourth Announcement , 19 3 0- 3 1 ,  p .  9 .  
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le s s  than the tenure of Mrs . Phillips .  Mr .  Stanford was appointed 
As sistant Bursar at Martin in 19 3 0 . 7 0  He is  still serving in that 
capacity at Martin . The title s 11As sistant Registrar .. and "As sistant 
Bursar n do not mean that there were another registrar and another 
bursar at the Junior College • In keeping with the policy of the Board 
of Trustee s that the staff at Martin was under the supervi sion of the 
department head at Knoxville , the title s indicate that the registrar and 
bursar are a s sistants  to the registrar and treasurer at Knoxville . 
Of the staff still in service who began service during the Junior 
College period , Dean Paul Meek rank s third in tenure . Dean Meek 
wa s appointed Executive Officer by the Board of Tru stee s on August 7 ,  
1 9 34 , and began service on September 1 ,  1 9 3 4 . 7 1  Dean Meek al so 
wa s appointed Associate Profe s sor of Education . He wa s serving as 
Superintendent of School s at Harlan , Kentucky , when he wa s appointed 
Executive Officer at Martin . 
The Junior College opened on September 1 2 , 19  2 7 ,  with eleven 
members on the staff , including library and administrative officers . By 
the second year , the staff had been increased to sixteen members ;  and 
by the third year , to twenty members .  During the 19 3 2- 3 3  school year , 
7 olbid . I Fifth Announcement I 1 9  3 1- 3  2 I p .  8 .  
7 1aoard Minute s ,  The University of Tenne s see , May 3 1 ,  19 34 . 
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there were twenty-seven members of the staff; but in the next year , 
because of the order for a reduction in personnel , the staff was reduced 
to twenty-one members . At this  time a 1 0  per cent salary reduction 
was ordered becau se of a drastic reduction in State appropriations for 
the University . 
The number of staff members at the Junior College remained 
about the same until World War II . During the 1 9 4 1-42  school year , 
the Junior College operated with twenty-one instructional staff members 
and five administrative officers • 7 2 The faculty went on a part-time 
basis in 1 9 43 . The number of student s enrolled in the regular college 
program dropped from 25 4 student s in 19 42-43 to 1 9 5  in 1 9 43-44 . Iri 
19 44-45 I the enrollment decreased to 1 15 student s . A total of 1 6 1  
student s registered in the regular college program in the fall quarter of 
1 9 45 - 4 6 . 7 3 
The faculty was retained because some of the staff members 
taught full time in the Civil Aeronautics Administration ' s  War Training 
7 2The University of Tenne s see Junior College ,  Register , 1 9 4 1 -
42 , pp . 6-7 . 
7 3The University of Tennes see Junior College 1 Office of the 
Registrar , .. Perennial Calendar , 11 p • 2 • 
7 6  
Program and other staff members taught part time in thi s  program . 7 4 
After the first year of the program , more student s  were enrolled in the 
elementary aviation course than in the regular college program . In 
1 9 4 2-43 three Army cla s se s  were taught , with thirty-one student s; 
there were five Navy cla s se s , with 1 2 0  student s . The Army and Navy 
cla s se s  together totaled 1 5 1 student s . 7 5 
The se cond year of the War Training Program taxed the faculty 
to the fulle st . During the 1 9  43- 4 4  s chool year 1 the faculty taught 
fourteen N avy cla s se s  with a total of 3 8 7 student s . At the same time , 
1 9 5  student s were enrolled in the regular college program , making a 
total of 5 8 2  student s  in structed at the Junior College , 7 6 the large st 
number of student s  to be in structed at the college from it s e stabli shment 
in 19 2 7 . 
The Junior College faculty wa s able to stay together during the 
emergency and make a worthy contribution to the war effort . University 
official s commended the faculty of the Junior College for it s work and 
were very receptive when the faculty at Martin re commended the offering 
7 4The University of Tenne s see Junior College I Regi ster , 
1 9 4 3 - 4 4 , pp . 6-7 .  
7 5 Ibid . I 1 9 4 2 - 43 , p .  5 1 .  
7 6Ibid . , 1 9 4 3- 4 4 , pp . 5 5 - 6 0 . 
of a standard two-year course in engineering . 7 7 The faculty felt 
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capable of  extending the experience s gained while working in the War 
Training Program toward a civilian training program that was nece s sary 
for industrialization in We st Tenne s see . 
Mrs . Myrtle Phillip s and two members of the Junior College 
staff , Mrs . Florence Blackman and Mr . Earl Knepp , developed a publi-
cation to dis seminate information about former Junior College student s 
and campus activitie s .  The publication proved so suces sful for the 
servicemen • s  morale that the armed force s gave the publication top 
priority . The publication continued for a period of three years and was 
entitled "Campus Chatter • •• 7 8 
The administrative staff at Martin fore saw the need for a staff 
reorganization in 1 9 4 6 . Applications indicated a sharp increase in 
enrollment the next year . Five faculty members were elevated to head s 
of department s in 19 4 6 . John Edmond McMahan , who had j oined the 
Junior College staff in 1 9 3 7  as As sociate Profe s sor of Horticulture , wa s 
made Head of Agriculture . Mr . George Horton , who also had j oined the 
7 7 Board Minute s ,  The University of Tenne s see , August 1 0 ,  1 9 43 . 
7 8The University of Tenne s see Junior College I rrcampus Chatter I n . 
Vols . I ,  II , and III , 1 9 42-45 . 
staff in 1 9  37 1 was named Head of the General Curriculum . Mr . 
7 8  
Jame s Paul Phillips 1 who had been appointed to the Junior College 
faculty in 19 2 8 I was elevated to Head of the program in Education . 
Helen Lowry H awkins was appointed Head of the curriculum in Home 
Economics . Newton H all Barnette was appointed Head of the 
Engineering program at the Junior College . 7 9  
Peak enrollment during the Junior College period was reached 
in 1 9 4 8 . 8 0  At this time the enrollment reached 6 8 1--almost two and 
one-half time s the previous year ' s  enrollment of 2 8 8 . With five head s 
of departments appointed in advance of the peak enrollment , the Junior 
College was in a good position to handle the added number of student s . 
In 19  4 6 Tenne s see Junior College operated with fifty members of the 
instructional staff and seven members of the administrative staff . 8 1  
The new curriculum in busine s s  administration was added to the 
Junior College program in 1 9 47 , and Mr . Jasper F .  Grover was named 
7 9The University of Tenne s see Junior College , Register , 
1 9 4 6-47 1 PP • 6-7 • 
8 0The University of Tenne s see Junior College , Office of the 
Registrar , "Perennial Calendar , .. pp . 2 .  
8 1The University of Tenne s see Junior College , Register , 
1 9 4 6-47 , pp . 6- 8 . 
7 9  
Head of the new course of study in Busine s s  Administration . 8 2  The 
staff was well organized to meet the emergency caused by peak enroll­
ment during the 1 9 47 and 1 9 48 school years . For the next three years 
of the Junior College period , enrollment declined until the 1 9 5 0-5 1 
enrollment was only twenty-one students above the 1 9 4 1-42  enrollment 
of 3 3 6 .  
The number of members on the instructional staff had declined 
to thirty-four by the end of the Junior College period . Only one 
member , Mary Vick Burney , served the complete twenty-four years of 
the Junior College . Jame s Paul Phillips served twenty-three years;  
Myrtle Phillips 1 twenty-two; Gene Stanford , twenty-one; Dean Paul 
Meek , seventeen; Earl M .  Knepp , fifteen; and George Horton I John E .  
McMahan 1 and David Clarence Allen each served fourteen years . 
VII . LIBRARY 
The library at Tenne s see Junior College was under the direction 
of Mary Vick Burney throughout the Junior College period . The library 
was located on the second floor of the administration-clas sroom building 
built in 1 9 00 by Hall-Moody Institute and was equipped with modern 
8 2 Ibid • I p • 6 • 
library furniture . Book s were cla s sified according to the Dewey 
Decimal System and were completely catalogued . 8 3  
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The Junior College was fortunate in  having a library school 
graduate a s signed to full-time library dutie s .  Hall-Moody Junior 
College was unable to have a graduate librarian on the college staff . 
The librarian at the Tenne s see Junior College was provided with 
student help whenever needed . Mis s  Burney supervised the use of the 
principal collection of 2 ,  7 0 0  book s that had been selected on the basis  
of  course s offered by the college , needed reference books , and book s 
for general cultural reading . In addition to the collection of 2 ,  7 0 0 
books , the library had a theological library of over eight · hundred 
volume s ,  as well a s  a collection of periodical s and pamphlet litera­
ture . 84 
The library • s  purpose was to serve as  the central laboratory of 
the college , and the librarian continued to plan for the addition of new 
book s and periodicals to enrich the college program in all departments . 
The library was open seven hours each weekday except Saturday and 
83The University of Tenne s see Junior College , Second 
Announcement , 19 2 8-29 , p .  1 8 . 
84Ibid . 
8 1  
remained open one-half day on Saturday . 85 
By the second year , three hundred new volume s had been added 
to the library , bringing the total collection to three thou sand volume s  � 6 
The number of maga zine s received by the college had increased from 
eighty-nine to one hundred by the second year . Gift s to the Junior 
College from companie s and individuals were a common occurrence . 
N .  B .  William s of Martin gave the library a newspaper rack in 19 29 , 
and many periodicals and book s were donated by various individual s 
and book companie s • 8 7 
The personnel of the library met the standard s for junior college 
librarie s by 1 9 3 1 .  The Junior College Round Table of the American 
Library As sociation recommended 11two profe s sional librarians , 
supplemented by student help and clerical a s sistance . .. a a Thi s 
recommendation wa s met when an a s sistant librarian , Elizabeth Alexander 
Gatlin , wa s as signed as general library a s sistant at Martin . 89 By this 
85 Ibid . 
8 6Ibid . ,  Third Announcement , 19 29- 3 0 ,  p .  2 0 . 
87 Ibid . 
88Ibid . 1 Fifth Announcement , 19 3 1-32 , p .  29 . 
89 d Ibi • 1 P • 9 • 
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time , the library collection consisted of 5 1 5 0 0 volume s 1 double the 
number of volume s in the library at the time of the opening of Junior 
College in 1 9 2 7 . 
Approximately five hundred volume s were added to the library 
yearly until the budgetary reduction in 1 9 3 3 . During 1 9 3 2  only three 
hundred volume s were added to the library 1 and there was no increa se 
during the 1 9 3 3- 3 4  school year . 9 °  Following the 19 3 3- 3 4  reduction , 
the library again was able to add approximately five hundred volume s 
to the library annually . On June 3 0 ,  19  3 6 ,  the book collection 
numbered 7 ,  0 65 volume s and the librarian listed three purposes for the 
book collection: 
( 1) for use of profe s sors and students in every course of 
instruction . 
{2)  for wider and more distinctly cultural reading for both 
student s and . faculty . 
(3)  for such problems of inve stigat�on and re search as may 
be developed on j unior college level . 1 
The development of the library made a favorable impre ssion on 
the tru stee s of the Carnegie Corporation of New York , and in 1 9 3 7  the 
college received from the Carnegie Corporation a grant of $4 , 5 00 for 
9 0Ibid . , Seventh Announcement , 1 9 3 3- 3 4 ,  p .  2 3 . 
9 1 Ibid • , Eleventh Announcement , 1 9  3 6-3 7 , p • 1 8  • 
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the purchase of  book s for the enrichment of  the college library . 9 2 
The Tenne s see Junior College library began serving the region 
a s  well as  the college in 1 9 4 2 . On June 27 1 1 9 4 2 1 a contract wa s 
s igned by the University Board of Trustee s with the Tenne s see Valley 
Authority and the Tenne s see Department of Education to provide 
library service in the Kentucky Dam area through the Junior College . 
Additional money was made available to the library through the provi­
. sions of this contract . 9 3 
In addition to the expansion of the library to meet the regional 
library needs , the library also expanded to meet the need s for the new 
course s offered at the Junior College as a re sult of the elementary 
ground training program for Naval Aviation Cadets . On June 2 2 1 1 9 43 1 
a new contract was signed with the Tenne s see Valley Authority for the 
Junior College to provide library service to employee s and their 
familie s .  9 4 Thi s contract added a new group to be served by the Junior 
College library 1 and additional personnel were a s signed to the library 
staff to help fulfill the provisions of the se contract s .  
p .  19 . 
9 2The University of Tenne s see Junior College 1 Register 1 19 4 1-42, 
9 3aoard Minute s 1 The University of Tenne s see 1 June 27 1 1 9 4 2 . 
9 4Ibid . 1 June 2 2  I 1 9 43 . 
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Following the end of  the war , there continued to  be  a demand 
for library service in the area of the Junior College . Thi s need wa s 
recognized by the State Department of Education and on October 3 1 ,  
1 9 45 , an agreement was reached between the University and the State 
Department of Education to provide this service . 9 5 The county 
library board s of ten regional counties were involved in this agreement . 
Book s were exchanged periodically and special re que st s were handled 
by the library staff of the Junior College • The primary functions of the 
library staff in this agreement were to contribute profe s sional counsel 
when needed , provide bibliographical service 1 and handle s pe cia! 
re quests for reading material s .  A total of 9 4 , 9 5 7  book s was circulated 
through thi s service . 9 6  Today , the Reelfoot Regional Library has grown 
from this beginning until a full staff , a new building , and a fleet of 
mobile librarie s are now provided . 
In 1 9 45 - 4 6  the staff included a librarian , an a s s i stant librarian , 
and a regional librarian . By 1 9 4 6-47  two additional as sistant librarians 
were added to the staff , and by 1 9 47- 48 two additional regional 
9 5 Ibid . , October 3 1 ,  1 9 45 . 
9 6The University of Tenne s see Junior College , Register, 19 45 - 4 6 , 
p .  2 0 . 
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librarians were added . 
By the 1949 -5 0 school year 1 the Junior College library had 
outgrown it s cramped space on the top floor of the old Hall-Moody 
administration-clas sroom building . Plans for the new agriculture­
biology-library building included a three-floor section for the library .97  
The new building wa s dedicated on September 6 1  195 1 . 9 8  The library 
served during the Junior College period from the same location for 
twenty-four years and helped make the Junior College regional in 
service . 
VIII . PHYSICAL PlANT AND EQUIPMENT 
Hall-Moody Junior College was situated on a tract of approxi­
mately eleven acre s on the we st side of Martin j ust inside the 
corporate limit s . There were seven building s on the campus in 1 9 2 7 :  
the Administration building I the Science building , Ellis Home for girl s I 
Lovelace Home for boys , a dining hall , an apartment house for married 
couple s ,  and a gymnasium . The Admini stration building 1 the Science 
building 1 and the two dormitorie s were of brick construction . The 
9 7 Ibid . ,  1949-5 0 ,  p .  2 0 . 
9 8soard Minute s , The University of Tenne s see , September 6 , 
195 1 .  
8 6  
gymnasium , a new building , was not completed in 1 9 2 6 . 9 9  
The first property to be purchased by the University from the 
bond is sue s of Martin and Weakley County was a farm adj oining the 
Junior College . This farm consisted of 1 2 1  acre s and wa s purchased 
from W. N .  Lovelace , 0 .  W .  Freeman , and heirs . 1 0 0  Trustee George 
Rowlett handled all the negotiations for the Board of Tru stees in 
re spect to the disbursement of the $ 2 0 0 , 00 0  obtained from Weakley 
County and Martin . 
Plans were immediately made to construct two additional 
buildings for home economics and science . The se two building s were 
dedicated on November 2 6 ,  19  2 8 , with members of the University 
Board of Trustees  pre sent . 1 0 1  Authority was al so granted for the 
expenditure of $3 , 9 9 6 for the construction of a farm cottage for the 
farm foreman . The money for the se three building s came from the 
funds derived from the Weakley County bond is sue . On July 24 , 1 9 2 8 , 
the trustee s  authorized the purchase of one hundred acre s from 
9 9The University of Tenne s see Junior College , First Announce­
ment , 1 9 27 - 2 8 ,  p .  3 .  
l O OBoard Minute s ,  The Univers ity of Tenne s see , July 2 8 ,  19 27 . 
1 0  1Ibid . , November 1 ,  19  2 8 . 
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0. w .  Freeman . 1 02  At this time , Tenne s see Junior College property 
consisted of 1 3 1  acre s of land 1 45 of which were used for the college 
campus . 
Donations to the college were numerous .  The illinois Central 
Railroad Company donated a herd of registered Jersey cattle to the 
Junior College . 1 0 3  The Franklin Lime stone Company of Nashville 
donated two hundred tons of agricultural lime stone to the college 1 with 
the Nashville I Chattanooga and St .  Louis Railroad Company providing 
free transportation from Nashville to Martin . 1 04 
The General As sembly did not apprqpriate any money to the 
University of Tenne s see for building s  at the Junior College in 19 27 . 
The 19  2 9 General As sembly appropriated $ 1 8  0 ,  0 0 0 for buildings at the 
Junior College , and the Board of Trustee s authorized the construction 
of an Industrial Arts Building and a Physical Education Building . It 
was also nece s sary to construct a central heating plant . The total 
cost of the Industrial Art s Building was $5 0 ,  600 . 65 and the total cost 
of the Physical Education Building was $83 , 1 2 2 . 39 .  The contract for 
1 0 2Ibid . , July 2 4 , 19 2 8 . 
1 0 3Ibid . 1 December 1 4 ,  19 27 . 
1 04Ibid . 
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the construction of the se two building s was awarded to Bell Brothers 
and Company of Murfree sboro , Tenne s see 1 on May 1 6 ,  19 3 0 .  During 
the summer of 19 3 0 1  the two building s and a greenhouse were built • 1 05 
Before the reduction in the program at Martin , the campus was 
enlarged and four new clas sroom buildings and a greenhou se were 
constructed . Plans were made in 1 9 34 for a new dining hall at the 
Junior College • 1 0 6  No new building was constructed at the Junior 
College after 1 9 3 4  until the Junior College had completed the Naval 
Aviation Training Program and the Veterans Education Program under 
Public Law 1 6 .  Between 1 9 3 4  and 1 9 49 1 no permanent buildings were 
constructed on the Junior College campus • The war emergency inter­
fered with the building program at the Junior College • 
An emergency was created when a fire on June 2 1 1  19  4 1 , 
damaged the Industrial Arts Building . A reque st was immediately made 
to Governor Prentice Cooper for $5 0 , 000  from the Govemor • s  emergency 
fund to rebuild the damaged building . 1 07 Governor Cooper made 
$7 5 , 0 00  available 1 so University officials were able not only to re store 
1 05 Ibid . 1 May 29  � ·  19 3 0 . 
1 0 6Ibid . 1 March 2 4 ,  1 9 3 4 . 
1 07Ibid e I July 7 1  19 4 1 . 
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but al so to enlarge the building • 1 0 8  The building was named the 
"Prentice Cooper Industrial Art s Building . u l 09 This is the only cla s s-
room building on the campu s named for any person . The Junior College 
could not have handled the Naval Aviation Training Program without the 
use of the Industrial Arts Building . 
An emergency was created when a contract wa s signed with the 
United State s Veterans Administration for the training of war veterans 
at the Junior College . Peak enrollment wa s reached in 1 9 47 , when 68 1  
students enrolled during the winter quarter . 1 1  0 The Junior College 
obtained surplus building s from the Federal Public Housing Administra-
tion to alleviate the housing shortage . The college obtained four 
pre-fabricated barracks ,  twenty trailers , and eighteen temporary family 
unit s and temporary dormitory facilitie s to accommodate 1 2 8  single 
men . 1 1 1  In addition to housing , the Junior College obtained three 
motor buse s  from the Federal Public Housing Authority to transport 
1 081bid . ,  August 5 ,  1 9 4 1 . 
1 09 Ibid . ,  February 1 0 ,  19 42 . 
l l OThe University of Tenne s see Junior College , Office of the 
Registrar , "Perennial Calendar , u p .  2 .  
l l lsoard Minutes ,  The University of Tenne s see , July 2 2 , 1 9 4 6 .  
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veteran students from their living quarters to the college campus . 1 1 2 
The emergency had ended by the 1 9 49 -5 0 school year when the Univer­
sity entered upon a new building program . 
The la st building to be authorized during the Junior College 
period wa s the Agriculture-Biology-Library Building . On October 1 0 1  
1 9 49 1 the tru stee s tentatively authori zed $35 0 1 000  for the Agriculture 
Building at Martin • 1 1 3 This money came from the $ 6 , 000 I 000 appro­
priation for University buildings by the 1 9 47 General As sembly . At 
the same time , the tru stee s tentatively allocated $3 00 1 000 for a boys • 
dormitory at Martin • 1 1 4 The Agriculture Building was built during the 
Junior College period , but it wa s not occupied until the college was 
granted four-year status by the General As sembly of Tenne s see . 
At the beginning of the Junior College period , there were seven 
building s located on a site of approximately eleven acre s . Only the 
administration building , the science building 1 and the two dormitorie s 
were of brick construction . At the end of the Junior College period , 
three of these four building s were still in use 1 and the following 
1 1 2Ibid . 1  February 1 0 , 19 47 . 
1 1 3Ibid . 1 October 1 0  I 19 49 . 
1 1 4Ibid . 
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permanent buildings had been added: a cafeteria , an engineering 
building , a home economics building I a physical education building I 
and a phy sical science building . 
The college farm began with the purchase of 1 2 1 acre s of land . 
Two re sidence s were built on the farm and barns 1 shed s , and silo s 
were constructed . The re sidence s were used by the farm manager and 
the head of the curriculum in agriculture . With the purchase of an 
additional one hundred acre s I the campus and farm consisted of 2 3 1 
acre s of land . Forty-five acre s were utilized for campus purpo se s . 
Following the end of World War II , many temporary building s 
were added to the physical plant of the Junior College , and all of the se 
buildings were being used at the end of the Junior College period . 
During the Junior College period , two new buildings were authorized , 
but neither wa s placed in service until the beginning of the transition 
period . 
IX .  ENROLLMENT 
The total enrollment at the Junior College during the first ten­
year period ( 1 9 2 7 - 19 37 )  was 2 1 0 04 . 1 15 The total enrollment for the 
1 15The University of Tenne s see Junior College , Office of the 
Registrar 1 11First Ten-Year Period , 1 9 2 7 - 37 . 11 
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second ten-year period ( 1 9 3 7 - 1 9 47)  was 3 ,  29 3 . 1 1 6  During the fall 
quarter of 19 4 6 ,  the college enrollment was reported as 1 9 9 . The 
next quarter , the winter quarter of 19 47 , the enrollment reached 68 1--a 
one-quarter gain of 482  student s . This increase in enrollment was due 
to approval of the Junior College for the Veterans Training Program . The 
two factors affecting enrollment during the second ten-year period were 
the beginning of World War II and the returning veterans after the war . 
Three countie s in upper We st Tennes see  have furnished a 
maj ority of the student s enrolled at the Junior College . During the 
first ten-year period , 8 2 5  student s registered from Weakley County: 
25  6 ,  from Obion County; and 1 60 ,  from Dyer County • 1 17 During the 
second ten-year period , 69 3 student s registered from Weakley Cqunty; 
2 6 6 , · from Obion County; and 3 17 ,  from Dyer County . 1 1 8 The number 
of student s coming from Weakley County decreased; the number of 
student s coming from Obion County increased by ten students;  and the 
number of student s coming from Dyer County increased by 15 7 student s . 
A high percentage of Junior College graduate s transferred to 
1 1 6Ibid . I "Second Ten-Year Period , 19 37-47 .  n 
1 17Ibid . I 11First Ten-Year Period , 19 27-37 . II 
1 1 8Ibid . ,  11Second Ten-Year Period , 1 9 3 7 -47 . 11 
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Knoxville to complete their last two years of college . University 
officials were well pleased with this high percentage of transfers . Of 
1 1 6  transcript s proce s sed by the registrar ' s  office during 19 3 0- 3 1 ,  
3 0  were sent to Knoxville; and of 2 0 6  transcripts proce s sed by the 
registrar ' s  office during 19 3 6- 37 , 7 1  were sent to Knoxville . 1 19 The 
registrar ' s  office mailed 2 ,  3 69 transcripts during the second ten-year 
period , with 85 0 being sent to Knoxville and 2 5  to the medical unit s at 
Memphis • 1 2 0  Toward the end o f  the Junior College period , in a report 
to the Board of Trustee s ,  Dean Eugene A. Waters stated that 60 to 7 0 
per cent of Junior College graduate s came to Knoxville to complete their 
degree s • 1 2 1  The percentage of transfers to the University at Knoxville 
steadily increased throughout the Junior College period . 
The number of teachers becoming certified through the teacher 
education program at the Junior College is significant since there wa s 
no provision in the regular curricula for teacher education until 19 35  • 
Prior to this date , special program s for teachers were offered in the 
spring and summer quarters . The following numbers of applications 
1 95 0 .  
1 19Ibid . ,  "First Ten-Year Period , 1 9 2 7 - 3 7 . "  
1 2 0Ibid . , "Second Ten-Year Period , 19 37-47 . 11 
1 2 Isoard Minute s ,  The University of Tenne s see , December 3 ,  
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were proce ssed by the registrar for elementary teachers • certificate s: 
1 9 3 0- 3 1 ,  9 6; 1 9 3 1 - 3 2 , 1 14; 19 3 2 - 3 3 , 3 7 ;  19 3 3- 34 ,  45 ; 1 9 3 4- 35 , 7 5 i  
19 35 - 3 6 ,  6 0 ;  and 19 3 6-37 , 9 0 .  No high school teachers • certificate s 
were obtained through the Junior College . 1 2 2  
Figure 1 shows the fall quarter enrollment for the Junior College 
throughout the Junior College period . The enrollment for the Junior 
College shows a slow but steady increa se except for two period s .  The 
first decrease occurred during the 1 9 33-34  school year , and the second 
decrease occurred between 19 4 1  and 1 9 4 4 . The 19 3 3- 3 4  decrease 
re sulted from the economic depre s sion , at which time the lowest enroll-
· ment during the Junior College period was reached . The second 
decrease occurred as a re sult of the beginning of World War II . Enroll-
ment increased to a high of 68 1 students  in the 1 9 4 6-47 winter quarter 
and 67 0 students in the 1 9 48-49 fall quarter . In the latter year , the 
winter quarter enrollment dropped to 487 student s . Pe ak enrollment s 
lasted only for the se two years , but the decrease in enrollments did not 
go below 4 1 6  student s for any following fall quarter . 1 2  3 
A comparison between Figure 1 on page 9 5  and Figure 2 on 
1 2 2The University of Tenne s see Junior College , Office of the 
Registrar , 11First Ten-Year Period , 19 2 7 - 37 . 11 
1 2 3Ibid . I ••Perennial Calendar I n pp . 2 - 3 . 
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page 99 indicate s in general the relationship between enrollments at 
Tenne s see Junior College and the amount of money expended for 
instructional purpose s . The total college budget shows a similar 
increase with increased enrollment . 
X.  FINAN CE 
The Tenne s see General As sembly first appropriated fund s for 
operation of the University of Tenne s see in 19 05 1 and each succeeding 
legislature has provided some fund s for the University . When the 
Tenne s see Junior College was established in 1 9 2 7 , the legi slature 
appropriated $ 15 0 I 000  for its operation for the next biennium . The 
$ 1 00 1 000 derived from the bond is sue by the city of Martin wa s used for 
the purchase of the Hall-Moody property and additional land for the 
college campus and college farm . The $ 1 0 0 , 000 given to the University 
by Weakley County was used for the construction of a home economics 
building , a science building 1 and a foreman • s cottage on the college 
farm . 
The 1 9 2 9 General As sembly appropriated $ 1 8 0  I 000 to be used for 
buildings on the Junior College campus . The first two building s to be 
completed with this appropriation were the industrial art s and the physi­
cal education buildings .  Two more appropriations were made for 
9 7  
buildings during the Junior College period • A cafeteria was completed 
in 1 9 3 5 ; and an appropriation was made in 19 47 for an agriculture-
biology-library building I which was completed in 19 49 • 
In addition to appropriations for enlargement of the physical 
plant I the General As sembly al so appropriated fund s for operation of the 
University of Tenne s see • The first appropriation for Tenne s see Junior 
College was separate from the regular University appropriation since 
the budget reque st did not include funds for operation of the college . 
The 19  29  appropriation was for operation of the entire University system , 
so separate appropriation for the Junior College was not made . 
The total budget for operation of the Junior College included 
funds obtained from operation of the farm , operation of the cafeteria I 
rents charged for dormitory rooms and other college housing 1 and fee s  
set by the Board of Trustees o f  the University . 1 2 4  Since some o f  the se 
amount s  vary from year to year 1 the total budget may not at all time s 
indicate the degree of growth and development of the Junior College . 
Fund s appropriated by the legislature may be impounded by the executive 
branch of the State government . The amount of funds spent and the 
purpose for expenditure i s  reported to the Governor at the end of each 
1 24The University of Tenne s see , Biennial Report of the Board of 
Trustee s ,  19 2 8- 3 0 ,  pp . 6 3 - 8 8 . 
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biennium by the Board of Trustee s of the University of Tenne s see , and 
also included in this report is a listing of income obtained from the 
above mentioned source s • 1 2  5 
The first appropriation for operation of Tennes see Junior College 
was in the amount of $7 5 , 0 00  for each year of the biennium . Of this 
amount , $ 2 2 , 9 07 . 1 4 was spent for instructional purpose s in 1 9 2 7 - 28 .1 2 6  
Figure 2 indicate s the amount spent for instructional purpose s throughout 
the Junior College period . During the first two years , $5 1 , 840 . 0 0 wa s 
spent for instruction out of a total budget of $ 1 15 , 6 8 8 . 4 6 . 1 27 In the 
next year , the amount spent for instruction increased to $3 4 ,  3 80 . 49 from 
a decreased total budget of $ 1 1 3 , 5  39 . 65 . 1 2 8  At the end of the Junior 
College period , $ 1 6 1 , 89 6 . 5 4  was spent for instruction from a total 
budget of $43 4 , 65 6 . 5 4 . 1 29 During the Junior College period , peak 
enrollment and peak expenditure s were reached in 1 9 47 - 48 . The amount 
spent for instruction at this time was $ 19 1 , 1 3 2 . 9 6  from a total budget 
1948 . 
1 25 Ibid .  
1 2 6Ibid • 1 P • 8 8  • 
1 2  7 Ibid • # p .  8 2 • 
1 2 8Ibid . 
1 29 Board Minute s ,  The University of Tenne s see , August 2 4 ,  
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of $5 49 , 9 5 7  • 9 6 . 1 3  0 State appropriations for operation and mainten-
ance of the total University system during the 19 3 3- 3 4  fiscal year 
amounted to only $45 0 1  0 00--which was le s s  than the budget for the 
Junior College alone in 1 9 47-48 . 
The second major source of operating fund s for Tenne s see 
Junior College came from student maintenance fee s  • The se fee s  were 
steadily increased throughout the Junior College period . When the 
Junior College began operation in 1 9 2 7 1 the maintenance fee wa s 
· $7 • 00  per quarter 1 with laboratory fee s  ranging from $ 1  • 00  for agricul-
tural economics to $3 . 5  0 for chemistry 1 home economics 1 and zoology 
per quarter . 1 3 1  
The maintenance fee was increased the second year to $ 15 • 00  
per quarter ; the chemistry laboratory fee was increa sed to  $5 . 00 . 1 3 2  
The se rate s remained in force for a period of two years .. The mainten­
ance fee was increased in 19 3 1- 3 2  to $ 2 0 . 0 0 1 3 3  and in 1 9 3 7 - 3 8  to 
1 3 0The University of Tenne s see 1 Biennial Report of the Board 
of Trustees  I 19  32-34  I p .  8 .  
1 3 1The University of Tenne s see Junior College 1 First Announce­
ment , 19 27 - 2 8 1 p .  1 2 . 
1 3 2Ibid . , Second Announcement 1 19 2 8- 29 , p .  15 . 
1 3  3Ibid . 1 Fifth Announcement 1 19  3 1- 3  2 1 p .  19  • 
1 0 1  
$ 3 0 . 0 0 and $35 . 0 0 . 1 3 4  Thi s split rate wa s divided according to the 
curriculum of the student . Students in education and liberal art s paid 
$ 3 0 . 0  0 1  and students in other course s of study paid $35  • 00 . The 
split rate remained in effect only one year and was set at $35 . 0 0 in 
19 3 8- 39 . 1 3 5  The Junior College period ended with a maintenance fee 
of $40 . 0 0 per quarter . 1 3 6  · 
XI .  STUDENT ACTIVITIES 
A student publication ,  The Volette 1 was first published in 19 29  
under the supervision of  the English department . 1 37 The first annual , 
the Volunteer Junior , was published in 19 3 0 . 1 3 8  Publication of the 
. annual wa s dis continued in 19 3 2  and not re sumed until 19 37 . Student 
activity fee s and intercollegiate athletic s were also di scontinued . The 
We st Tenne s see citizens committee petitioned the University official s 
in 19 3 4  to reinstate intercollegiate athletics and student activitie s at 
1 3 4Ibid • , Eleventh Announcement , 19 3 7 - 3 8 , p • 1 1  • 
1 35 Ibid . , Twelfth Announcement , 19 3 8-39 , p .  1 1 . 
1 3 6Ibid . , Announcement , 195 0-5 1 ,  p .  17 . 
l 37Ibid . ,  Third Announcement , 19 29-3 0 ,  p .  19 . 
1 3 8Ibid . , Volunteer Junior , 1 9 3 0 . 
1 0 2  
the Junior College • 
The strong religious influence at Hall-Moody was continued 
at Tenne s see Junior College . One of the regulations in the first 
Junior College Announcement stated that each student was re quired to 
attend service s once each Sunday at a church of his choice . 1 39 The 
religious influence at the college wa s al so indicated by the organiza­
tion of religious club s on the Junior College campus . 
Religious clubs and curriculum club s were predominant at the 
Junior College . In 19 2 8 ,  Tenne s see Junior College published a 
regulation that stated the school ' s  attitude toward the organization of 
clubs on the college campus . It was stated that ·�here will be no 
fraternitie s in the Junior College 1 but club s and other organizations 
will be encouraged . •• 1 40 This regulation remained in effect throughout 
the Junior College period . 
Athletics at Tenne s see Junior College included a football team , 
a basketball team 1 and a baseball team . Opponents of the Junior 
College included four-year schools 1 and good records were recorded 
for the Volunteers from the Junior College . In 19  37 , the basketball 
1 39 Ibid . 1 First Announcement , 19 2 7 - 2 8 1  p .  8 .  
1 40Ibid . , p .  1 8 . 
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team was runner-up for the championship of the Mis sis sippi Valley 
Conference • 1 4 1  During the next year , the football team became 
conference champion . 142  A good record was made against a pre-
dominance of four-year college s • 
During the fall quarter of 1 9 3 7  boys 1 and girl s ' rifle teams 
were organized . Each of the teams met five oppo sing teams in rifle 
matche s .  All of the teams were members of the National Rifle 
As sociation . �he girls 1 rifle team competed with teams from the 
University of Mis sis sippi , San Francisco Junior College , Wheaton 
College , Hofstra College of New York , and Pennsylvania State 
Teachers College . The boys 1 rifle team competed against teams from 
the same institutions 1 except the University of Mis sis sippi ; the team 
from the Muscle Shoals Rifle and Pistol Club substituted for the 
University of Mis si� sippi team . 143  
One o f  the mo st active club s o n  the campu s during the Junior 
College period was the Student Christian As sociation . This organiza-
tion included members from all church groups .  Beginning in 19 39 , 
1 4 1Ibid . 1 Volunteer Junior , 19 37 1 p .  40 . 
1 4 2  Ibid • i 19 3 8 1 P • 8 9 • 
143Ibid • I p .  8 2 • 
1 0 4 
this  organization was succeeded by independent church units . A unit 
of the Baptist Student Union was organized in 19 39 . 1 44 The following 
year , 19 40 , the Methodist group organized the We sley Foundation on 
the Junior College campus , and the se individual church clubs replaced 
the unified Student Christian As sociation . 1 45 
At the end of World War II , veterans attending the Junior College 
organized two service club s--the Bluej ackets Club and the Army Club . 
The se club s remained an active part of the student activitie s program 
throughout the Junior College period . 
Toward the end of the Junior College period , the Future Teachers 
Club was organized . This club remained small throughout the Junior 
College period due to limited enrollment in the education department . 
The program in education was limited to a curriculum in elementary 
education and a curriculum in physical education . 
The 1 9 47 edition of the Volunteer Junior was dedicated to the 
forty alumni of the University of Tenne s see Junior College who were 
killed in action during World War II . 1 4 6  A plaque was placed in the 
Agriculture-Biology-Library Building in honor of the se men . 
1 44Ibid . , 1 9 40 , p .  45 . 
1 45 69 Ibid . , 1 9 4 1 ,  p .  • 
1 4 6Ibid • 1 1 9 47 • 
CHAPTER IV 
THE TRANSITION PERIOD ( 19 5 1-5 7)  
I .  INTRODUCTION 
The pas sage of House Bill Number 2 64 ,  chapter twenty-seven , 
in 195 1 wa s a turning point at Tenne s see Junior College . 1 A new and 
different program was begun when this bill created and established a 
branch of the University of Tenne s see at Martin , Tenne s see . The 
University of Tenne s see was empowered to offer full four-year course s 
of study in agriculture and home economics and wa s authorized to grant 
Bachelor of Science degree s to students completing the curriculum in 
either of the se two areas .  Like the original bill e stablishing the 
Junior College , the bill authorizing the e stablishment of the University 
of Tenne s see , Martin Branch , placed specific limit s on the program at 
the new school . The act e stablishing the Tenne s see Junior College 
limited the program to two years in agriculture , industrial art s I and 
home economic s .  2 The act establishing the University of Tenne s see 1 
Martin Branch , limited the program to four years in agriculture and home 
lActs of Tenne s see , 1 9 5 1 ,  c .  2 7 . 
2Act s of Tenne s see I 1 9 2 7 , c .  9 .  
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economic s and stated that 11all other cours e s  shall be limited to two 
years . u 3 
The statement limiting all other course s to two year s indirec.tly 
gave approval to two-year program s in bus ine s s  admini stration , 
education , engineering , pre-d enti stry I pre-law , pre-medicine , and 
pre-pharmacy . The se course s were officially e stabli shed by the 1 9 5 1 
act . During the Junior College period , the tru stee s  went beyond the 
e stablishing act by adding the se cours e s  of study . 
The fact that programs in agriculture and home economic s were 
the first to gain four-year statu s empha si ze s the agricultural importance 
of upper We st Tenne s see . An effort wa s still b eing made to meet the 
need s of the area served by the University of Tenne s see 1 Martin Branch . 
A higher p ercentage of land wa s in farm s in 1 9 5  0 than in 1 9 4 0 . 4 
Agriculture made greater gain than indu stry during thi s  ten-ye ar period 
and change s in the type of farming 1 both in mechani zation and diversifi-
cation of farm product s I made it nece s s ary for speciali zation in general 
agriculture • The four-y ear program in agriculture attempted to meet 
3Act s of Tenne s see 1 1 9 5 1 1  c .  2 7 . 
4 united State s Bure au of the Census 1 United State s Census of 
Agriculture: 19 5 4 . Countie s and State Economic Area s  1 Vol . I 1 Part 2 0 
(Wa shington: Government Printing Office 1 1 9 5  6) . 
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this need for s peciali zation . The committee repre senting the We st 
Tenne s see As sociation for Expans ion of the University of Tenne s see 
Junior College limited their recommendations to program s in agriculture 
and home economic s ,  indicating that this was the area of greate st 
need . 5 
The 1 9 5 1-5 7 period wa s a transition period not only in curricular 
development but also in expansion of the physical plant . The first 
building to be completed at Martin after the rebuilding of the fire­
damaged Prentice Cooper Industrial Arts Building in 1942 wa s the 
Agriculture-Biology-Library Building . This building was first u sed at 
the beginning of the 1 9 5 1 fall quarter . 6 
Plans for the boys • dormitory were begun during the Junior 
College period; becau se of a shortage of funds , however , the building 
wa s not completed until 1 9 5  2 .  7 This wa s the first dormitory to be 
built after the s chool became a part of the University of Tenne s see . 
The two dormitorie s built by Hall-Moody Institute were the only dormi­
torie s on the Junior College campu s up to this time . During the war 
5 Board Minute s ,  The University of Tenne s see , October 2 0 , 19 5 0 .  
6Ibid . ,  November 5 ,  1 9 5 1 .  
7Ibid . ,  September 8 ,  19 5 2 . 
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emergency when the Junior College offered Naval Aviation Training , 
the gymnasium wa s utilized as a dormitory for Naval cadets . 8 The 
ability to serve the needs of veterans wa s limited at the Junior College 
because of inadequate housing and two-year courses of study . The 
construction of the Boys • Dormitory made it po s sible for the Martin 
Branch to accept more students ,_ and the addition of two years in 
agriculture and home economics made it po s sible for the Martin Branch 
to keep students for a four-year period . 
II . AIMS AND OBJECTIVES 
University officials ,  in stating the aims and obj ective s of 
Tenne s see Junior College and the University of Tenne s see , Martin 
Branch , emphasized local need s in determining aims and obj ective s . 
The program was developed with the se aims and obj ective s in mind . 
The aims and obj ective s were stated in the 195 1-5 2 Register in this  
manner: 
The Martin Branch was conceived and must be considered , 
not as  an independent institution , but as  a branch of the 
University . In this sense the program s of the two institu­
tions are , of course , identical . The Martin Branch did not 
arrive upon the educational scene with a new part to play . It 
8The University of Tenne s see Junior College , 11Eye s In the 
Skie s . "  
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introduced no trouble some personality of it s own to require 
readj ustment s of the educational sy stem . It s ideal s and 
obj ectives were determined from the very beginning as those 
of the University . 
The immediate and ultimate obj ective of The University 
of Tenne s see i s  to be of service to the state , not only through 
the training of youth , but through research upon state problem s , 
and the extension of it s finding s to the large st po s sible number 
of citizens .  Under thi s  plan the private gain of particular 
individuals , familie s or communitie s mu st yield to public 
benefit s for larger group s ,  institutions , or areas , and in the 
final sense every expenditure of public educational funds 
mu st be measured by this standard . An analy sis of the needs 
of the commonwealth as a whole pre scribes the curricula of the 
University , and a similar analysis  of the needs of the area to 
be served pre scribe s tho se of its branche s .  
The functions of the Martin Branch were thus determined by 
what might be called two external nece s sities :  the main 
University ideal and the type of area to be served . Obviously 
the chief advantage of a branch of the University in a distant 
territory is the immediacy of the service such a branch can 
render to territorial activitie s . An area in which these 
activitie s are chiefly homemaking , agriculture and rural indus­
try would benefit from a school recognizing the se problems .  
The technical or semi-technical courses of study determined 
upon in re sponse to territorial needs must, certainly , be 
underlaid with a firm foundation in the arts and science s . 
The re sult at Martin has been twofold . First , two-year 
course s of study from which the student may turn with profit 
either to a place in the social and economic life of his area or 
to the higher training of the Universityi second , four-year 
course s of study in the field s of agriculture and home economics 
leading to the Bachelor of Science degree • 9 
9The University of Tenne s see , Martin Branch , Register , 1 9 5 1-
5 2 .  p.  1 .  
1 1 0 
The aim s and obj ective s , like tho se of Tenne s see Junior 
College , were related to the need s of an agricultural economy . We st 
Tennes see had not only remained the outstanding agricultural region of 
the State during the Junior College period but rapidly gained in impor­
tance during the latter part of the Junior College period and the 
beginning of the transition period . The program offered to meet the 
need in this area was developed on the ba sis of thi s  obj ective . The 
obj ective s stated in the first Martin Branch catalog remained a part of 
each succeeding catalog throughout the transition period without any 
change . The new program was de signed for general agriculture and 
general home economics .  
The purpose of the Martin Branch in regard to the two-year 
programs in bu sine s s  administration , education , eng-ineering , and 
liberal art s remained the same for the Martin Branch as previously 
stated . The purpo ses were based on the need for a short terminal 
education period and the need for a two-year program as a ba sis for 
student s transferring to Knoxville and to other four-year college s . 1 0  
The succe s s  of the second purpose i s  indicated by the number who 
transferred to Knoxville to complete a degree program . The only degree 
l Oibid . , 195 0- 5 1 ,  p .  1 .  
1 1 1  
programs offered at Martin were in the areas of general agriculture and 
general home economics 1 and students de siring speciali zation in the se 
two field s transferred to Knoxville . 
The Junior College and the Martin Branch operated a farm in 
connection with the program in general agriculture • The College of 
Agriculture felt the need for the 11farm laboratory 11 where student s could 
see the re sults of good farm management based on re search . II Operation 
of the college farm served. as a means of extending the finding s of 
re search in agriculture to the large st po s sible number of citizens 
through the graduate s of the program in general agriculture . 
The University of Tenne s see 1 Martin B!anch 1 attempted to 
develop a program that would fulfill the obj ective s stated for the college . 
No attempt wa s made to transfer the course of study of the College of 
Agriculture to the Martin campu s I but a committee wa s given the 
re sponsibility for developing new and unique programs for the depart­
ment s  of agriculture and home economics at the Martin Branch • 1 2  
195 1 .  
1 1  Ibid • I p . 9 • 
1 2  Board Minute s 1 The University of Tenne s see 1 March 2 6 1  
1 1 2 
III . CURRICULUM AND INSTRUCTION 
Introduction . Mr . Charle s R .  Vol z 1  chairman of the Junior 
.College committee of the Board of Tru stee s ,  wa s appointed chairman 
of a committee to study the advisability and legality of making the 
Junior College a four-year college . 1 3  Thi s committee wa s appointed 
because there wa s a strong movement in We st Tenne s see to give the 
college four-year status . 
At a meeting of the Board of Trustee s on September 15 1 195 0 1 
. Mr . Volz submitted hi s committee ' s  report . The committee recom­
mended that the curricula be expanded to four years in agriculture and 
home economic s with the addition of the nece s sary related courses in 
liberal arts to be made effective at the beginning of the fall quarter 1 
1 9 5 1 .  The Board of Trustees  voted not to accept the re commendations 
of the committee at that time but asked the committee to give the matter 
further study . Pre sident Brehm stated that there wa s no que stion but 
that there was merit in the report but felt there was need for further 
study • 14  
Expansion of  the curricula at Tenne s see Junior College in 19 34  
1 3Ibid . , December 1 2 , 1 9 49 . 
14Ibid . 1 September 15 , 195  0 .  
1 1 3 
came as  a direct re sult of the action of citizens of We st Tennes see . 
The expansion of the curricula in 195 1 also came as a direct result of 
the action of a citizens group . 15  A state university is re sponsive to 
reque st s from citizens because the university is e stablished to serve 
the educational need s of the state in higher education . The Board of 
Tru stee s ,  in developing the program of Tenne s see Junior College and 
later the University of Tennes see , Martin Branch , re sponded to the 
reque sts of citizen group s with immediate action . There was no 
sub stantial opposition in the board to the curricular expansion in 19 3 4 ,  
but there wa s oppo sition in the board to the curricular expansion pro-
posed in 1 9 5 1 .  1 6  Even though Mr .. Volz insi sted that the board provide 
for the drafting of propo sed legislation to expand the program at Martin 
to four years in agriculture and home economics ,  the board voted to 
give the matter further study . In regard to the committee report , this 
motion was made: 
That the committee appointed by Governor Browning as 
chairman of the Board , at the meeting of December 12 , 1949 
••to study the advisability and legality of making a four-year 
college in agriculture 1 home economics 1 engineering and 
busine s s  admini stration .. be continued for further study of 
1 5Ibid . 1 October 2 0 1  19 5 0 .  
1 6Ibid • , December 4 ,  19  5 0 • 
this que stion; that the committee give due cons ideration to 
the statement submitted by Mr . Charle s D .  Tomerlin and 
the gentlemen accompanying him , repre senting the We st 
Tenne ssee As sociation for Expansion of the University of 
Tenne s see Junior College , together with such other informa­
tion and data bearing on this matter which hereafter may 
come into the committee ' s  hands;  • • •  17 
The board authori zed the study of expanded programs in 
1 1 4 
engineering and bu sine s s  administration in addition to agriculture and 
home economics .  No mention wa s made of education and liberal art s 
in thi s authorized study of proposed curricular expansion . 
The motion was accepted but amended to increa se the study 
committee from three to five members . Mr . Clyde B .· Austin and 
Mr . E .  W.  Eggle ston were added to the committee in addition to the 
original committee including Trustee s Vol z ,  McAllister , and Ahlgren .I S 
At the October meeting of the Board of Tru stee s ,  a delegation 
from We st Tenne s see again appeared before the board to reque st that 
the program at Martin be expanded to provide for four years in agricul-
ture and home economic s .  At this meeting , the Volz committee 
reported that the j unior and senior years in agriculture and home 
economic s could be added for $80 , 000 in additional funds . The Volz 
committee reaffirmed it s recommendations as  given on September 15 
17 Ibid . 1 September 15 , 195  0 .  
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and the Board of Trustee s again postponed action on the committee • s 
recommendations with authorization for further study • 19  
Pre sident Brehm followed the procedure e stablished by Pre sident 
Ho skins in 1 9 3 4  and appointed a faculty committee to study the propo sal 
for curricular expansion at the Junior College . Pre sident Brehm 
appointed Dr . E .  A .  Waters , Dean of the Graduate School , to head the 
committee and al so appointed Profe s sors Ruth Buckley , Ida Anders , 
Eric Winters ,  and 0 .  E .  Goff from the College of Agriculture and Home 
Economic s to aid Dean Waters in study of the propo sal for an expanded 
program . 2 0  
On December 3 ,  1 9 5  0 ,  Dean Waters submitted the faculty report 
on the co st of the proposed program of expansion . The co st for expan­
sion was li sted as $5 9 I 000  for agriculture I $35 1 0 0 0  for home economics ,  
$ 1 3 1 0 0 0  for liberal art s subj ects  I and $ 1 1 5  00  for the library . Thi s 
amounted to $ 1 08 , 5  0 0  as the e stimated total co st for curricular expan­
sion . Mr . Volz had stated earlier that it would cost $80 , 0 00  in 
additional funds . The faculty report also listed a need for additional 
clas sroom 1 �office 1 laboratory 1 and library space at a co st of $ 1 ,  1 8 1 1  7 0 0 
1 9Ibid . ,  October 2 0 ,  195  0 .  
2 Oibid . I December 3 ,  195  0 .  
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and a girls • dormitory at a co st of $3 9 6 , 0 00 . 2 1  
The committee appointed by the Board of Tru stee s  submitted 
two reports to the board . The maj ority report read by Mt .  Volz stated 
that: 
The committee , appointed to study the matter of increa s­
ing the curriculum of the Junior College at Martin to 
University status and other propo sals to expand and add to 
the University of Tenne s see , compo sed of Mr . Ahlgren ,  
Mr . Austin, Mr . Eggle ston , Mr . McAllister and myself have 
made a study of elevation of our j unior college at Martin to 
a four-year school in certain course s , and after much consi­
deration we have reached the conclusion that it is  in the 
be st intere st of the University of Tennes see and the citizens 
of the State of Tenne s see to offer four year course s in 
Agriculture and Home Economics . We recommend that 
suitable .action be taken by the Board of Trustee s favoring 
this procedure . 2 2  
· 
Judge Sam J .  McAllister and Clyde B .  Austin filed a minority 
report opposing the expansion . Mr . Volz moved for adoption of the 
maj ority report and the board voted to accept , thus going on record 
favoring the preparation of a bill authorizing the expansion of Tenne s see 
Junior College to a four-year college in agriculture and home economics  .2 3  
On December 4 ,  1 9 5 0 ,  the Board of Trustee s approved four-year 
2 1Ibid . 
2 21bid . , December 4 ,  195 0 .  
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statu s for Tenne s see Junior College and House Bill Number 2 64 ,  chapter 
twenty-seven , was introduced at the following se s sion of the legisla-
ture , which convened in January . The bill was specific and placed 
limitations on expansion of the program at the University of Tenne s see , 
Martin Branch . The law creating and establishing the new college 
follows: 
AN ACT to amend chapter 7 of the Public Act s of 19  27 
entitled: "AN ACT to create and e stablish a Junior College 
of Agriculture , Industrial Art s and Home Economics in 
Martin , Weakley County , Tenne s see , and to provide for 
it s maintenance , management and operation , 11 so as  to raise 
the status of said institution to a full four-year College in 
the field s of Agriculture and Home Economics , change the 
name thereof , make said College a part or branch of the 
University of Tenne s see , and to authorize the granting of 
degree s by said Univers ity of Tenne s see upon completion 
of the curricula in Agriculture and Home Economics .  
Section 1 • Be it enacted !2Y the General As sembly of the 
State of Tenne s see , That Chapter 9 of the Public Act s of 
19 27 , the caption of which is set forth in the caption of this 
Act , be and the same is hereby amended so a s  .to provide as 
follows:  
"There is hereby created and e stablished by the State of 
Tenne s see a branch of the University of Tenne s see at Martin , 
Tenne s see , to be known as  1The University of Tenne s see , 
Martin Branch , • which is  authori zed and empowered to offer 
full four-year curricula in Agriculture and Home Economics , 
which course s shall be pre scribed by the Tru stees  of the 
University of Tenne s see and meet the requirements for 
Bachelor of Science degree s·, and upon the succe s sful com­
pletion of the course s  so offered shall be is sued degree s by 
said University of Tenne s see . All other course s shall be 
limited to two years . .. 
Section 2 .  Be it further enacted , That all nece s sary 
supporting work and activitie s may be inaugurated and 
carried on at said branch of the University of Tenne s see 
by the Tru stees  thereof so as to enable student s satisfac­
torily to complete the curricula in Agriculture and Home 
Economics .  
Section 3 .  Be it further enacted , That all laws or parts 
of laws in conflict with the provisions of this Act be and 
are hereby repealed • 
Section · 4 .  Be it further enacted , That this Act take s 
effect from and after it s pas sage , the public welfare 
requiring it • 
· Pas sed February 1 3 ,  1 9 5 1 .  
Approved: February 15 , 1 9 5 1 .  
McAllen Foutch , 
Speaker of the House of 
Repre sentative s 
Walter M .  Hayne s ,  
Speaker of the Senate 
Gordon Browning 1 
Governor . 2 4 
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Since fund s to carry out the intent of the law expanding the 
programs in agriculture and home economics were not included in the 
regular budget for the University , it was nece s sary to pas s  a companion 
bill authorizing an addition to the University appropriation . The sum 
2 4Acts of Tenne s see , 1 9 5 1 ,  c .  27 . 
1 1 9  
· of $ 1 0 8 , 0 0 0  was appropriated for this purpo se . 25 Mr . Volz 1 at the 
first report of his curricular expansion committee , stated that $80 , 0 00  
would be sufficient for the expanded program . 2 6 After a thorough 
study , the faculty committee appointed by Pre sident Brehm reported 
that it would cost $ 1 0 8 , 5 0 0 for the expanded program; thu s the 
General As sembly appropriation was near the sum reported by the 
faculty committee • 2 7 
The faculty of the College of Agriculture and School of Home 
Economic s began working on the programs in general agriculture and 
general home economics soon after the expansion was authorized . 
Dean J .  H .  McLeod and Vice Deans N .  D .  Peacock and Je s sie Harris 
pre sented to the board the tentative course s of study for the third year 
in agriculture and home economic s for authori zation by the board , and 
the third year of the expanded program went in effect on September 1 0 ,  
195 1 . 2 8 Tru stee Randolph asked Pre sident Brehm why the program 
for the fourth year had not been pre sented . The Pre sident stated that 
19 5 0 .  
25 Ibid . , c .  2 68 ,  sec . 8 .  
2 6soard Minute s ,  The University of Tenne s see , October 2 0 , 
27 Ibid . ,  December 3 1  195  0 .  
2 8Ibid • 1 July 2 1  195 1 .  
1 2 0  
since there would be no fourth year student s in the program this year 1 
the course of study for the fourth year would be pre sented for board 
authorization at a later date . 29 
Curriculum in Agriculture . At the time of it s e stablishment 1 
the University of Tenne s see 1 Martin Branch 1 offered program s in 
agriculture 1 bu sine s s  administration 1 education I engi�eering I home 
economics 1 liberal art s 1 pre-dentistry 1 pre-medicine 1 . pre-nursing 1 and 
pre-pharmacy . 3 0 All course s of study remained for two years except 
the curriculum in agriculture and the curriculum in home economics .  
The curriculum in agriculture wa s designed for tho se person s 
who "de sire to own or operate a farm or to become agricultural 
repre sentative s for banks 1 railroad s ,  chain store s 1 to work with milk 
plants , fertilizer 1 seed 1 feed I and farm machinery companies I farm 
cooperative s 1 Extension service I public relations ,  and similar acti vi-
tie s . n3 1 The first two years of the curriculum were identical with the 
curriculum of the Junior College , but the j unior and senior years of the 
2 9Ibid . 
3 0The University of Tenne s see , Martin Branch , Register , 
19 5 0-5 1 ,  pp . 3 3-4 1 .  
3 1The University of Tenne s see , Martin Branch , Announcement , 
195 2-5 3 ,  p .  42 . 
1 2 1  
program were different from the Knoxville program in general agricul-
ture . The last two years were based on course s earning five quarter 
hours of credit . 3 2  
The j unior and senior years of the curriculum in general 




Agriculture 3 1 1 ,  Economic Setting of 
American Agriculture • • • • • • 5 
Agriculture 3 1 2 , Basic Aspect s  of Farming 5 
Agriculture 3 2 1 ,  Live stock Feeding and 
Practice s • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 5 
Agriculture 3 3 1 ,  Soil Use and Management • • • 5 
Agriculture 34 1 ,  Field Equipment and Its Use • • 5 
Elect! ve s • • • • • • • • • • • • 9 
English 2 2 1 ,  Journalistic Writing 3 
English · 2 3 1 ,  Public Speaking 3 
English 3 25 , Communication • • 5 
Senior Year . 
Agriculture 42 2 ,  Live stock Production 5 
Agriculture 42 3 ,  General Dairy Production 5 
Agriculture 43 1 ,  General Field Crop s 5 
Agriculture 43 2 ,  Fruit and Vegetable 
Production • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 5 
Agriculture 44 1 ,  Planning and Equipping 
Farm Buildings • • • • • • • • • • • 5 
Agriculture 45 1 ,  Planning the Home Grounds 
3 2  
and Farmstead • • • • • • • • • • • • 5 
Ibid . ,  p .  43 . 
Elective s • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Political Science 425 , Public Mfairs • . . . . . 
1 0  
5 3 3  
1 2 2  
Curriculum in Home Economics .  The j unior and senior years 
of the curriculum in general home economics were developed in a 
manner similar to the curriculum in agriculture . The maj or emphasis 
wa s placed on "Home and Family Living , School Lunch Management , 
Merchandising of Textile s and Clothing , craft s , and home furnish-
ings . •• 3 4  The j unior and senior years of the curriculum were listed as:  
Junior Year 
Home Economics 3 1 1 ,  Family Living • 
Home Economics 3 2 1 ,  The Family as  
a Consumer Unit • • • • • • • • 
Home Economics 3 3 1 ,  Family Nutrition • •  
Home Economics  34 1 ,  Planning and Furnishing 
the Home • • • • • • • • • • • 
Home Economics 35  1 ,  Family Clothing • 
English 3 2 5 , Communication • • • • • 
Economics 2 1 1- 2 1 2 • • • • • 
Elective s 300  and 400 • • • • • 
Other elective s • • • 
Senior Year 
Home Economics  3 1 2 , The Child in the 
Home and the Nursery School • • • • 
Home Economics 3 2 2 , Mechanization of 
the Home • • • • • • • • • • • • 
3 3Ibid . 













Home Economics 42 1 1  Management of 
the Home • • • • • • • • • • • 
Agriculture 45 1 • • • • • • • • • • • 
Political Science 425 I Public Affairs • 
Elective s 3 00 and 400  • • • • • • 




1 0  
1 3 35 
1 2 3  
Student s completing the curriculum in general home economics 
were prepared for ( 1) homemaking , (2)  field training in agricultural 
extension service 1 (3)  management and supervi sory positions in the 
school lunch program 1 (4) the graduate program for a degree and a 
vocational certificate in home economics I and (5 ) social work and 
communications . 3 6 
The last two years of the curriculum were organized on the same 
basis as the la st two years of the curriculum in general agriculture and 
were based on course s earning five quarter hours of credit . 
The j unior and senior year programs in agriculture and home 
economics were not developed for transfer credit . The credit and 
course s were different from the courses offered at Knoxville 1 and if the 
student intended to transfer he was warned to do so at the end of the 
sophomore year . 3 7 
3 5 Ibid . ,  p .  46 . 
3 6Ibid • 1 P e 45 • 
37Ibid . ,  p .  47 . 
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The curriculum in agriculture and the curriculum in home 
economic s remained the same throughout the transition period . The 
program as e stablished by the faculty committee proved satisfactory 
in meeting the need s in the area � of general agriculture and home 
economics .  Pre sident Brehm stated that the program at Martin was 
developed to meet the same standards in existence at Knoxville and 
that it would be impo s sible for the University to grant degree s at 
Martin until the curriculum had been brought up to the standards 
maintained at Knoxville . 3 8  The standards of the Junior College were 
high 1 as evidenced by the quality of students transferring from Martin 
to the parent University . Some of the be st students on the Knoxville 
campus were products of the Junior College . The programs in 
agriculture and home e conomics were developed on the ba sis of 
Knoxville standards I yet apparently met the local need s of student s 
in the se area s .  
The change in status from a two-year college to a four-year 
college made the newly e stablished Martin Branch eligible for a unit 
of the Re serve Officers Training Corp s . The unit wa s e stabli shed and 
3 8Board Minute s 1 The University of Tenne s see 1 July 2 ,  1 9 5 1 .  
1 25 
began functioning . in September 195  2 under the direction of the 
University of Tennes see Military Department at Knoxville .  39  The 
obj ective for the e stablishment of such a unit wa s to 11develop the 
qualitie s  of leadership re quired in both military and civil enterprise 
and to impart specialized knowledge and skill s .  n The course s were 
de signed to qualify college men for reserve commi s sions . 
The ba sic course was developed for the first two years and 
only the basic army course was offered at Martin since any other ba sic 
course would have re quired the student to be enrolled in a pre scribed 
engineering or technical course . The basic course I as offered at 
Martin , consisted of three hours of formal instruction per week for a 
minimum of thirty-two weeks .  The course for the first year was 
limited to general ba sic subj ects , such as  11Maps and Aerial Photo-
graphs , Hygiene and First Aid I and Evolution of Warfare . .. The first 
year of the ba s ic course was pre scribed_, but the second year allowed 
for elective subj ects . 40  
To complete the last two years , the advanced course , the 
3 9Ibid . , May 5 ,  195  2 .  
40The University of Tenne s see , Martin Branch , Announcement , 
195 2-5 3 ,  p .  47 . 
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student transferred to Knoxville • 4 1  Agriculture student s who earned 
the Bachelor of Science degree at Martin could complete only the first 
two years of the Re serve Officers Training Corp s program . 
The elevation of the programs in agriculture and home economics 
re suited in the addition of twenty-nine new courses to the program of 
study at the Martin Branch . Of the course s added I eleven were in 
agriculture I fourteen in home economic s I and one each in English I 
political science I and public affairs . 4 2  
University officials expected the enrollment at the Martin 
Branch eventually to reach between twelve hundred and fifteen hundred 
students . In anticipation of increased enrollment , Pre sident Brehm 
informed the Board of Trustee s that the time wa s rapidly approaching 
when the board and the Univers ity of Tenne s see needed to begin 
planning for further development at the Martin Branch . 43  University 
officials before this  time had waited until We st Tenne s see citizens had 
a sked for change s before any were made . The exception to thi s  proce­
dure was the development of the two-year engineering curriculum . 
4 1Ibid . 
4 2soard Minute s ,  The University of Tenne s see , March 1 6 ,  195 4 .  
4 3Ibid . 
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Pre sident Brehm stated that immediate planning should begin toward 
providing for additional dormitory space--e specially for girls 1 four-year 
programs in liberal art s and busine s s  1 and a need for an amendment to 
the 1 9 5 1 act e stablishing the Martin Branch to allow the trustee s to add 
to the Martin program of study as the need aro se . 44 
University officials saw no immediate need for expansion of the 
program in education . Priority was given to expanded programs in 
liberal arts and busine s s , and the thinking of University officials 
remained the same until another citizens committee convinced them 
otherwise . University officials I in making known their thinking in 
regard to the need for further expansion at the Martin Branch , recognized 
that there was a growing need for expansion in area s other than those 
recommended by the University . 
Pre sident Brehm informed the Board of Tru stee s that a forward­
looking program for the Martin Branch should be developed as  soon a s  
pos sible and that a study should b e  made o f  the mo st urgent educational 
need s in the area in the light of the probable· enrollment trend in the next 
ten or fifteen years . The Pre sident felt that the people in the area 
44Ibid . 
1 2 8  
served by the Martin Branch should be told the plans for development 
of the Martin Branch . 45 
The tru stee s accepted the recommendation of the Pre sident for 
a study committee and on November 4 1  195 4 1  appointed a committee 
with Judge McAlle ster as chairman to make a study of the curricular 
need s at Martin and to determine whether or not the board should go on 
record sugge sting legislation that would broaden it s powers in regard 
to the Martin Branch . The committee also was instructed to give 
consideration to the study on education that was being made for the 
Legi slative Council of the General As sembly of Tenne s see . 46  
The committee appointed by the Board of  Tru stee s to inve stigate 
curricular need s at the Martin Branch met with citizens of the area and 
s chool official s in Martin on August 3 0  I 1 9 5  6 . The committee was 
impre s sed with the re sult s of this meeting . They found a loyal and 
cooperative attitude toward the University as a whole and found citizens 
who understood the educational need s of their area . The first need 
expre s sed by the group was the need for an expanded program of teacher 
training 1 and the second need indicated by the group was the need for 
45 Ibid . 
4 6Ibid . 1 November 4 ,  1 9 5 4 .  
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an expanded program in busine s s . 47 
The committee of trustee s wa s convinced of the need for 
immediate expansion of the Martin Branch program . In giving the 
committee report to the Board of Tru stee s ,  Judge Mc.Alle ster followed 
the sugge stions of the citizens group and recommended that a definite 
plan be formulated for expansion of the program s of study in education , 
busine s s , and liberal arts . The committee recommended that liberal 
art s be expanded to the point neces sary for the training of degree 
teachers . 48 The committee did not recommend a degree-granting 
curriculum· in liberal arts . In the proposal by Pre sident Brehm , . educa­
tion was not mentioned in the program of development . The need for a 
degree program in busine s s  wa s listed by both the Pre sident and the 
committee of the Board of Tru stee s .  Judge McAlle ster recommended 
that the report of the committee be accepted , and the motion was 
se conded and approved . The trans ition period was nearing the end 1 
and the expansion period was about to begin . 
Following the approval for expansion by the Board of Tru stee s ,  
Pre sident Brehm appointed a committee representing the College s of 
47Ibid . ,  October 2 6 ,  1 9 5 6 .  
48Ibid . 
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Bu sine s s  Administration , Education , and Liberal Art s  to make a study 
of the curricular expansion needs of the Martin Branch . Dr . Eugene A. 
Waters , Dean of the Graduate School , was appointed chairman of the 
faculty study committee • 49 
The report of the faculty study committee listed five recom­
mendations:  ( I) that chapter twenty- seven of the Public Acts of  195 1 
be amended as  to give the Board of Trustee s discretionary powers in 
determining the program at Martin; (2)  that a four-year program in 
elementary education be developed; (3) that the offering in busine s s  
education and office admini stration be expanded to produce persons 
certified to teach busine s s  subj ects in high school ; and (4) that liberal 
arts course s in English , social studie s ,  physical science , and biologi­
cal science be extended • 5 0 
The faculty study committee e stimated the change s recommended 
in the four points  li sted above would cost $88 , 000 for the biennium . 
The faculty study committee limited recommendations in education to 
degree programs in busine s s  education and elementary education . 5 1  
49Ibid . 
S Oibid . , November 1 6 ,  195 6 .  
5 1  Ibid . 
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The oppo sition to further expan sion at the Martin Branch had 
disappeared . Two members of the Board of Trustee s committee 
studying the 1 9 5 1 expans ion propo sal filed a minority report against 
expansion at the college . Judge McAlle ster strongly recommended 
further expan sion in 1 9 5 5 but wa s oppo sed to expan s ion in 1 9 5 1 .  A 
change in attitude had developed during the transition period . 
Curriculum in Bu sine s s . The department of bus ine s s  at 
Martin offered two-year program s in four courses of study . Curriculum 
I wa s de signed for student s training for employment in such field s as 
advertis ing 1 banking 1 government service 1 in surance 1 labor relations 1 
marketing 1 public accountancy 1 retailing 1 teaching Of bus ine S S  1 
. tran sportation , and whole saling . 5 2  
Curriculum II wa s de signed for student s who de sired employment 
in industrial accounting 1 industrial labor relations 1 industrial produc-
tion and control , indu strial marketing I indu strial stati stic s I light 
building and building material s bu sine s s , and public utilitie s .  This 
curriculum included sele cted engineering course s and engineering 
mathematics in stead of the bu s ine s s  mathematics course s . 5 3  
5 2The Univers ity of Tenne s see 1 Martin Branch I Announcement 1 
1 9 5 2 - 5 3 1  p .  3 5 . 
5 3 Ibid . 
1 3 2  
Curriculum III in busine s s  wa s de signed for those students who 
planned to complete a maj or in bu sine s s  education or office adminis-
tration . To complete the la st two years of the program in busine s s  
education , the student transferred to Knoxville • 5 4  
Curriculum IV was de signed for students intere sted in j ournalism . 
The ba sic course wa s offered at Martin and contained enough specialized 
training to permit the student to enter a j oumalistic career after the 
completion of the two-year course • Upon transfer to Knoxville 1 the 
student could follow either an editorial se quence or a busine s s  se quence 1 
depending upon his individual intere st . The editorial sequence was 
for students whose primary intere st wa s in writing and the bu sine s s  
sequence wa s for student s intere sted primarily in advertising and 
publishing • 5 5  
Curriculum in Education . The program in education had 
expanded during the Junior College period from the three course s entitled 
•Teaching Rural Life " at the beginning of the period to three distinct 
areas at the end of the period . Between 195 1 and 195  7 this program 
continued , with some change during the period . The program wa s 
5 4  Ibid . I p .  3 6 .  
5 5 Ibid . 
1 3 3  
divided into a curriculum for elementary education , secondary educa-
tion I and health and phy sica! education . 5 6  
Tenne s see Junior College had been on the list of Tenne s see 
college s  approved for certification during the Junior College period 1 
but when the institution gained four-year statu s ,  application wa s made 
to the State Board of Education for approval as a four-year teacher-
training institution . The State Board rej ected the application for 
certification as  a four-year institution . 5 7  The Martin Branch retained 
it s status as a two-year teacher-training institution for certification 
purpose s . 5 8  The education department operated on this  ba sis through-
out the transition period . 
The curriculum in elementary education included method s of 
teaching in the elementary school in the areas of language art s and 
social studie s .  A general methods course was offered in connection 
with a three-hour course in ob servation and teaching in the elementary 
5 6  Ibid • 1 P • 3 6 • 
5 7 Board Minute s 1 Tenne s see State Board of Education , 
February 8 ,  195 2 1 p .  1 9 . 
5 8Tenne s see State Board of Education , 11Tenne s see College s 
Approved by the State Board of Education for Teacher Certification 1 11 
19 2 7 - 1 9 5 7 . 
1 3 4 
grade s .  The elementary school of Martin wa s used for this course . 5 9  
Many student s completing the two-year teacher education program 
taught in the rural countie s of We st Tenne s see and adj oining state s .  
A few students taught in Shelby County and in the city of Memphis . 
Many student s transferred to Knoxville to complete the last two years 
of the teacher education program . 
Curriculum in Engineering • The curriculum in engineering 
followed closely the Knoxville curriculum for the first two years . 60  
The engineering curriculum had begun during the Junior College period 
as a part of the course of study in agriculture . Soon after the end of 
World War II a two-year curriculum in engineering wa s authori zed . 
The College of Engineering at Knoxville set up the curriculum 1 with 
as sistance from the Martin faculty . 
The program in 195 2 wa s expanded to include a curriculum for 
chemical engineering 1 civil engineering 1 electrical engineering 1 
engineering physics 1 industrial engineering , and mechanical engineer-
ing . 6 1  The fre shman year course of study wa s the same for all the 
5 9The Uni varsity of Tenne s see 1 Martin Branch 1 Announcement I 
195 2-5 3 1 p .  5 5 . 
60 Ibid . , p .  38 . 
6 1Ibid . ,  195 3-5 4 ,  p .  40 . 
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areas in engineering . 
Student s at the Martin Branch were permitted to enter the 
cooperative plan in engineering after succe ssfully completing the first 
quarter of the fre shman year . The student was permitted to complete 
his two-year program at the Martin Branch 1 but cooperative j obs were 
approved by the coordinator of the cooperative program at Knoxville • 
The Primary obj ective of the cooperative plan was to combine the 
theoretical knowledge obtained in college course s with practical 
knowledge obtained on a j ob .  A cooperative course took five years to 
complete the requirement s for a degree in engineering . 62  
Curriculum in Liberal Art s .  The program in liberal art s 1 like 
other programs offered at the Martin Branch , was divided into two 
divisions:  the lower division and the upper division . The first two 
years ' work wa s included in the lower division and the last two years ' 
work was included in the upper division . Only lower divi sion work 
was offered in liberal art s at the Martin Branch . 63 
The ba sic curriculum in liberal art s wa s offered but did not 
include foreign language s .  If a student de sired to complete the 
62Ibid . I p .  39 . 
63Ibid . I 195 2- 5 3 , pp . 39-41 . 
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requirements for a Bachelor of Arts degree , he wa s re quired to make up 
this deficiency during the last two years . If the student had credit in 
two high school units in a foreign language 1 the language requirement 
could be met with two additional years of work in that language . If 
the student did not have credit in a foreign language 1 three years of 
one language wa s re quired . 64 A serious handicap wa s placed on the 
student who de sired a Bachelor of Art s degree since foreign language 
was not included in the liberal art s program at Martin . 
Pre-profe s sional programs offered by the liberal art s department 
at the Martin Branch included course s in pre-dentistry , pre-medicine I 
pre-nursing 1 pre-pharmacy , and pre-law . All pre-profe s sional 
course s were for two years except the pre-pharmacy course that wa s 
developed for the fre shman year . 65 
IV. ADMINISTRATION AND CONTROL 
The 195 1 act by the General As sembly authorized the Board of 
Trustee s of the University of Tenne s see to offer degree-granting 
programs in agriculture and home economic s at the Martin Branch . 
64Ibid . 
65Ibid . I pp . 40-4 1 .  
1 3 7  
Thus , the tru stee s were given limited control for the newly e stablished 
school , as had been true for the Junior College . 6 6  The board ve sted 
_control of the school under the direction of the Dean of the College of 
Agriculture . 67 Paul Meek was administrator of the college at Martin 
but worked under supervision of the Dean of the College of Agriculture . 
Departments other than agriculture and home economics remained under 
the supervision of the head s of department s at Knoxville . 
In discus sing the change in administration at the Martin Branch 
that would be needed a s  the school reached four-year status 1 Pre sident 
Brehm outlined the control that would be exercised at the Martin Branch 
by the Knoxville administration . The Pre sident stated that the work at 
Martin would be under the direction and supervision of the department 
heads  re sident in Knoxville . 68  He indicated that this direction and 
supervision was important to the University since degrees could not be 
offered at the Martin Branch in any curriculum until that curriculum had 
been brought up to the standards maintained at Knoxville .  
1 9 5 1 .  
The citizens of We st Tenne s see indicated to the Board of 
6 6Act s of Tenne s see 1 195 1 ,  c .  27 . 
67 Board Minute s ,  The University of Tenne s see , November 5 ,  
6 8Ibid . , July 8 ,  195 1 .  
1 3 8  
Trustees and University official s that Weakley County should have a 
repre sentative on the · Board of Trustees . In re spon se to this re que st , 
the board asked that the nece s s ary legi slation be enacted to add a 
member to the board from Weakley County . Enactment of House Bill 
Number 2 9 , chapter twelve , in 195  3 authorized the Governor to appoint 
a member to the Board of Trustees from Weakley County . 69 The 
Governor appointed Wayne Fisher from Dre sden , Tenne s see , as a 
member of the Board of Trustee s  of the University of Tenne s see; and 
Trustee Fisher wa s made a member of the Martin Branch , engineering , 
and busine s s  administration committees . 7 0  
The chairman of the Martin Branch committee , Trustee Charle s 
Volz ,  died on July 2 2 , 1 9 5 6 ,  and Mr . Fisher wa s appointed to replace 
Mr . Volz as chairman of that committee • The committee at this time 
wa s compo sed of Trustee s Fisher , Douglas s ,  and Laughlin . Tom Elam 
of Union City was appointed to the Board of Trustees to replace 
Charles Volz as repre sentative of the Eighth Congre ssional District . 
After his appointment , Mr . Elam wa s made a member of the Martin 
69Acts of Tenne s see 1 195  3 ,  c .  1 2 . 
7 OThe University of Tenne s see , Martin Branch , Register , 
1 9 5 3-5 4 ,  p .  7 .  
1 3 9  
Branch committee . 7 1  
Administration at the Martin Branch was under the direction of 
the Dean . Administrative problems  were handled through an adminis-
trative council which included Dean Paul Meek , A. N .  Campbell , 
George Horton , J .  E. McMakan , H .  B . Smith , Paul Phillips ,  Gene 
Stanford , and Myrtle Phillips .  The administrative council was 
increased in 1 9 5 5 -5 6 to include all head s of department s at the Martin 
Branch and the members of the council served throughout the remaining 
years of the transition period . 7 2 The Martin Branch functioned with 
eighteen additional faculty committee s until 1 9  5 6-5 7 , when the 
appointment of a homecoming committee increa sed the number to twenty 
committee s . 7 3 
Pre sident Brehm reported to the Board of Trustee s that every 
program at the Martin Branch must meet the standards in effect at 
Knoxville • that the University of Tenne s see i s  a member of the Southern 
As sociation of College s and Secondary School s ,  the regional accrediting 
7 1Board Minute s ,  The Univers ity of Tenne s see , August 1 0 ,  
1 9 5 6 .  
7 2The University of Tenne s see , Martin Branch , Announcement s , 
1 9 5 5 -5 6 ,  p .  1 2 . 
7 3lbid . ,  195 6-5 7 ' p .  1 2 . 
1 4 0  
agency 1 and mu st meet the standards e stablished by the a s sociation . 
A Southern As sociation committee vi sited the Martin Branch campu s in 
195 3 and in its report following inve stigation indicated a need for more 
upper division elective s in the degree-granting program s in agriculture 
and home economics • 7 4 
V.  FACULTY 
Jame s Paul Phillips 1 head of the education program I became a 
member of the Junior College staff in 19  2 8 and served at the Martin 
Branch until his death on July 1 3 1  1 95 3 . 7 5  Profe s sor Phillips had 
worked for expansion of the education curriculum and witne s sed slow 
but steady development of thi s phase of the Martin Branch program . 
Profe s sor Phillips had served the University both in his work in the 
education department and in operation of the extension program 
directed toward adult education . 
Myrtle Phillip s 1 the registrar I j oined the Junior College staff 
7 4The University of Tenne s see 1 Martin Branch Expansion 
Committee ,  "Statements  and Tentative Propo sals •• {a report submitted 
to the Martin Branch Expansion Committee--the Chile s Committee 1 
December 2 1 ,  1 9 5 6) ,  p .  3 .  
7 5 soard Minute s ,  The University of Tenne s see , September 17 , 
19 5 3 . 
1 4 1 
in 19 29 and served throughout the transition period . 7 6 The registrar 
witne s sed the development of the college from a college with limited 
curricula in agriculture , home economic s I and industrial art s to an 
expanded program in the se three area s and the addition of course s in 
busine s s  administration , education , engineering , liberal arts , and 
pre-profe s sional . Following the original pattern , she witnes sed the 
development of the first degree programs in agriculture and home 
economic s ,  during the transition period . 
Gene H • Stanford 1 the bursar 1 was as signed to the Junior 
College staff in 19 3 0 . Mr . Stanford served in the same capacity 
during the Junior College period and throughout the transition period . 7 7  
The bursar witne s sed the development of the Junior College and the 
Martin Branch through the complexity of financial matters of the 
college . With curricular expansion , expansion of the physical plant , 
and budget increases , the bursar was able to see the problem s 
a s sociated with development . The transition period was the period 
when adj ustment was made from the status of Junior College to the 
status of the Martin Branch . The bursar was in a po sition to help 
with the nece s sary adj ustment s  in finance . 
7 &rhe University of Tenne s see , Martin Branch , Register , 
19 5 6-5 7 1 P • 8 • 
7 7 Ibid . 
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The title of Paul Meek wa s changed from executive officer to 
dean when the Junior College became the Martin Branch of the 
University . 7 8 Dean Meek guided the Junior College through the war 
years and emerged with a faculty intact and an expanded Junior College 
both in enrollment and in curriculum . The Martin faculty 1 being 
closer to the people served , was in a po sition to know the desire s and 
needs of the people of We st Tenne s see and was anxious to expand to 
meet the se needs . Dean Meek worked throughout the tran sition period 
toward making the degree-granting programs in agriculture and home 
economic s succe s sful and developed an administrative program for the 
further expansion that wa s sure to come as the college continued to 
develop to meet the needs of higher education in upper We st Tenne s see . 
Of the heads of departments appointed in 19  4 6 I three were still 
serving in that capacity at the beginning of the transition period . 
John Edmond McMahan wa s Head of the Department of Agriculture ; 
Jame s Paul Phillip s wa s Head of the Department of Education; and 
George Horton wa s Head of the Department of Liberal Arts . 79  Jame s 
Odell Jone s was appointed Head of the Department of Engineering to 
7 8Ibid . 1 195 0-5 1 ,  p .  6; 195 1- 5 2 ,  p .  8 .  
7 9Ibid . 1 195 1 -5 2 ,  pp . 7 - 8 . 
1 43 
replace Jame s F .  Grover, who re signed; no permanent appointment was 
made for a Head of the Department of Home Economics in 195 1 . 80  
The College of  Agriculture in Knoxville supplied several 
teachers for the expanded course s of study in agriculture and home 
economic s .  Member s of the Knoxville staff of the School of Home 
Economic s served as department head at the Martin Branch . Ida 
Adelaide Anders served during the fall quarter , Jeannette Biggs served 
during the winter quarter I and Mary R .  Arm strong served during the 
spring quarter . 8 1  
Two other members of the Knoxville staff served during the 
first year of the Martin Branch . Horace C .  Smith taught agronomy 
during the winter quarter� and Mean B .  Strange taught related art and 
craft s during the winter quarter . 8 2  Mary R .  Armstrong wa s appointed 
Head of the Home Economics Department in 195  2 and remained in this 
capacity throughout the transition period . 8 3 Elmer W .  Counce 1 a 
graduate of the Junior College 1 was appointed instructor in agronomy 
8 0Ibid . 
8 1Ibid . 
8 2Ibid . 
8 3Ibid . 1 1 9 5 2-5 3 1  P •  7 • 
1 44 
in 195 1 and later was appointed alumni secretary and a s signed to the 
position of placement service officer at the Martin Branch . Aaltj e J .  
VanDenburg was appointed instructor in related art and crafts . After 
the first year of operation of the new four-year programs in agriculture 
and home economic s ,  a s signment s to the Martin Branch were completed 
and temporary a s signment s from the Knoxville faculty were not 
nece s sary . 
In 19 5 2  Glenn S .  Gallien 1 Sr . 1 former superintendent of the 
Wayne County school system , j oined the staff of the education depart­
ment . 84  Members of  other department s  taught some of  the required 
course s in education . Harriet E .  Fulton taught the course s in music 
education 1 and Aaltj e J .  VanDenburg taught the course s in art education . 85 
Following the death of Jame s Paul Phillips in 1 9 5 3 1  Profe s sor Gallien 
was appointed Head of the Department of Education 1 and Nicholas M .  
Vincent was added to the education staff . 8 6 
In addition to expanded course s of study in agriculture and home 
economic s ,  a new program was added at the Martin Branch . A unit of 
8 4Ibid . 
85 Ibid . l  pp . 5 4- 67 .  
8 6Ibid • 1 195 4-5 5 , P • 9 • 
1 45 
the Re serve Officers Training Corps was e stablished at the college 
and three instructors were assigned to the unit . First Lieutenant 
Daniel H .  Laird wa s a s signed as  a s sistant profe s sor of military science 
and tactics ,  and Master Sergeant Edward J .  Masters and Sergeant First 
Cla s s  Robert L .  Morri son were a s signed a s  instructors of military 
science and tactics .  87  
On November 5 ,  1 9 5 2 ,  there were thirty-five teaching members 
and nine non-teaching members of the Martin Branch staff for a total of 
forty-four . One year later , on September 1 7 , 195  3 ,  there were thirty-
seven of the se staff members returning , five new members appointed by 
the Board of Tru stee s ,  and two vacancie s to be filled . At this time 
the number of non-teaching members had increased from nine to fifteen . 
The total staff included fifty-nine members . 8 8  
On October 25 ,  19 5 4 ,  there were forty-one faculty members 
returning to the college with three new appointment s  and three vacancie s 
to be filled . With a decrease in the non-teaching staff to twelve and 
the retirement of Mary Vick Burney as  a s sistant librarian , the total 
8 7 Ibid • 1 19  5 2-5  3 1 P • 8 • 
8 8Board Minutes ,  The University of Tenne s see , November 5 ,  
1 9 5 2; September 17 , 19 5 3 .  
1 4 6  
number of staff members remained the same as  it wa s the preceding 
89 
year . 
Just before authorization for greater expansion at the Martin 
Branch , the staff included fifty-five teaching members and twelve 
non-teaching members . Two members of the staff died in 19 5 5 . 
David C .  Allen , As sociate Profe s sor of History , died on July 25 , 
19 5 5 , and John S .  Murphey , As sistant Profe s sor of English , died on 
January 2 3 , 19  5 5  • 9 0 
VI .  LIBRARY 
The budget for the library at the Martin Branch wa s steadily 
increased as the college developed . The budget for the 1 9 5 2-5 3 
school year totaled $32 , 29 1 . 4 1 ,  but the budget for thi s purpo se almost 
doubled the next year . A total of $ 6 1 , 237 . 1 4 was appropriated for the 
library during this year . 9 1  The increased expenditure by the library 
at this time wa s nece s sary to improve the library for the degree 
programs in agriculture and home economic s .  
89Ibid . 1 October 25 , 195  4 .  
9 0The Uni varsity of Tennes see , Martin Branch , Register , 
19 5 4-5 5 1 P e 1 1  i 19  5 5-5  6 1 P e 9 • 
9 1The University of Tenne s see , Biennial Report of the Board of 
Trustee s ,  195 2-5 4 ,  pp . 1 2 7 - 2 9 . 
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With completion of the Agriculture-Biology-Library Building 1 
the library moved into this  building 1 where the available floor space 
wa s doubled . The purpo se of the library remained the same: "use of 
students and faculty in every course of instruction, for wider informa-
tional and for more di stinctly cultural and recreational reading; and for 
such problem s of investigation and re search a s  may be developed on 
9 2  the campus . "  The cooperative arrangement with the State Depart"':" 
ment of Library and Archive s continued through the regional library 
service . 
By 195 4-5 5 the library had been expanded to include 2 0 1 0 0 0  
volume s .  The Martin Branch faculty as  a whole wa s re sponsible for 
book selection for the library . 9 3  During the 195 5 -5 6 school year 1 
2 1 00 0  volume s  were added to the library collection , making the total 
holding of the library 2 2 1 000  volume s .  9 4  In addition to book s I the 
library pos se s sed numerous periodicals I public document s 1 pamphlet s 1 
clipping s 1 and audio-visual material s 1 including records 1 filmstrip s 1 
slide s ,  and tape recording s • 
9 2The University of Tenne s see 1 Martin Branch I Register , 
1 9 5 1-5 2 1  p .  2 0 .  
9 3Ibid . l 195 4-5 5 , p .  45 . 
9 4Ibid • 1 195 5 - 5 6 1  P • 48 • 
1 4 8  
The We st Tenne s see Regional Library , which i s  a re spon s ibility 
of the Public Library Divi s ion , Tenne s see Stat e Library and Archive s ,  
wa s operated by the University under contract with the St ate Library 
and Archive s Commi s sion . 9 5  Thi s  part of the library wa s al so hou sed 
in the Agriculture- Biology-Library Building during the period of tran s i­
tion . The regional library serviced thirteen countie s ,  us ing bookmobile s 
to serve the area . A branch of the regional library wa s located in 
Jack son , Tenne s see , and the s e  two centers served nineteen branch 
librarie s and two hundred fifty community depo sit stations . During 
one year '2 3 1 , 3 7 5  book s were circulated through thi s service . 9 6  
VII . PHYSICAL PlANT AND EQUIPMENT 
The temporary building s erected during the Junior College period 
were still in use at the beginning of the transition period . The tru stee s 
recogni zed that the future growth and development of the Martin Branch 
depended on the con struction of additional permanent building s on the 
Martin campu s • 
On July 7 ,  1 9 5  0 ,  the Board of Tru stee s of the Univers ity set 
9 5 Ibid . , 1 9 5 1-5 2 , p .  2 1 .  
9 6Ibid . , 1 9 5 5 -5 6 ,  p .  4 1 . 
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aside $ 1 5 0 , 000  of the building fund s appropriated to the University 
for a boys ' dormitory at the Junior College . Planning was begun for 
the construction of one unit of a dormitory planned to eventually 
include five unit s . The Federal Housing and Home Finance .Agency 
provided the funds for the advanced planning of the five unit s under 
the terms of Public Law 35 2 ,  Eighty-first Congre s s . 97  Thi s dormitory 
wa s not completed until the beginning of the transition period . 
When the bid s for the dormitory were opened , J .  M .  O ' Brian 
and Company of Memphis , Tenne s see , had submitted the low bid in 
the amount of $ 3 67 , 7 5 8  for the construction of three unit s , or $205 , 140  
for the construction of one unit . The $ 15 0 ,  00 0 allocated wa s insuffi­
cient for the acceptance of the bid , but Judge McAlle ster moved that 
the bid be accepted if fund s could be made available . The one unit 
wa s de signed to house fifty boys . 9 8  
At the time the bid s were being taken for the boys ' dormitory , 
the Agriculture-Biology-Library Building was under construction . The 
additional clas sroom space wa s badly needed for the newly authori zed 
degree programs • 
9 7 Board Minute s ,  The University of Tenne s see , July 7 ,  1 9 5 0 .  
9 8Ibid . , September 8 ,  195  0 .  
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Judge McAlle ster ' s  recommendation that the bid made by 
J .  M .  O ' Brian and Company be accepted provided sufficient funds 
could be made available was an appropriate one . Governor Gordon 
Browning released impounded funds to permit the signing of the 
contract for all three unit s of the boys • dormitory . 9 9  The trustee s 
asked that one change be made in the specificati�ns a s  submitted by 
the contractor . They wanted stone trim to be used instead of the 
specified wood trim , and the cost for this change amounted to $ 15 , 3 4 1  
with the final amended contract totaling $3 8 3 , 09 9 for the construction 
of the three-unit dormitory . The construction of this dormitory and the 
Agriculture-Biology-Library Building provided badly needed clas sroom 
and dormitory space for the expanded curricula • The building program 
had begun and with it , the transition period--e stablishing the 
foundation for the next period of development , the period of expansion . 
Pre sident Brehm , in a statement made to the Board of Tru stee s ,  
stated that there would be a shortage in dormitory space at the Martin 
Branch even with the completion of the three-unit boys • dormitory . 1 00 
Plans for two additional unit s of the dormitory were completed , with 
9 9Ibid . ,  December 3 ,  195  0 . 
1 0 0Ibid . , July 2 ,  1 9 5 1 .  
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federal fund s to be used , but the se additional unit s were to be built 
in the future . The Federal Housing and Home Finance Agency had 
extended the time limit for the completion of the se plan s from 240  to 
3 60 days so that the plans would be available when needed • 1 0 1  
Completion of the boys • dormitory made a street change de sirable . 
Moody Avenue pas sed through the campus and separated the dormitory 
from the campus on which was built the Agriculture-Biology-Library 
Building . The Board of Mayor and Aldermen of the city of Martin 
pas sed an ordinance on July 2 3 ,  1 9 5 1 ,  authorizing the closing of the 
part of the street bisecting the campus . 1 0 2  The executive committee 
of the Board of Trustee s  of the University had asked for the change on 
July 2 ,  1 9 5 1 . 1 03 Following the closing of the street , the Univers ity 
purchased the Hutchins property at the corner of Moody Avenue and 
Hurt Alley . 1 04 
The second clas sroom building financed by the State of 
Tenne s see and built on the Martin campus was dedicated on September 6 1  
1 0  !Ibid . 1 August 2 7 ,  195 1 .  
I 0 2Ibid . 
1 03Ibid . 
1 04Ibid . 
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195 1 I by Governor Gordon Browning . 1 05 The facilitie s added to the 
Martin Branch by the completion of this building I along with the 
completion of the boys • dormitory I made it po s sible for the first time 
in the history of the school to offer facilitie s  comparable to those at 
Knoxville . The new building provided adequate space for the library 
and provided excellent clas sroom and laboratory facilitie s for agricul­
ture and biology • 
One central steam plant served the heating need s of the 
expanding phys ical plant of the Martin Branch . With the two newly 
constructed building s added to the heating sy stem I it became 
nece s sary to add another 3 0 0-horsepower boiler . The trustee s 
authorized the installation of the boiler during the month of January I 
1 95 2 . 1 0 6  
The re sidence hall for men had been completed in January I 
195 2 ,  and wa s immediately occupied by men students . Later in the 
year 1 Governor Browning dedicated the building . 1 07 The old 
dormitory 1 formerly used by the boys 1 was immediately used for a 
1 05 Ibid . 1 November 5 I 195 1 .  
1 0 6Ibid . 
1 07Ibid . 1  Apri1 9 ,  1 95 2 .  
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girl s • dormitory . While the problem of housing for boy s wa s tempor­
arily alleviated ,  a serious problem exi sted in hou sing for girl s . 
The Martin Branch committ ee chairman , Charle s Vol z ,  li sted 
the following building s as critically needed at the Martin Branch: a 
girl s 1 dormitory to house two hundred girl s at a co st of $5 0 0 1 0 0 0; a 
boys 1 dormitory to hou se one hundred and fifty boy s at a co st of 
$ 2 5  0 ,  0 0 0; and an administration building . 1 0 8 At each succeeding 
meeting of the Board of Tru stee s ,  Mr. Volz listed the immediate 
building needs of the Martin Branch . Greater empha s i s  wa s placed 
on the need for a re sidence hall for women than for any of the other 
buildings . 
On March 1 6 1  1 9 5 4 ,  it be came evident that some progre s s  
wa s being made toward authori zation for the construction of a 
dormitory for women at the Martin Branch . Governor Frank Clement 
stated that he wa s personally intere sted in alleviating the hous ing 
problem and wa s in favor of the authori zation for construction of a 
dormitory at the college . 1 0 9 The fall quarter enrollment had reached 
65 1 student s and hous ing facilitie s were inade quate . The Univers ity 
1 0 8Ibid . 1 September 8 1  1 9 5  2 .  
1 0 9Ibid . 1 March 1 6 ,  1 9 5 4 .  
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had rented two re sidence s in the city of Martin to house women 
students becau se of inadequate dormitory space at the college . 1 1 0 
By October 25 1 195 4 1  preliminary sketche s were completed for 
the girls 1 dormitory . Wayne Fisher 1 the newly appointed member of 
the Board of Trustees  to repre sent Weakley County 1 stated that the 
State had spent no money to provide dormitory facilitie s for girl s on 
the Martin campus since the State had as sumed control of the school 
in 1 9 2 7 . 1 1 1  The board wa s convinced that more consideration should 
be given to the building need s of the Martin Branch and re que sted that 
the Pre sident have Mr . John Neely 1 Jr . 1 phys ical plant director of the 
University 1 make a special study of the building needs of the Martin 
Branch . 1 1 2 On April 2 1  1 19 5 5  1 the executive committee authorized 
the construction of a girls 1 dormitory at Martin . 1 1 3 
The dormitory wa s partly financed through the sale of self­
liquidating bonds . The Federal Housing and Home Finance Agency 
bought the bonds 1 which were to be repaid over a twenty-five year 
l l Oibid . 1 October 25 , 19 5 4 .  
l l l lbid . 
1 1 2Ibid . 
1 1 3Ibid . 1 April 2 8 1  1 9 5 5 . 
period at an intere st rate of 2- 3/4 per cent • 1 1 4 
I S S  
T o  further alleviate the shortage in housing facilitie s ,  the board 
authori zed the purcha se of surplu s housing in an amount not to exceed 
$4S , 0 0 0 . The surplu s hou sing wa s bought through the Surplu s Property 
Utilization Division of the United State s Department of Health , 
Education , and Welfare . 1 1S 
The low bid for the girl s 1 dormitory wa s submitted by Forcum­
Lannom , Inc . , of Dyersburg , Tennes see . The bid wa s for $ 6 62 , 0 00 . 
The 1 9 S 4  legislature had appropriated $S OO , 0 0 0  for the dormitory and 
bonds were sold for $ 17 S , 000 . Funds available were insufficient to 
furnish the building , but Governor Frank Clement stated that he person­
ally would be re sponsible to see that the $ 1 4 , 0 0 0  additional money wa s 
made available . 1 1 6  The steel strike slowed the construction of the 
girls 1 dormitory , and it was not opened until the beginning of a new 
period of growth at the Martin Branch , the period of expansion . 
With completion of th�en ' s  re sidence hall , two additional 
buildings were critically needed . The old Hall-Moody administration 
1 14Ibid . ,  October 1 0 , 1 9 S S . 
1 1Sibid . 
1 1 6Ibid • , April 2 4 ,  19 5 6 • 
15 6 
building , constructed in 19 00 , still housed the administrative office s 
of the Martin Branch . In addition to administrative office s ,  office s 
and cla s srooms for busine s s  administration , education , and English 
were located in the building • 
Funds were allocated from the 195  7 legislative appropriations 
in the amount of $800 , 000  for the construction of an admini stration­
cia s sroom building • 1 1 7 Mr . D .  T • McGown , a Memphis architect , 
wa s employed to draw the plans for the new building . 1 1 8 Thi s 
building wa s authorized during the transition period but construction 
did not begin until the period of expansion had begun . A similar 
situation existed at the end of the Junior College period and the 
beginning of the transition period . 
Governor Frank Clement wa s well informed of the building 
needs at the Martin Branch . The Governor had stated that he wa s 
personally intere sted in obtaining authori zation for construction of the 
women • s  re sidence hall and used his influence in obtaining extra fund s 
to furnish the building . At a meeting of the Board of Trustee s on 
June 2 0 ,  19 5 7 , the Governor expre s sed an intere st in renovation of 
1 17Ibid . , April 2 6 ,  19 5 7 . 
1 1 8Ibid . 
1 5 7  
two other dormitorie s o n  the campus 1 Reed and Freeman Halls . The 
trustees  authorized the complete renovation of the se two building s • 1 1 9 
During the transition period , between 195 1 and 19 5 7 ,. the 
phys ical plant at the Martin Branch was greatly enlarged . Two build-
ing s had been completed and placed in service at the beginning of the 
period . The construction of the girls • dormitory had begun , and the 
Board of Trustees had authorized the planning for an administration-
cla s sroom building • 
The property of the Martin Branch was increa sed to 3 05 acre s 
of land , of which fifty acre s were utilized for campus purpo se s ,  during 
the transition period • 1 2 0  At this time there were nine permanent 
building s ,  some multiple units 1 six semi-permanent building s 1 and 
five temporary units , in addition to two farm re sidence s ,  barns 1 silos , 
and other farm structure s 1 located on the Martin Branch campus .  By 
the end of the transition period , the land utilized for campus purpo se s 
increa sed from fifty to seventy acres . Building s were arranged facing 
an open quadrangle of rolling terrain shaded by large oak s and other 
1 1 9Ibid . , June 20 , 195 7 .  
1 2 0The University of Tenne s see , Martin Branch , Regi ster , 
19  5 6-5 7 1 P • 1 4  • 
native tree s of the area . Paved drive s were located outside the 
campus area after the clo sing of part of Moody Avenue . 1 2 1  
15 8 
The farm decrea sed from 2 5 5 acre s of land to 2 35 acre s because 
of the increase in land used for campus purpo se s , but the Travi s farm 
consisting of 19 0 acre s wa s lea sed and placed under the control of 
the agriculture department as  a part of the demonstration farm for the 
Martin Branch . 1 2 2  The farm , including the Univer sity farm and the 
leased farm , consisted of a total of 425  acre s of farm land . 
VIII . ENROLLMENT 
The fall quarter enrollment in 195  0-5 1 had decreased from the 
previous year ' s  enrollment , and the first year of the transition period 
showed another decrease . 1 2 3  The second ye ar of the period showed 
an increase in enrollment that continued through the trans ition period , 
a s  indicated by Figure 3 .  A total of 804  students wa s enrolled at the 
end of the transition period , for a total gain of 3 8 8  students during 
195 7 . 
1 2 1Ibid . I pp . 1 4- 17 .  
1 2 2soard Minute s ,  The University of Tenne s see , December 1 6 ,  
1 2 3The University of Tenne s see , Martin Branch , Office of the 
Registrar , "Perennial Calendar , 19 27- 1 95 9 , •• p .  3 .  
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1 6 0 
The Chile s committee studied the di stribution of Martin student s 
by countie s over a period of years and located the area served by the 
college . The committee concluded that the Martin Branch area 
included twenty countie s .  Between the years 195 1 and 1 95  6 1  four 
countie s furnished 5 2  per cent of the enrollment . Between the same 
years , 7 2 per cent of the enrollment wa s furni shed by eight of the 
twenty countie s .  The same four countie s--Weakley 1 Obion , Gibson,  
and Dyer--ranked one , two , three 1 and four in  enrollment at the Martin 
Branch during this period . 1 25 
Of fre shmen enrolled from the twenty-county area at four 
college s (the University of Tenne s see I Martin Branch; Memphis State 
College; Au stin Peay State College; and the University of Tenne s see at 
Knoxville) ,  5 3  per cent of the student s were enrolled at the Martin 
Branch in 195 4 .  Of the total number of high school graduate s in 
1 9 5 3-5 4 in the area served by the Martin Branch , 2 5  per cent from 
Weakley County , 1 8  per cent from Fayette County , 1 3  per cent from 
1 24Ibid . 
1 25 The University of Tenne s see , 11A Study to Determine Expan­
sions of the University of Tenne s see , Martin Branch , Program Required 
for Adequate Service to Educational Needs of the Area Served " (a 
faculty committee report to the Pre sident , October 2 3 , 195  6) , pp . 3- 1 0 . 
v 
1 6 1  
Lake County , and 1 1  per cent from Decatur County registered a s  fre sh-
men at the Martin Branch . The percentage s ranged from 3 per cent from 
Hardeman County to 25  per cent from Weakley County . Even though 
Obion County ranked second in enrollment , only 9 per cent of their 
high school graduate s attended the Martin Branch . 1 2 6  
For the first time in the history of the school , degree s were 
conferred upon graduate s of the University of Tenne s see , Martin Branch . 
On June 1 ,  195  3 ,  ten Bachelor of Science degree s were granted in 
agriculture and four Bachelor of Science degree s were granted in home 
economics . 1 27 The next year , eight degree s were granted in agricul-
ture and three in home economics . 1 2 8 In 195 5 the number of degree s 
conferred had increa sed to fifteen in agriculture and eight in home 
economics .  1 29  During the la st year of the transition period , thirty-
two Bachelor of Science degree s in agriculture and eleven in home 
economics were conferred at the June 195  6 commencement exercise s _ 1 3 0  
1 2 6Ibid . 
1 27The University of Tenne s see , Martin Branch , Regi ster , 
195 3-5 4 ,  p .  9 0 .  
1 2 8Ibid . , 195 4-5 5 , p .  89 . 
1 29 Ibid e 1 1 9 5 5 - 5  6 ,  p • 9 3  • 
1 3 0Ibid . I 195  6-5 7 I p .  1 0 4 . 
1 6 2  
During the period of transition , sixty-five degree s were granted in 
agriculture and twenty- six degree s were granted in home economics 
for a total of ninety-one graduate s during thi s period . 
Table I list s the distribution of enrollment in all department s 
at the Martin Branch . Enrollment gains by department s included 
forty-nine student s for agriculture , eighty-four for busine s s  adminis-
tration , sixty-five for education , one hundred and thirty-three for 
engineering , thirty-three for home economics , and fifty-eight for 
liberal arts . The degree-granting department of home economics 
gained fewer student s than any department , and the engineering depart-
ment gained more student s than any other department during the 
transition period . Student enrollment indicate s the degree of succe s s  
of course s of study offered . 1 3 1 The only program in engineering 
offered in We st Tenne s see by a State school is offered at the University 
of Tenne s see , Martin Branch . Curriculum limitations also affect 
enrollment in any program of higher education . 
1 3 1The University of Tenne s see , Martin Branch , Office of the 
Registrar , 11Report of Enrollment by Curriculum ; Fall Quarter 1 9 5 1 ,  
1 9 5  2 1  1 9 5  3 1 1 9 5  4 ,  19 5 5  1 1 9 5  6 • 11 {Typed repOrt • )  
TABLE I 
SUMMARY OF FALL QUARTER ENROLLMENTS AT THE 
UNIVERSITY OF TENNESSEE , MARTIN BRAN CH, 
195 1- 1 9 5  6 
Curriculum Fall Quarter Enrollment 
1 9 5 1 1 9 5 2 1 9 5 3 1 9 5 4 1 9 5 5  
Agriculture 1 2 3  15 8 1 4 6  1 64 1 8 2  
Busine s s  Administration 35  4 1  69 7 2  9 2  
Education 45 5 2  5 0  7 6  9 0  
Engineering 43  7 4  1 1 0 9 7  1 2 3  
Home Economic s 65 7 4  8 0  1 0 2  1 09 
Liberal Arts 7 1  8 1  8 8  9 7  1 17 
Special 6 1 1 0 0 
Unclas sified 0 0 1 43  45 
Third Year 2 8  0 0 0 0 
Total 4 1 6 48 1 5 35 65 1 7 5 8 
1 63 
1 9 5 6 
17 2 
1 19 
1 1 0 
1 7 6 
9 8  




8 0 4  
1 64 
IX. FINAN CE 
The maintenance fee and the student activity fee remained the 
same from 195 1 through 195  7 .  The maintenance fee wa s $40 per 
quarter and the student activity fee wa s $5 per quarter . 1 3 2  Allocations 
from building fund s appropriated by the General As sembly increa sed with 
the construction of a boys 1 re sidence hall and a girl s 1 re sidence hall . 
The total budget showed a marked increase during the period 1 
with $5 4 1 , 244 . 4 1 being expended in 195 1-5 2 1 33  and $7 2 7 , 25 3 . 63 being 
expended in 195 6":'5 7 . 1 34 Figure 4 shows the year-by-year increase 
of money spent for the purpose of instruction . The expenditure for 
library purpo se s showed a similar increa se . 
Expenditure s for instruction steadily increased throughout the 
period with no sizeable increa se for any one year . During the six-year 
period , expenditure s for this purpo se increased from $15 3 , 07 9 . 2 4 in 
1 3 2The University of Tenne s see , Martin Branch , Announcement 1 
1 9 5 2-5 3 , p .  17 . 
1 3 3The University of Tenne s see , Biennial Report of the Board 
of Trustee s ,  195 2-5 4 ,  pp . 1 27 - 2 9 . 
1 34rhe University of Tenne s see , Report of the Treasurer for 
the Year Ended June _N, 195 7 , pp . 2 0- 2 9 . 
1 65 
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2 0 0  
1 5 0 
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F i g u r e 4. Tr a n s i t i o n P e r i o d  E x p e n d i t u r e s  F o r 
I n s t r u c t i o n ( 1 9 5 1 - 1 � 5 7 ) 
195 1-5 2 1 35 tO $279 1 3 8 0  • 44 in 19 5 5 -5 6 1 3 6  for an increase Of 
$ 1 2 6 1 3 0 1 . 2 0 .  
X .  STUDENT ACTIVITIES 
1 6 6  
The student activity fee remained $5 . 0 0 per quarter throughout 
the period of tran sition . Payment of this fee entitled the student to 
attend all scheduled athletic game s at the college I to receive the 
student newspaper 1 to participate in the mu sic organization 1 to attend 
the concert serie s 1 and to attend intramural sports . Part of the fee 
wa s allocated to aid in the publication of the yearbook and to help 
finance the program of the All-Student s Club • 1 3 7  
The faculty committee s on social activitie s and the student 
organizations board were re sponsible for working with club organiza-
tions to promote student activitie s .  At lea st one faculty member 
served as  spon sor to each of the club s authorized at the college . 
1 3 5The University of Tenne s see 1 Biennial Report of the Board 
of Trustee s 1  195 0-5 2 1  p .  1 27 .  
1 3 6.rhe University of Tenne s see 1 Report of the Treasurer for the 
Year Ended June 1Q.� 19 5 7 1 p .  2 2 . 
1 37The University of Tenne s see 1 Martin Branch I Announcement s  1 
19  5 6-5 7 1 P • 3 3 • 
1 67 
Fraternitie s were not permitted at the Martin Branch • 1 3 8  The functions 
of the Student Organizations Board were expanded and the name changed 
to Faculty-Student Organizations Board • 1 3 9  
Curriculum club s organized at the Martin Branch included the 
Agriculture Club , the Busine s s  Administration Club , the Curricula in 
Liberal Art s Club , the Engineering Club , the Future Teachers of America 
Club , and the Home Economics  Club . Re sidence hall club s included 
the Delta Phi Delta Club , the Kappa Alpha Phi Club , the Kappa Alpha 
Tau , the Kappa Beta Club , and the Nu Kappa Nu Club . The Service-
men ' s  Club replaced the Bluej acket s and Army Clubs . Others included 
the Forum Club , the Student Chri stian As sociation , and the All-Student s 
Club . The last-named wa s re sponsible for promoting and aiding all 
other club s on the campus . 140  ---
The Martin Branch organized two band s , the College Band and 
the ROTC Band . Any student could become a member of the College 
Band , but membership in the ROTC Band was re stricted to student s 
enrolled in the ROTC program . An ROTC Rifle Team was al so organized 
1 3  8Ibid • 1 P • 4 1  • 
1 39 Ibid • I p • 1 2  • 
1 40 2 Ibid • 1 P • 4 • 
1 6 8 
and participated in small bore rifle competition with ROTC unit s of 
other college s  and universitie s . 1 4 1  
The Vanguard Theater was organized to give students the 
opportunity to participate in dramatic activitie s de signed to aid the 
student s in acquiring a finer appreciation of those ideas and ideal s 
derived from the creative arts . Three maj or theater productions were 
pre sented each year 1 and the Vanguard Theater wa s open to all 
students 1 regardle s s  of previous experience • 1 42 
Coun seling service for veterans under Public Law 5 5  0 I Public 
Law 8 9 4 1  and Public Law 634 was conducted by the bursar . The 
bursar as sisted veterans in filling out pre scribed form s 1 furnished 
current information I and maintained training report s .  Veteran s were 
enrolled at the Martin Branch throughout the period of transition . 143  
The All-Students Club wa s re sponsible for rais ing the money to 
build and place a float in the Strawberry Fe stival . The Agriculture 
Club accepted the re sponsibility for the de sign and con struction of the 
float . A beauty conte st was held annually to help finance this proj ect 
and the beauty queen and her court participated in the conte st for the 
1 4 1Ibid . I p .  4 1 . 
1 4  2Ibid • I p • 45 • 
1 4 3Ibid . 
1 69 
Strawberry Fe stival Queen . All clubs on the campus cooperated and 
participated in this annual proj ect . 144 
With the initiation of a four-year curriculum in agriculture , the 
athletic department was able to hold some of it s athletes for two more 
years . A building program began with the purpo se of developing the 
Martin Branch teams for competition with four-year college s exclu-
sively . No athletic scholarships were granted at the Martin Branch 
during the transition period . The Board of Trustees and University 
administrative officials recognized the importance of good athletic 
teams for a school . The football field wa s developed with the 
addition of steel bleachers and lighting for night games . The annual 
homecoming football game was an important annual event • 145 
144rhe University of Tenne s see , Martin Branch , UTMB 
Volunteer , 195 8 ,  p .  1 65 . 
1 45The University of Tenne s see , Martin Branch , Register , 
1 955-5 6 ,  pp . 14- 1 5 . 
CHAPTER V 
THE EXPAN SION PERIOD ( 1 9 5 7 --) 
I .  INTRODUCTION 
The pa s sage of Senate Bill Number 3 1 ,  chapter three , by the 
/_., 
19 5 7  General As sembly provided for immediate and future expansion at 
the University of Tennes see , Martin Branch • 1 The act establishing 
Tenne s see Junior College and the act e stablishing the University of 
Tennes see , Martin Branch , placed specific limits  upon the program 
and the Board of Trustee s of the University . Toward the end of the 
transition period , the board began plans for the expansion of the Martin 
Branch and for the broadening of the powers of the Board of Trustee s 
over the program of the school . 2 
Pa s sage of the 19 5 7  act by the legi slature placed complete 
control , including the initiation of new degree programs ,  in the Board 
of Trustee s  of the University . 3 The degree programs in agriculture and 
home economic s had been specifically authorized by the legislature . 
1Act s of Tennes see , 195  7 ,  c .  3 .  
2 Board Minute s ,  The University of Tenne s see , March 1 6 ,  19  5 4 .  
3Act s of Tenne s see , loc . cit . 
1 7 1 
Committee s of the Board of Trustee s and the facultie s at 
Martin and Knoxville thoroughly inve stigated the curricular need s at 
the Martin Branch . At the same time , a State-wide committee wa s 
conducting a study of public education in the State of Tenne s see; the 
report included recommendations for expansion of the Martin Branch of 
the University . 4 The program of study , the phy sical plant , and the 
faculty were greatly expanded during the expansion period . 
The committee appointed in May of 19 5 6 submitted it s report 
to Pre sident Brehm the latter part of June 1 and in July a second commit­
tee wa s e stablished to implement the proposals of the first committee . 5 
Profe s sor Ira N .  Chile s wa s appointed chairman of the second committee 
and worked toward an orderly expansion of the Martin Branch . Profe s sor 
Chile s was later appointed chairman of a faculty coordinating committee 
for inve stigating and recommending further change s in any pha se of the 
4Truman M .  Pierce and A. D .  Albright , Public Higher Education 
in Tenne s see 1 A Report to the Education Survey Subcommittee of the 
Tenne s see Legi slat! ve Council Committee , December 2 , 19 5 7 , 
p .  3 2 7 . 
5 Ira N .  Chile s I Chairman , 11A Study To Determine Expansions 
of the University of Tennes see , Martin Branch Program Required for 
Ade quate Service to Educational Needs of the Area Served .. (The 
University of Tennes see , Knoxville , October 2 3 , 195 6) ,  p .  1 .  
17 2 
Martin Branch program . 6 Recommendation s by thi s committee re sulted 
in approval for several aspects of the program . 
All a spects  of the Martin Branch were legally under direction of 
the various college s  and department s at Knoxville .. As the program was 
expanded , closer coordination between Martin and Knoxville became 
nece s sary . The Chile s Committee served as the ba sis for this 
coordination • 
Trustee Charle s R .  Volz wa s appointed chairman of the Martin 
Branch committee of the Board of Trustee s in 195 1 and remained in this 
capacity until hi s death on August 1 0 , 195 6 .  7 Trustee s Jame s T .  
Granbery and Ben Dougla s s  were other members of the committee and 
Wayne Fisher wa s added to the board and committee in 19 5 3 . 8 The 
Martin Branch committee wa s re sponsible for reporting the needs of the 
Martin Branch to the Board of Tru stee s • The committee fulfilled it s 
re sponsibilitie s in this re spect prior to and during the period of 
expansion . The We st Tenne s see Committee for Expansion of the 
University of Tennes see , Martin Branch , continued active during the 
1 9 5 7 . 
6Board Minute s ,  The University of Tennes see , December 1 6 ,  
7 Ibid . , August 1 0 ,  195 6 .  
8Ibid . 
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period of expansion . Many individual s and groups were re spon sible 
for growth and development of the Martin Branch • The succe ss  of 
students  upon transfer and graduation helped maintain good public 
relations . 
II . AIMS AND OBJECTIVES 
The aim s and obj ective s for the University of Tennes see , 
Martin Branch , remained the same throughout the tran sition period . 
The obj ective s li sted in the 1 9 5 7-5 8 Register were altered to reflect 
the change in status of the college due to the initiation of the degree 
program in education . The 1 9 5  6-5 7 Register stated that: 
The functions of the Martin Branch were determined by 
the main University ideal . Obviously the chief advantage 
of a branch of the University in a distant territory is the 
immediacy of the service such a branch can render to 
territorial activitie s .  An area in which the activitie s of 
homemaking , agriculture , and service industrie s are pro­
nounced , benefit s from a school recognizing the se activitie s .  
The technical or semi-technical course s of study determined 
upon in re spon se to territorial need s are underlaid with a firm 
foundation in the art s and science s . 
The re sult at Martin is  threefold: first 1 course s of study 
in all maj or field s from which the student may turn with 
profit either to a place in social and economic life or to the 
higher training of the University; second , courses of study in 
the field s of agriculture 1 education I and home economics 
leading to the Bachelor of Science degree s;  and third , course s 
1 7 4  
of study by extension in many field s of intere st to adults . 9 
The 195 7-5 8 li sting of obj ective s for the Martin Branch recog-
nized that the economy wa s changing from one ba sed on agriculture to 
one ba sed on small industry and changed two paragraph s listed in the 
previous year • s catalog to read: 
The functions of the Martin Branch have been determined 
from the beginning by the main University ideal and the 
needs of the area served . The se needs have been met on 
the part of the University by expanding the program of ser­
vice s . 
The re sult of applying the main University ideal to the 
need for expanded service s in the area is threefold: first , 
course s of study in all the maj or fields from which the 
student may turn with profit either to a place in social and 
economic life or to higher training in the University; second I 
course s of study in agriculture I education I and home eco­
nomics leading to the Bachelor of Science degree s;  and 
third 1 course s of study by extension in many field s of 
intere st to adult s • 1 0 
The first paragraph quoted above indicated that the Univers ity 
obj ective s dealing with local needs were changing to better serve the 
needs of the Martin Branch area . The objective s of the University at 
the Martin Branch were to serve the needs of the area through an 
expanded program of service • The addition of the degree program in 
9The University of Tennes see 1 Martin Branch 1 Register 1 
195 6-5 7 . 
� 0Ibid . l  1 9 5 7 - 5 8 .  
1 7 5  
elementary , secondary , and busine s s  education reflected this obj ective . 
No change was made in the statement of obj ective s listed in the 195 8-5 9  
Register . 1 1  
Administrative officials recognized that the obj ective s for the 
Martin Branch needed change and clarification . Dean Paul Meek 
as signed a faculty committee to study the stated obj ective s ,  to consider 
the addition or deletion of obj ectives , and to make a report of their 
recommendation s to the faculty for consideration . This committee , 
with Profe s sor John Rich as chairman , is  now working on this proj ect 
and will make a report in the near future • 1 2  The administrative 
officers recognize the need for a concise , clearly written statement of 
obj ective s for the Martin Branch of the University . 
III . CURRICULUM AND INSTRUCTION 
Authority of the Board of Trustee s wa s limited at Tenne s s ee 
Junior College and the University of Tenne s see , Martin Branch , between 
19 27  and 19 5 7 . This limitation handicapped the board in planning for 
growth and development at the college and re sulted in recommendations 
I I  Ibid . ,  195  a-5 9 . 
1 2John M .  Rich of the University of Tenne s see , Martin Branch , 
personal interview,  January 4 ,  19 5 9 . 
1 7 6 
that thi s  limitation be removed . In re spon se to the re que st made by 
the board , the legislature removed the limitation and gave to the board 
the same powers over the Martin Branch that they exerci sed at the other 
college s and s chool s of the University of Tenne s see • 1 3  
Soon after degree program s were offered in agriculture and home 
e conomic s at the Martin Branch , We st Tenne s see citizens petitioned 
Mr .  Charle s Volz to reque st further expansion in other area s  at the 
Martin Branch . Thi s re que st wa s included in the Mart in Branch 
committee report to the Board of Trustee s in 1 9 5 4 . 1 4  Between 1 9 5 4 
and 1 9 5 7 , committee s  appointed by the Board of Tru stee s and the 
Pre sident of the University studied the need for curricular expan sion at 
the Martin Branch . The report s from the s e  committee s led to the act 
authorizing expan sion a s  the tru stee s felt wa s needed to fulfill the 
University ' s  obligation to the citi zens of We st Tenne s see . 
The faculty committee appointed by Pre sident Brehm submitted 
a report of it s finding s to the Pre side nt on October 2 3 , 195 6 . 1 5  The 
report listed the need for expan sion in three area s--busine s s , education , 
1 3Act s of Tenne s see , 19 5 7 , c .  3 .  
1 4aoard Minute s ,  The University of Tenne s see , March 1 6 , 1 9 5 4 .  
1 5 Ira N .  Chile s ,  Chairman , .QE.· cit . 
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and liberal arts . The se recommendations were made by a faculty 
committee from the Martin Branch and a faculty committee from the 
Univer sity at Knoxville . Faculty members from Knoxville included: 
Ira N .  Chile s ,  Education , chairman; E. 0 .  Dille , Busine s s  Adminis-
tration; John W .  Gilliland , Education; R .  S .  Hutchi son , Bu sine s s  
Administration; and Bain T .  Stewart , Liberal Art s .  Faculty members 
from Martin included: William H .  Baker , Busine s s  Administration; 
Glenn S .  Gallien , Sr . , Education; George Horton , Liberal Art s ;  and 
Paul Meek , Dean . 1 6  
Profe s sor Baker listed four reasons for expansion of the program 
in the bu sine s s  department , as  follows: 
1 .  To provide well-trained bu sine s s  teachers for service 
in the secondary schools of this section of the state . 
2 .  To provide competent personnel capable of meeting 
the staff need s of industrial and commercial bu sine s se s  in 
this  area . 
3 .  To provide training in the operation of the small 
commercial enterprise . 
4 .  To provide elective s for student s maj oring in area s of 
study other than busine s s  . 17 
Profe s sor Hutchison limited his recommendations in the area of 
1 6Ibid • 1 P • 1 • 
1 7  Ibid . I p • 5 1 • 
17 8 
busine s s  to an expanded curriculum to provide for an endorsement in 
busine s s  education . The three reasons given for thi s conclusion 
were: ( 1 ) thi s wa s the field the maj ority of students at the Martin 
Branch wanted; (2) this wa s the field of greate st area demand ; and 
( 3) this wa s the field that could be added at lea st co st and without 
endangering the standing of the Knoxville school in Collegiate School s 
of Busine s s . 1 8  
Profe s sor Gallien stated that an expanded 1 degree-granting 
program in education would serve the need s of the area served by the 
Martin Branch in the following way s: 
1 .  Provide a ba sic program in teacher education for the 
training of elementary and se condary teachers for service 
in the school s of the state; 
2 .  Bring into proper adj ustment within a four-year 
program the academic training 1 the theoretical profe s sional 
training 1 and the practical profe s sional training ne ce s sary 
for effect! ve teaching; 
3 .  Provide in- service improvement opportunitie s for the 
teachers of the area . 19 
Profe s sor Gallien stated that the total enrollment in education 
had increa sed from 49 students in 19 5 1-5 2 to 1 0 6  students in 19 5 5 -5 6 .20  
18Ibid . I 
19Ibid . I 
2 0Ibid . I 
p .  
p .  
p .  
67 . 
69 . 
9 4 .  
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The members of the committee from Knoxville 1 Profe s sors Chile s and 
Gilliland I recommended that the pre sent two-year program in education 
be expanded to a four-year program . 2 1 The committee further recom-
mended that expansion of the secondary school curriculum should 
parallel the addition of liberal art s course s to provide the nece s sary 
subj ect matter base . The areas of endorsement listed included 
English , sociai studie s ,  and science . 
Mr . Horton listed three reasons for an expanded program in 
liberal arts at the Martin Branch . The reason s listed were: 
1 .  To provide general academic education which will 
acquaint the student with broad repre sentative fields of 
knowledge and increase his ability to apply this knowledge . 
Since the empha sis will be on principle s 1 the student at 
graduation will have a fine background for numerous 
vocations;  
2 .  A degree program would make it pos sible for student s 
in Pre-Medicine and Pre-Dentistry to earn a Bachelor of 
Arts Degree on completion of the first three years of the 
Bachelor of Art s Curriculum and the first year ' s  work in the 
College of Medicine or the College of Dentistry of the 
University of Tenne s see; 
3 .  To provide a more adequate serie s of basic course s 
for students enrolled in Martin Branch Department s other 
than Liberal Arts • 2 2 
2 1Ibid . 1 p .  1 44 . 
2 2  Ibid • 1 P • 1 15 • 
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The Knoxville committee recommended that degree programs in 
the Department of Liberal Arts at Martin should not be introduced at 
that time , with the po s sible exception of a Bachelor of Science degree 
in collaboration with the Memphis medical unit s and that when , and if , 
a degree program in secondary education wa s introduced at Martin 1 
some advanced course s in the Department of Liberal Art s would be 
required . 2 3  The new course s were de s igned to meet the minimum 
re quirement s de scribed in the 11Program of Teacher Education at the 
University of Tenne s see , 195 5 - 5 6 . •• 2 4  
Each o f  the three department s included in the study by the 
faculty committee --busine s s , education , and liberal art s--submitted 
a listing of the course s that would need to be added to the course s of 
study at the Martin Branch to initiate the programs recommended by the 
Martin members of the committee .  Along with a listing of the course s 1 
the Martin Branch committee members submitted the estimated costs 
for expanding the program . 
The complete report of the faculty committee wa s considered by 
2 3Ibid . 1 P • 1 45 • 
2 4Ibid . I p ,  1 4 2 . 
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the Board of Trustee s on November 1 6 ,  1 9 5  6 .  25  After considering all 
aspects of the report , including the e stimated co st s involved in 
expan sion , the board authorized that the program be expanded to 
provide a four-year , degree-granting course of study in education with 
nece s sary course s being offered in bu sine s s  and liberal art s . 2 6  The 
authorization wa s subj ect to the pa s sage of a bill by the legi slature 
giving the Board of Trustee s the power to make the program change s at 
the Martin Branch . With the pa s sage of this bill , another period of 
development began at the Martin Branch . 
The nece s sary legislation was enacted by the 1 9 5 7 General 
As sembly and University officials proceeded with the planning of a 
four-year , degree-granting program in education . Recommendations 
of the faculty committee were followed and the course of study 
e stablished wa s ba sed upon the 11Program of Teacher Education at the 
University of Tenne s see I 1 9 5 5 -5 6 .  u 27  The degree programs estab-
lished in 1 9 5 1 in agriculture and home economics  were not patterned 
25 Board Minute s , The University of Tenne s see , November 1 6 ,  
1 9 5 6 .  
2 6Ibid . 
27The University of Tenne s see , College of Education , 11Progra� 
of Teacher Education at the University of Tenne s see , 1 9 5 5 -5 6 ,  11 Vols .  
I-IV . (Mimeographed • ) 
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after the degree programs at Knoxville in these area s 1 but the degree 
program in education followed the program as e stablished at Knoxville . 
Endorsements were authorized in the areas of busine s s  educa-
tion l English 1 science 1 and social studie s for secondary teachers 1 and 
an endorsement wa s e stablished for elementary teachers . Faculty 
members repre senting the se areas from the Martin Branch met with the 
staff of the College of Education from Knoxville to make the Martin 
Branch program meet the standard s in teacher education in effect at 
Knoxville in the College of Education . On January 3 0 1 19 5 7  I the 
following Martin Branch and Knoxville staff members met at Martin to 
discu s s  the re quirements for the degree program in education: 
1 • Science education 
2 .  Social science education 
3 .  English education 
4 .  Elementary education 





L .  0 .  Haaby 





Austin La shbrook 
H .  H .  Kroll 
J .  R .  Wilson 
Martin Little 
Glenn Gallien 
Jame s Henson 
5 . Busine s s  education 
Bettye Gile s 
Harriet Fulton 
Aaltj e Van Denburg 
George Wagoner 
W.  H .  Baker 
Joan Frisbee 
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W .  W. Wyatt , L .  0 .  Haaby , Austin La shbrook , Martin Little , and 
George Wagoner were subj ect-matter speciali st s in the above 
mentioned area s and worked with the Martin Branch staff to coordinate 
the newly e stabli shed program with the program of the College of 
Education at Knoxville . 2 8  This  cooperative effort by the Martin 
Branch staff and the Knoxville staff re sulted in an orderly initiation of 
the newly e stabli shed program in education . 
Endorsements in secondary education were authori zed in eight 
areas .  Students completing the appropriate curriculum were certified 
in English , biological science , physical science , natural science , 
mathematic s and phy sical science , social studie s ,  and busine s s . By 
completing the curriculum in elementary education , the student could 
be endorsed to teach in grade s one through nine . 
To put the program in effect , it wa s nece s sary to offer a total 
2 8The University of Tenne s see , Martin Branch , "Discus sions 
of Program Extension at Martin , January 3 0 ,  1 9 5 7 . •• (Typed report . )  
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o f  ninety-one new course s  at the Martin Branch . 29  More of the se 
course s were offered by the Department of Liberal Arts than by any 
other department . Of the ninety-one new course s 1 forty-two were 
offered by this department . The Busine s s  Administration Department 
offered twenty new course s and the Education Department offered 
twenty-nine new course s . 
The forty-two new course s added by the Liberal Art s Department 
were offered for both general and specialized education . The course s 
in general education were limited to student s in the education program 
and included three course s in biological science I three course s in 
phy sical science 1 three course s in history 1 and three course s in social 
science . 3 0  All of the se serie s were integrated course s utilizing 
several subj ect areas in each serie s . 
The remaining thirty course s were offered for specialized 
education and were applicable to endorsement areas in secondary 
education . The se course s included two in bacteriology I five in botany 1 
five in zoology 1 three in physics I eleven in English I one in history 1 
and three in political science that al so could be used for credit in 
29rhe University of Tenne s see I Martin Branch I Announcement s ,  
1 9 5  6-5 7 . 
3 0Ibid . 
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world history . 3 1  
To meet the requirements for certification in the busine s s  area , 
the Bu sine s s  Administration Department offered twenty new courses . 3 2  
The new courses included two in intermediate accounting ,_ one on the 
federal income tax , one on principle s of busine s s  education , four in 
the methods of teaching busine s s  subj ects , one on problems in busi-
ne s s  education , three in busine s s  law, three in advanced economics ,  
one in finance , three in advanced office administration , and one in 
transportation . 3 3  A student completing the program in busine s s  
education could b e  certified t o  teach course s  in general bu sine s s , 
typewriting , busine s s  machine s ,  bookkeeping , shorthand , bu sine s s  
law , and economics in the secondary schools of Tenne s see . 3 4  
The third department in which new course s were added wa s the 
Department of Education . A total of twenty-nine new course s was 
added to this  department , including twenty-three in general and 
specialized education , one in art education , two in music education , 
3 1Ibid . , pp . 63- 69 . 
3 2  Ibid • I p • 49 • 
3 3Ibid . 
3 4Ibid . , p .  8 9 . 
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and three in public health education . 35 The profe s sional education 
re quirements and the endorsement re quirements at the Martin Branch 
were the same as tho se required of student s graduating from the 
College of Education in Knoxville . About 5 0  per cent of the course s 
in each of the se three department s were offered during the 195 7-5 8 
school year I with the other 5 0  per cent being offered during the 195  8-5 9 
school year . Between 1 9 29 and 19 5 9 1 2 40 course s were added to the 
Martin Branch program . 3 6 Of thi s total , 1 65 course s were added 
after 1 9 49 , and 9 1  were added between 195  7 and 195  8 .  Thi s wa s a 
period of curricular expansion . 
In compliance with the Board of Trustee s directive placing 
further curricular development at the Martin Branch under University 
official s ,  exerci sing the same procedure followed in each re spective 
college and school , Dean N .  E .  Fitzgerald relea sed the following 
memorandum: 
Procedure s for the Development and Approval of Course s 
and Staff As signments for the Four-Year Curriculum in 
Education at the University of Tenne ssee , Martin Branch 
1 .  The Martin Branch staff develop s and submits curri­
culum propo sals to the Department of Curriculum 
35Ibid . I PP . 9 1-9 8 .  
3 6weakley County Pre s s , November 2 0  I 19 5 9 1 p .  1 .  
and In struction in keeping with action taken by the 
Board of Trustees .  
2 .  A committee of the Department of Curriculum and 
Instruction reviews curriculum proposal s  and 1 after 
informal di scus sions with Knoxville campus and 
Martin Branch repre sentative s I determine s it s 
recommendations . 
3 .  _Curriculum proposals as  approved by the committee 
are submitted for study and recommendation of the 
Department of Curriculum and Instruction and the 
College of Education staff . 
4 .  Upon approval of the propo sal s 1 the College of 
Education forwards to appropriate departments 
within the College and/or to other colleges  con­
cerned the lists of course s which require study and 
recommendation . The se course proposals  should 
be accompanied by course de scriptions and outline s 
including name s and evidence s of qualification s of 
instructors .  
5 • Program proposals  as  approved by the College of 
Education in •• 3 "  above are submitted to the 
University Curricula Committee • 
6 .  Concurrently with steps taken above I Martin Branch 
personnel confer with appropriate staff on the 
Knoxville campus in determining text s 1 outline s 1 
method s 1 and materials  for propo sed course s .  
7 • The addition of new personnel and the a s signment 
of pre sent personnel will repre sent a very important 
step in the succe s sful development of Martin 
program expansions .  The Knoxville campu s deans 
a s sume that they must have the opportunity to help 
in the selection of new personnel and to evaluate 
pre sent personnel for their new re sponsibilitie s • 
1 87 
· (Originally proposed by a committee of the Department of 
Curriculum and Instruction: Ira N .  Chile s 1 L .  0 .  Haaby 1 
Austin La shbrook , Martin Little , Earl Ramer , W .  W .  
Wyatt , 2/19/5 7 . )  
(Revised 3/1/57 . )  
NEF:Dc37 
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The procedure for future curricular expansion in education at 
the Martin Branch wa s e stabli shed . The addition of the endors ement 
area in health and physical education followed the procedure e stab-
li shed by the College of Education as authorized by the Board of 
Trustee s .  This directive indicate s that the College of Education 
accepted the Department of Education at Martin as a unit of the College 
of Education . 
The first function of the Martin Branch faculty committee wa s 
the consideration of the addition of a curriculum leading to an endorse-
ment in health and physical education in the Department of Education . 
The Martin Branch committee , University officials ,  and the University 
Committee on Curricula recommended that the health and phy sical 
education course of study be authorized , and this additional endorse-
ment area was made a part of the education program in 195  8 .  38 The 
3 7 Memorandum written by N .  E .  Fitzgerald , Dean , College of 
Education , University of Tennes see , Knoxville , May 1 ,  1 9 5 7 . (Mimeo­
graphed . )  
3 8The University of Tenne s see , Martin Branch , Announcements , 
1 9 5 9 - 60 , p .  1 0 6 .  
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additional endorsement area required that fourteen course s  be added 
to the course s offered by the Education Department . 3 9  The addition 
of the se course s made a total of forty-three new course s that had been 
added to the program of the Education Department . 
The Martin Branch committee recommended that three years of 
a foreign language be offered by the Department of Liberal Art s . Mter 
consulting with University official s and the Martin Branch staff 1 the 
committee recommended that three years of French should be offered . 
The Martin Branch committee , University officials , and the University 
Committee on Curricula recommended that the offering in French be 
authorized; consequently , French was added to the program of the 
Department of Liberal Arts during the summer quarter of 19 5 9 . 40 
Studie s were authorized to determine the expansion needs of 
the Busine s s  Administration Department and the Liberal Art s Department 
for the development of degree-granting programs in the se two depart-
ments . The addition of three years of a foreign language was the 
first step in this development . The program was greatly expanded in 
both of the se fields with the development of a degree program in 
education . 
3 9Ibid . , pp . 1 1 3- 15 . 
40The University of Tenne s see , Martin Branch 1 .. Summer 
Se s sion , 1 9 5 9 . 11 
19 0 
IV . ADMINISTRATION AND CONTROL 
The Board of Trustee s exercised limited control at Tenne s see 
Junior College and the University of Tenne s see , Martin Branch , before 
the period of expansion . The trustees saw the need for the same 
control at the Martin Branch as  the board exercised in other college s 
and school s of the University . As early as  195 4 ,  a report wa s made 
to the Board of Tru stee s stating that one of the needs at the Martin 
Branch was for expanded authority for the board in regard to curricular 
needs at the school . 4 1  The bill authorizing the Martin Branch 
prohibited any change in two-year course s offered at the college . No 
further curricular development could take place as  long a s  the board 
functioned under the 195 1 legislative act . Every group studying the 
need for expansion at the Martin Branch empha sized the need for the 
removal of this legislative limitation . 
The 1 9 5 7  act provided for the complete control of all course s 
of study at the Martin Branch by the Board of Trustees of the University . 
The other two bill s had authorized the establi shment of a j unior college 
and the expansion of programs in agriculture and home economic s .  The 
4 1Board Minute s ,  The University of Tenne s see , March 1 6 ,  
19 5 4 .  
bill as pa s sed by the 19 5 7  General As sembly stated that: 
Public Act s 1 9 5 7  
Chapter No . 3 
Senate Bill No . 3 1  
(By Glover , Hunt , Dyer , Gilkey , McLemore) 
A BILL entitled: AN ACT to amend Section 49 - 3 34 1  of the 
Tenne s see Code Annotated so as to give to the trustee s of 
the University of Tenne s see the same power , authority 1 and 
discretion to pre scribe and offer course s 1 curricula 1 and 
degree program s I to inaugurate and carry out all ne ce s sary 
supporting work and activitie s and to award degree s of The 
University of Tenne s see at The University of Tenne s see , 
Martin Branch , as  said trustee s  now have and exerci se at 
the other college s and school s of said University . 
19 1 
Section 1 .  Be it enacted Qy_ the General As sembly of the 
State of Tenne s see , That · Section 49- 3 3 4 1  of the Tenne s see 
Code Annotated be and the same is hereby amended by striking 
said section in it s entirety and sub stituting in lieu thereof 
the following: 
11Th ere is created and e stablished by the State of 
Tenne s see a branch of The University of Tenne s see at 
Martin , Tenne s see , to be known as 1The University of 
Tenne s see , Martin Branch . • The trustee s of The University 
of Tenne s see are hereby given the same power , authority , 
and di scretion to pre scribe and offer course s , curricula , 
and degree programs ,  to inaugurate and carry out all nece s­
sary supporting work and activitie s ,  and to award degree s 
(of The University of Tenne s see) at The University of 
Tenne s see , Martin Branch , as said trustee s now have and 
exercise at the other college s and schools of The University 
of Tenne s see . 11 
Section 2 .  Be it further enacted , That all laws or parts 
of laws in conflict with the provisions of this Act be and are 
hereby repealed . 
Section 3 .  Be it further enacted , That this Act take 
effect from and after it s pas sage , the public welfare requir­
ing it . 
Pas sed: January 2 2 , 1 9 5 7 . 
Approved: January 24 , 1 9 5 7 . 
Jared Maddux , 
Speaker of the Senate 
Jame s L .  Bomar , 
Speaker of the House of 
Repre sentative s 
Frank G .  Clement , 
Governor42 
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The bill did not authorize a four-year degree-granting program 
in education but gave the Board of Trustee s the authority to initiate any 
program needed at the Martin Branch • The board agreed that the 
program of greate st need was in the area of teacher education . For 
the first time in the history of the college , the Board of Trustee s 
authorized a degree-granting program at the Martin Branch . 43  
v 
With 
the exercise o� the expanded authority of the board , the period of 
expansion began . 
Again the Board of Trustee s stated the policy in regard to 
organizational control of the Martin Branch . The various program s of 
4 2Act s of Tenne s see , 19 5 7 , c .  3 .  
43Board Minute s ,  The University of Tenne s see , December 1 6 ,  
1 9 5 7 . 
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the Martin Branch were a part of the programs at Knoxville and subj ect 
to the supervi sion of the re spective deans and department heads . 44 
This same organizational control was in effect during the transition 
period . 
The catalogue s of the college reflect this  control e stablished 
by the Board of Tru stees . The 1 9 5  6-5 7  Register listed the organization 
in this manner: 
The University of Tenne s see , Martin Branch , is organized 
into seven department s . The University of Tenne s see offers 
the Bachelor of Science degree in three of the se departments ;  
namely , Agriculture , Home Economics ,  and Education . The 
Library is  an integral part of the instructional program . 
DEPARTMENTS 
I .  Department of Agriculture 
II . Department of Busine s s  Administration 
III . Department of Education 
IV. Department of Engineering and Mathematics 
V .  Department of Home Economics  
VI .  Department of Liberal Art s  
VII . Department of Military Science and Tactics 45 
Instruction in each department was coordinated with the re spec-
tive college at Knoxville through the Dean of the Martin Branch . Since 
44Ibid . 
45The University of Tenne s see , Martin Branch , Register , 
19 5 6-5 7 1 p • 45 • 
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each department at the Martin Branch was a part of the appropriate 
college at Knoxville ,  the catalogue listed the departments  as being 
units of the Knoxville college s .  46  
Local administration continued under the direction of Dean Meek 
with the as signment of various faculty committee s for specific re spon-
sibilitie s .  The two committee s most concerned with administrative 
re sponsibilitie s were the Administrative Council and the Committee on 
Instruction . 47 Other faculty committee s listed included the following: 
admis sion and degree s ,  appointments and alumni , athletics , college 
bookstore , building and grounds , civilian defense , coordinator of 
schedule s ,  homecoming , instructional materials ,  military affairs , 
orientation ,  publications ,  radio and public di scus sion , safety , scholar-
ships and awards , social activitie s ,  special senior service s ,  student 
a s semblie s and public occa sions , and student-faculty organizations 
board . 48 
With the expansion of the program at the Martin Branch and the 
increasing complexity of problems re suiting from the expansion , the 
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Board of Trustees  felt a need for clarification of control at the school . 
In re sponse to this need , the board clarified Article III , section seven 
of the By-Laws of the University of Tenne s see , as  follows: 
The Martin Branch Committee shall advise with the 
Pre sident as to the policie s affecting the College s and 
Schools at Martin and may consult with the Chief Adminis­
trative Officer and the Deans and Heads of  Department s  of 
the se College s and Schools and shall make recommendations 
to the Pre s ident and the Board of Trustee s or the Executive 
Committee in matters affecting such College s and Schools . 49 
This section of Article III of the By-Laws clearly placed 
responsibility for all policie s and recommendations in the Martin Branch 
Committee of the Board of Trustee s .  Trustee Wayne Fisher remained 
chairman of the Martin Branch Committee , with Trustee s Ben Douglas s , 
Harry W. Laughlin , and Tom Elam serving a s  other members of the 
committee • Pre sident Brehm , at the dedicatory ceremonie s for the 
Administration- Cla s sroom Building , stated that the Martin Branch 
Committee had done a superior j ob and that the citizens of We st 
Tenne s see were fortunate to be repre sented on the Board of Trustee s by 
such outstanding men . 5 0  
49 Board Minute s ,  The University of Tenne s see , February 2 4 , 
1 9 5 8 .  
5 00pinion expre s sed by Dr . C .  E .  Brehm at dedicatory cere-: 
monie s for the Martin Branch Administration-Cla s sroom Building . 
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V.  FACULTY 
The staff at the Martin Branch was divided into three categorie s: 
administrative staff , service staff , and instructional staff . At the end 
of the transition period , the Martin Branch staff included a total of 
eighty-three members • The administrative staff included thirteen 
members--a dean , registrar , bursar ,  student personnel officer , student 
welfare officer ; public relation s officer , superintendent of physical 
plant , librarian , two as sistant librarians ,  two regional librarian s ,  and 
a college nurse . A local physician , Dr . E .  C .  Thurmond , Jr . , served 
as  college phy sician part time , and two members of the administrative 
staff , H .  B .  Smith and Wayne Tansil , also served on the instructional 
staff . Seven staff members were a s s igned a s  supervisors for the 
college cafeteria and re sidence halls . 5 1  
At the beginning of the period of expansion in 1 9 5 7 , two 
members of the administrative staff , H .  D .  Ferris 1 Librarian , and 
Jame s H .  Parish 1 As s istant Librarian , re signed the se positions . 5 2  
Mary Ellis Hall wa s appointed Acting Librarian and continued in this 
capacity until Jame s P .  Clark wa s employed as  Librarian in 19 5 9 . 
S lThe University of Tenne s see , Martin Branch , Regi ster , 
1 9 5 6-5 7 1 PP • 9 - 1 0 . 
5 2Ibid . , 1 9 5 7 -5 8 ,  p .  8 .  
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Le slie M. Gower was employed a s  As si stant Librarian in 19 5 8 .  
Georgia S .  Thomas and Mary Lee Shannon retired as re sidence hall 
ho ste s se s  in 195 7 and 19 5 8 ,  re spectively . Virgie Hurst wa s appointed 
Supervi sor of Women ' s  Re sidence Halls and re signed this po sition after 
serving for one year . 
The instructional staff included seventy- seven members during 
the first year of the degree program in education . 5 3 The appointment 
of twelve new staff members wa s nece s sary becau se of the expanded 
program . H .  B .  Smith and Wayne Tansil were still as signed to both 
the instructional and the administrative staffs • 
During the se cond year of the degree program in education 1 
fourteen additional members were added to the Martin Branch teaching 
staff . The instructional staff at thi s time included seventy-nine 
members . Harry Harri son Kroll , chairman of the Engli sh section of the 
Department of Liberal Art s  1 wa s retired by the Board of Trustees 
effe ctive September 1 ,  19 5 8 . Profe s sor Kroll wa s the first member of 
the Martin Branch faculty to be appointed Emeritu s Profe s sor of Engli sh . 
Dr . Jame s R .  Wil son wa s appointed chairman of the modern language s 
se ction of the Liberal Art s Department to fill the vacancy created by 
5 3Ibid . I pp . 9- 1 0 .  
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the retirement of Profe s sor Kroll . The Board of Tru stee s accepted 
eleven re signations from the Martin Branch staff and granted one 
leave of ab sence . Sixteen new staff members were employed for the 
1 9 5 8-5 9 school year at the college .  5 4  
Reorganization of the organization of instruction wa s initiated 
at the Martin Branch for the 1 9 5 9 - 60 school year . The reorganization 
made Horace B .  Smith Acting Head of the Department of Liberal Arts 
and chairman of  the social science section . James R .  Moore was 
employed as  chairman of the biological science s section of this 
department . The reorganization retained the seven departments of 
instruction at the college • 5 5  
Profe s sor Ira N .  Chile s of the College of Education faculty at 
Knoxville taught in the summer quarters at the Martin Branch as  a 
member of the Department of Education . 5 6 Graduate credit was 
granted through the Graduate School of the University of Tenne s see at 
Knoxville . Other graduate work wa s offered through work shops . 
Among work shops offered were a work shop on the problem s of cla s s­
room teachers of home economics and a non-credit work shop for school 
5 4Ibid . ,  1 9 5 8-5 9 , pp . 8- 1 0 . 
5 5  Ibid • I p • 1 2  • 
5 61bid • 1 p e 8 • 
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lunch managers . Graduate course s also were offered in busine s s  
education . Members from the Knoxville staff , the State Supervisor 
of Home Economics , and personnel from the State Department of 
Education participated in these graduate course s offered at the Martin 
Branch . 5 7  
The 1 9 5  6-5 7  faculty included three full profe s sors , Mary R .  
Armstrong , George Horton , and John E .  McMahan . The rank of 
a s sociate profe s sor was a s signed to nineteen staff members; the rank 
of as sistant profe s sor was a s s igned to sixteen staff members ; and 
twenty- seven members of the staff held the rank of instructor . 5 8  The 
next year the staff included four profe s sors , one visiting profe s sor , 
one profe s sor serving for the summer quarter , eighteen as sociate 
profes sors , twenty-one as sistant profe s sors , and thirty-two instruc-
tors . 5 9  The 1 9  5 8-5 9 staff included six profe s sors , two visiting 
profe s sor s , one profe s sor for the summer quarter , fifteen as sociate 
profe s sors , twenty-four as sistant profe s sors , and thirty instructors .  
By 1 9 5 8-5 9 ,  all heads of department s had been a s signed the rank of 
5 7The University of Tenne s see , Martin Branch , 11Summer 
Se s sion , 1 9 5 9 . .. 
5 8The University of Tenne s see , Martin Branch , Register , 
1 9 5 6-5 7 1 PP • 9- 1 0 . 
5 9Ibid . , 1 9 5 7-5 8 , pp . 9 - 1 0 . 
profe s sor except the Heads of the Engineering and Mathematics 
Department and the Military Science and Tactics Department . 60 
VI. LIBRARY 
2 0 0  
The library added 1 ,  605 volume s the first year o f  the expansion 
period and 1 ,  5 7  3 the second year , for a total of 3 ,  17 8 volume s • 61 In 
addition to bound volume s , the library steadily added to the periodical 
and pamphlet collection . During the 1 9 5 7-5 8 school year , the library 
expended a total of $8 , 5  37 . 3 7 for books , periodical s ,  pamphlet s , 
binding , and repair . The next year $8 , 2 2 0 . 40 was expended for this 
purpo se . 62 
The book stacks were open for students , and a comfortable 
reading section wa s provided for the use of student s and faculty . 
Daily newspapers were provided , and weekly newspapers from 
surrounding citie s and countie s were available . Student s had acce s s  
to a record player equipped for individual listening , and a wide selection 
of record s wa s available for cla s s  a s signment and recreational listening . 
6 0The University of Tenne s see , Martin Branch , Register , 
1 9 5 8-5 9 , pp . 8- 1 0 . 
6 1The University of Tenne s see , Martin Branch , 11Report of the 
Librarian , 19 5 7 -5 8 and 195 8-5 9 . .. {Typed report . )  
6 2Ibid . 
VII . PHYSICAL PLANT AND EQUIPMENT 
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A new girl s 1 dormitory , the first to be built for girl s by the 
State at the Martin Branch , was authorized by the Board of Trustee s in 
1 9 5 5 . The building was delayed because of a national steel strike 
and was not ready for occupancy until September 2 4 , 1 95 7 , the 
beginning of the period of expansion at the Martin Branch . The 
dormitory housed 2 3 6  women student s and alleviated the housing 
shortage for boys , since two dormitorie s used for women student s were 
utilized for boys . 6 3  With the completion of the new girls 1 dormitory , 
four permanent dormitorie s were located on the Martin campus--the 
two dormitorie s built by Hall-Moody in 19 2 1  1 the boys 1 dormitory 
completed in 1 9 5 1 ,  and the girls 1 dormitory completed in 1 9 5 7 . 
The total co st for equipping the girls 1 dormitory was e stimated 
to be $ 3 0 , 00 0 . The funds remaining from the original allocation 
amounted to $ 1 6 , 0 0 0 , so the Board of Trustees was unable to 
completely equip the newly constructed building . Governor Frank 
Clement told the board that he would personally be re sponsible for 
raising the remaining $ 1 4 , 0 0 0  to equip the dormitory and authorized 
6 3Board Minute s ,  The University of Tenne s see , December 1 6 ,  
195 7 . 
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the board to proceed with signing the contract s for the equipment . 64 
The trustee s set aside $8 00 1 0 0 0  from the 195 7 legislative 
appropriation for the construction of an administration-clas sroom at the 
Martin Branch . 65 As early as  1 9 5  2 ,  Trustee Volz had reported to the 
board that there was a serious need for an administration building at 
Martin . Each report made by the Martin Branch committee after 195  2 
included a reque st for the authorization of an administration building . 
The architect hired for drawing the plans of the administration­
clas sroom building was Mr .  D .  T .  McGown of Memphis ,  Tenne s see . 6 6  
In February 1 1 9 5 8 ,  the Board of Trustee s discu s sed the po s sibility of 
including airconditioning in the new structure • It was pointed out in 
the discu s sion that the airconditioning would be an added as set to the 
Martin campus and that it would be ideal for summer work in the 
College of Education . 67 
Bid s for the administration-clas sroom building were opened on 
October 4 ,  19 5 7 1 and the low bid was submitted by o • Brien and Padgett 
64Ibid . ,  April 2 4 1 1 9 5 6 . 
65 Ibid • 1 April 2 6 1 1 9  5 7 • 
6 6Ibid . 
67 Ibid . 1 February 2 4 ,  1 9 5  8 .  
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o f  Memphis ,  Tenne s see . The bid was for $5 03 , 1 8 1  with an additional 
$ 3 5 , 0 00  for completely airconditioning the structure . Mr .  Wayne Fisher 
recommended that the building be airconditioned for education cla s se s  
in the summer . Other members of the board agreed , so the contract s 
were signed and $5 40 1 0 0 0  was authorized for the airconditioned 
building . 68  
Chapter 3 04 of  the Public Act s of  1955  of  the General As sembly 
required that all plans for constructions be approved by a commis sion 
of the Governor , the State Attorney-General , the State Comptroller , the 
State Budget Director , and the head of the department involved . The 
administration-clas sroom building was approved by the State Building 
Commis sion on May 3 ,  19 5 7 . 69 With approval by this commission , 
final authorization for the building was completed . This  was the first 
building to be airconditioned on the Martin Branch campus • 
From the time of authorization for a degree-granting program in 
home economics in 1 9 5 1 ,  the department had leased a house for use 
as  a home management house . The program was handicapped becau se 
a home management house was badly needed on the Martin Branch 
6 8Ibid . 1 October 4 1  1 9 5 7 . 
69Ibid . 
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campus . The Martin Branch committee failed to mention the need for 
a home manage ment house until the new building wa s authori zed by the 
Board of Tru stee s on February 2 4 1  19 5 8 . 7 0  Thi s structure was built 
directly behind the girl s • dormitory on the southern edge of the college 
campus . The building was a modem adaptation of colonial architec-
ture and de signed for six girl s and an infant I with an apartment for the 
supervising in structor . The house wa s equipped with modern appli-
ance s that are exchanged each year for new equipment . The building 
was completed and equipped for use at the beginning of the spring 
quarter of 1 9 5 9 . 7 1  
On December 1 ,  195  8 ,  the Martin Branch committee stated that 
the building and equipment needs at the Martin Branch amounted to 
$3 1 9 15 1 000 . Six additions were listed as being needed for be st 
utilization of the Martin Branch of the Univers ity . The needed 
building s and equipment included an engineering- s cience building at 
a total cost of $ 1 , 5 0 0 ,  000; an infirmary for student s at a co st of 
$200 , 000; a phys ical education building with equipment at a cost of 
$ 1 1  1 15 1  00 0; self-liquidating housing unit s for faculty at a co st of 
7 0  Ibid . , February 2 4 1 195  8 .  
7 lrhe lJnivers ity of Tenne s see , Martin Branch , Regi ster I 
195 8-5 9 1 p .  15 . 
2 05 
$ 3 0 0 , 0 00 ;  a dormitory for men student s at a cost of $ 6 0 0 1 0 0 0; and 
additional boilers to take care of added heating need s at a co st of 
$2  00 , 0 0 0 . 7 2 The Board of Trustee s  authorized construction of one of 
these  building s ,  the engineering- science cla ssroom building I in June , 
1 9 5 9 . At pre sent , the board is  ready to accept bid s for the construe-
tion of this building 1 which is scheduled to be started in 19 60 . 
Two land purchase s were completed during the expansion 
period . On December 1 6 1  1 9 5 7 , a farm cons isting of 19 0 acre s and 
adj oining the University farm was leased with an option for the 
University to purchase the farm . The lease date wa s effective on 
January 1 ,  195 8 ,  and expired on December 3 1 1 19 60 . 7 3 The 
University completed the purchase of the Travis farm in 1 9 5 9 . 7 4 
Dean Meek and the trustee s felt that the University should begin 
looking toward future campus need s of the Martin Branch I so purchase 
of thirty acre s of land adj oining the southwe stern comer of the college 
was completed . The purchase of additional land increased the college 
campus to a total of one hundred acre s I but thirty acre s of this was 
19 5 8 .  
7 2Board Minute s ,  The University of Tenne s see l December 1 1  
7 3  Ibid . I June I 1 9 5 9 . 
7 4Ibid . 1 December 1 6 1  1 9 5 7 . 
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t o  be held in re serve for future expan sion . 
VIII . ENROLLMENT 
The enrollment trend continued into the period of expansion . 
The expansion in phy sical plant and program of study that had taken 
place was not immediately accompanied with an increase in rate of 
enrollment that wa s greater than had taken place in the preceding period . 
There wa s more of a readj ustment in enrollment in various cours es  of 
study than a large increase in total enrollment . 
Table II shows the year-by-year enrollment by curriculum at 
the Martin Branch during this period . The over-all increase amounted 
to only thirty-nine student s during the three-year period , and all 
departments except education and home economics had a decrease in 
enrollment . The Department of Education gained sixty-four students 
and the Department of Home Economic s gained seven students . 7 5 
During the 1 9 5 8-5 9 school year , fifty-thre� students were clas sified 
as special student s be cause they did not carry a full load of work . 
Upon recommendation of the Martin Branch faculty committee 
under the chairmanship of Profe s sor Ira Chile s , the Board of Trustee s 
7 5 The University of Tenne s see , Martin Branch , Office of the 
Regi strar , "Report of Enrollment by Curricula: 1 9 5 7 1 195 8 1  195 9 Fall 
Quarters . •• 
TABLE II 
SUMMARY OF FALL QUARTER ENROLLMENTS AT TH E 
UNIVERSITY OF TENNESSEE , MARTIN BRAN CH , 
1 9 5 7 - 1 9 5 9  
Curriculum Fall Qyarter Enrollment 
1 9 5 7 1 9 5 8 
Agriculture 1 9 0  1 85 
Bu sine s s  Admini stration 1 1 4 1 1 6  
Education 15 9 2 0 6  
Engineering 2 3 1 2 2 4  
Home Economic s 7 2  7 3  
Liberal Arts 1 2 9  1 1 3  
Part-time 4 8 
Special 7 6 
Uncla s s ified 1 1  3 9  
Audit 0 0 
Transient 0 2 
Total 9 1 7 9 7 2  
2 07 
1 9 5 9  
1 49 
1 0 2  
2 2 3  
2 1 5 
7 9  
1 1 9 
9 
5 
5 3  
1 
1 
9 5 6 
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authori zed graduation exercise s at the Martin Branch at · the end of any 
quarter . 7 6 The first Bachelor of Science degree in Education was 
conferred on August 2 2 ,  19 5 8 . This degree was conferred on Jimmy 
Trentham of Dre sden , Tennes see , and Mr. Trentham wa s emplored as 
a laboratory a s sistant in the biological science section of the Depart­
. 
ment of Liberal Art s . 7 7  In June of 19 5 7 , twenty-nine degrees were 
granted in agriculture and eighteen degree s were granted in home 
economics .  In June of 1 9 5 8 ,  eighteen degree s were conferred in 
agriculture and thirteen in home economics .  7 8 
The first regular cla s s  in education graduated in June , 1 9 5 9 . 
At this time , thirty-nine student s graduated .  7 9  For the first time in 
the history of the Martin Branch , graduation exercise s were held at 
the end of the summer quarter .  At this ceremony , five students 
received Bachelor of Science degree s in Agriculture , nineteen received 
Bachelor of Science degree s in Education , and two received Bachelor of 
7 6Board Minute s ,  The University of Tenne s see , December 1 6 , 
1 9 5 7 . 
7 7The University of Tenne s see , Martin Branch , Office of the 
Registrar , "Report of Graduate s ,  195 8-5 9 . .. 
7 8The University of Tenne s see , Martin Branch , Register , 
195 8-5 9 , p .  1 2 1 .  
7 9The Univers ity of Tenne s see , Martin Branch , Office of the 
Registrar , ''Report of Graduate s ,  195  8-5 9 . .. 
Science degre e s  in Home Economics . 8 0 
With the beginning of the expans ion period at the Martin 
2 0 9  
Branch , the Martin Branch committee of the Board of Tru ste e s  re com-
mended that more scholar ship s be made available at the college . In 
re sponse to this re commendation , Tru stee Ben Dougla s s  moved that a 
study be made of all the s cholarship s  available with cons ideration 
toward giving the student the right to pick hi s unit of the Univers ity 
for the use of the scholarship . 8 1  
The 1 9 5  6-5 7 Regi ster listed a total of thirty scholarship s 
available at the Martin Branch for award s ranging from $ 1 0 0  to $ 3 0 0 . 8 2  
In addition to the scholarship s available 1 student s could borrow from 
University loan fund s for $ 2 0 0  per quarter with a maximum of $5 0 0 for 
the academic s chool year . The se loan s drew 3 per ce nt intere st and 
required the student to execute a note for the amount borrowed . 8 3 
The 1 9 5 8-5 9 Regi ster reflect s the effort made by University 
8 OThe Univer sity of Tenne s see , Martin Branch 1 Office of the 
Regi strar , 11Report of Graduate s ,  1 9 5 9 - 6 0 . 11 
8 1aoard Minute s ,  The University of Tenne s see , June 2 0 1  1 9 5 7 . 
8 2The University of Tenne s see 1 Martin Branch , Regi ster 1 
1 9 5 6- 5 7 1 PP • 3 3- 3 6 . 
8 3  
Ibid • 1 P • 3 3 • 
2 1 0 
officials in obtaining more scholarships for student s enrolled at the 
Martin Branch . A total of seventy-nine scholarships was listed 1 
valued from $ 1 0 0  through $5 00 . 84  The same University loan funds 
were available to students that were available in 1 9 5  6-57 . 85 In 
addition I an enactment by the Congre s s  of the United State s made loan 
funds available to promising student s  studying in the area s of teaching , 
mathematics 1 science , and foreign language s .  The act provided loans 
up to $ 1 , 000 per year to out standing applicant s . Up to 5 0  per cent of 
the loan could be canceled if the student entered and remained in the 
8 6  teaching profe s sion upon graduation from the University . 
On February 2 4 ,  195 8 ,  the Board of Trustee s  approved athletic 
scholarships at the Martin Branch . Acting on a motion by Trustee Tom 
Elam , the board authorized the waiving of tuition and fee s  for athlete s  
at the Martin Branch , with no more than thirty award s being in effect at 
any one time . The se scholarships were granted through the faculty 
committee (the Scholarships and Awards Committee) re sponsible for the 
84 Ibid . , 1 9 5 8-5 9 ,  pp . 3 5 - 40 . 
85 Ibid . , p .  34 . 
8 61bid . 
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awarding of scholar ships at the Martin Branch . 87 
IX. FINAN CE 
On June 2 0 1  19 5 7 1 Pre sident Brehm recommended to the Board . 
of Trustee s  that fees  be increased for Tenne s see re sidents  from $40 to 
$5 5 per quarter . At the same time I non-re sident fee s  were to be 
increa sed from $7 5  to $ 1 0 0  per quarter 1 with in structional fees  and 
student activitie s fee s being increa sed . The board authorized the 
88 
reque sted increase s I to be made effective September 1 ,  1 9 5 8 . The 
1 9 5 8 increase wa s the first increase in fee s  at the Martin Branch since 
the end of the Junior College period . The fee s  remained the same for 
the 19 5 8- 5 9  and 1 9 5 9 - 60 school years . 
The expenditure for in struction wa s con sistently increa sed in 
the period of expansion . The 1 9 5 7 -5 8 expenditure for this purpo se wa s 
li sted a s  being $3 4 0 1 7 5 8 . 4 889  and the 1 9 5 8- 5 9  expenditure was li sted 
87 Board Minute s ,  The Univer sity of Tenne s see 1 February 2 4 , 
1 9 5 8 . 
8 8  Ibid . , June 2 0 1  1 9 5 7 . 
89Tbe Univer sity of Tenne s see , Report of the Treasurer for the 
Year Ended June 1Q.1 19 5 8 ,  p .  2 3 . 
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as being $ 3 8 3 1 2 7  3 .  7 2 .  9 0 The total budget for the 1 9 5  6- 5 7 school 
year wa s $7 1 0 1  000; for the 195 7-5 8 school year the total expenditure 
wa s $8 2 6 1 5 2 9 . 7 2; for the 1 9 5 8-5 9 school year the total expenditure was 
9 1  $9 1 1 1 5 02 . 9 2 . The total budget for the 1 9 2 7 - 2 8  school year wa s 
$7 5 ,  0 0 0  and the budget had increa sed 1 ,  2 1 5 per cent during the thirty-
one years that the school wa s operated by the Board of Tru stees of the 
Univers ity of Tenne s see . 
The expenditure for instruction increa sed from $3 4 0  I 7 5 8 . 4 8 in 
1 9 5 7-5 8 to $ 3 8 3 , 2 7 3 . 7 2 . The percentage of the total budget expended 
for this purpo se decrea sed throughout all stage s of growth and develop-
ment of the Martin Branch . Operation of the college became more 
complex and added service s became ne ce s sary 1 re sulting in a large 
proportion of the total budget be ing used for purpo se s other than 
instructional . 
X. STUDENT ACTIVITIES 
Student activitie s from the early years of Tenne s see Junior 
9 0The University of Tenne s see , Report of the Treasurer for the 
Year Ended June 3 0  I 19 5 9 1 pp . 24- 2 5 . 
9 1
The Univer sity of Tenne s see 1 Report of the Treasurer for the 
Years Ended June 3 0 ,  1 9 5 7 1 19 5 8 ,  and 1 9 5 9 . 
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College into the expansion period were financed by an activity fee 
charged each student . On June 2 0  I 1 9 5 7  I Pre sident Brehm recommended 
that the student activity fee be increa sed from $5 per quarter to $7 per 
quarter . The Board of Trustee s authorized the increase I effective 
September 1 1  19 5 8 . 9 2  The fee was used for the same purpo se a s  it 
was used during the period of transition . 
From the beginning of e stablishment and into the period of 
expansion I a statement was published in the college catalog that 
fraternitie s were not permitted at the Junior College and the Martin 
Branch . With the beginning of the period of expansion I a group of men 
student s organized a social club and made application to the Student-
Faculty Organization Board for permis sion to organize and affiliate with 
a national social fraternity . Since approval of a fraternity would 
violate e stablished policy governing the matter I the application wa s 
given to the Board of Tru stee s for action . The board po stponed action 
on the application 1 pending further study and consideration by the 
administration of the University . 9 3 
The All-Student s Club remained the club whose membership 
9 2 Board Minute s 1 The University of Tenne s see I June 2 0 1  1 9 5  7 .  
9 3  Ibid . I June 19 I 19  5 8  • 
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included every student enrolled . The governing body of this club wa s 
the Student Council , compo sed of the pre sidents of each club and cla s s  
and one repre sentative elected by each organi zation . The only new 
club e stablished during this period was the social club , Alpha Omega 
Phi , established for the purpose of eventually becoming the first social 
fraternity on the Martin Branch campus • 9 4 
The Mutual Concert As sociation serie s wa s continued , and the 
student activity card admitted the student to all of the pre sentations .  
In addition to thi s serie s 1 student activity card s were accepted for 
admittance to the Paris and Gibson County serie s . During the 19 5 8-5 9 
serie s , the following artists were pre sented: Marcia Robie , dramatic 
artist; Nicholas Slonimsky 1 pianist; Karen Drake , folk song singer; 
Bernard Peiffer Ja zz Trio; the National Symphony of Mexico1 Kooper 
and Boehm; and Varel and Bailley , French singers . 9 5  
The Department of Agriculture s pon sored a live stock j udging 
team . The team repre sented the University in the annual intercollegiate 
live stock j udging conte st s . The team met competition in the South-
eastern , Mid south , and International Intercollegiate live stock j udging 
9 4The University of Tenne s see , Martin Branch , Register , 
1 9 5 8-5 9 , p .  4 6 . 
9 5 Ibid • I p • 4 2 • 
conte sts . The dairy j udging team won trophie s in mid south and 
national contest s  • The live stock j udging team ranked well in 
national competitions • 9 6 
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The English section sponsored the Literary Club in 19 5 9 . The 
purpose of the club was to promote the mastery of written expre s sion , 
encourage worthwhile reading , and foster a spirit of fellowship among 
men and women intere sted in English . The club publication , entitled 
the •Prolegomena , •• contained short storie s ,  poems ,  and feature article s 
written by students and faculty . 9 7 
Adj oining the University campus at Martin , Methodist student s 
work and play at the We sley Foundation in a modern building constructed 
for this purpo se . A full-time director , Rev .  Brady Whitehead , is  
as signed . The Memphis Conference of the Methodist Church maintains 
the program at the Martin Branch We sley Foundation . The Wesley 
Foundation contribute s to the college life of the student and prepare s 
him for his future life • 9 8 
A Baptist Student Union building is being constructed for use of 
9 6  Ibid . t P •  44 . 
9 7Ibid . , p . 47 . 
9 8rhe University of Tenne s see , Martin Branch , The UTMB 
Volunteer , 19 5 9 , p .  1 9 2 . 
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Martin Branch student s . The organization is temporarily housed in a 
student-faculty building until the new building is completed; a full-time 
director,  Clarice Thompson , is assigned . The Baptist Student Union • s  
program i s  student-led , and it s purpose i s  to conserve and help train 
Bapti st student s for effective Chri stian dis ciple ship while at college 
9 9  and in their future live s . 
The Church of Christ Student Group wa s supported by members 
of the Church of Chri st throughout We st Tenne s see and wa s under the 
control of member s of the local Church of Chri st . The purpo se of the 
student group wa s to provide spiritual guidance , Chri stian fellowship , 
1 0 0  
and whole some recreation . 
For the first time in the hi story of the school , track wa s added 
to the Martin Branch program of athletic s .  A track meet wa s held on 
the Austin Peay State College campus and included teams from South-
we stern ; Lambuth; Freed-Hardeman ; the Univer sity of Tenne s see , 
Martin Branch; and Austin Peay . The track meet wa s under the control 
of the Volunteer State Athletic Conference • 1 0 1  A full s chedule wa s 
9 9Ibid . ,  p .  1 9 5 . 
1 0 0 Ibid . 1 PP • 19 6-9 7  • 
1 0 1 Ibid • I p • 2 1 5 • 
played in ba seball , basketball , football , and tenni s . The 195  8 
2 17 
football season ended with seven wins and one tie for the Martin 
Branch team . 1 0 2 The 1 9 5 9 basketball squad ended with seven lo s se s 
and fourteen wins for the college • 1 0 3  The ba seball team won seven 
game s and lo st five during the 19 5 8  sea son . 1 04 
1 0 2  
1 03 
Ibid . I p .  5 8  • 
Ibid .  I pp . 142- 43 . 
1 04Ibid . I pp . 2 1 6- 17 .  
CHAPTER VI 
SUMMARY 
I . PERIODS OF DEVELOPMENT 
The University of Tenne s see , Martin Branch , has developed in 
four distinct phas e s . The first pha se of development began in 1 9 0 0 , 
when the Beulah Baptist As sociation organized Hall-Moody Institute 
and built the administration-clas sroom building on land donated by 
Mrs • Ada Gardner Brook s • Dr . I .  N • Penick , pa stor of the First 
Baptist Church of Martin , led the effort s in succe s sfully organizing 
and operating the school . The a s sociation controlled the school until 
19 17 , when control was transferred to the Tenne s see Baptist Convention . 
In 1927  Hall-Moody Junior College was consolidated with Union 
University of Jack son , Tenne s see . 
The second stage of development wa s initiated in 1 9 2 7 , when 
the General As sembly authori zed the e stablishment of Tenne s see Junior 
College to replace Hall-Moody . Local citizens attempted to keep 
Hall-Moody at Martin . Failing in this attempt , they began a succe s sful 
effort to e stablish a State college on the Martin campus . The Board of 
Tru stee s of the University of Tenne s see was given control of the 
college , and the curriculum wa s placed under the direction of the Dean 
· · �· 
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of the College of Agriculture . The s chool opened in September , 1 9 2 7 , 
under the dire ction of Porter Claxton , who wa s given the title of Chief 
Admini strative Officer . This stage of development continued until 
1 9 5 1 ,  at which time the effort s of area citizens were succe s sful toward 
providing degree-granting program s at the college . The Junior College 
went through three emergency situations during the period . The 
economic depre s s ion cau sed reduction s in appropriations 1 faculty 1 
curriculum , and student activitie s .  Area citi zen s were s eriou sly 
concerned over the future of the school and met with Univers ity official s 
to discu s s the problem . Change s were made in the s chool ' s  program 
and admini stration . A new curriculum wa s authorized and wa s 
initiated under the direction of Paul Meek I who replaced Porter Claxton 
as Chief Admini strative Officer .  Mr .  Claxton wa s tran sferred to 
Knoxville as As sociate Profe s sor of Rural Education . 
The third stage of d evelopment wa s initiated with the creation 
of the University of Tenne s see I Martin Branch I and the authori zation for 
degree-granting programs in agriculture and home economic s .  The 
curriculum for the Martin Branch developed by the College of Agriculture 
wa s different from other programs offered by that college . The 1 9 5 1 
legislative act limited degree program s at the Martin Branch to programs 
in agriculture and home e conomic s ,  and this limitation continued in 
force throughout the trans ition period . 
2 2 0  
The last stage of development of the Martin Branch considered 
in thi s study began in 1 9 5 7  with the pa s sage of Senate Bill Number 
thirty-one , chapter three . Thi s act wa s pa s sed in re sponse to 
effort s of are a citizens , University official s ,  and the Board of Trustee s .  
The act gave to the Board of Tru stee s the same powers as exercised by 
the board at other college s and school s of the Univer sity of Tenne s see . 
The period of expansion began with the initiation of a third degree­
granting program at the Martin Branch; this wa s the first degree-granting 
program authori zed by the Board of Trustee s  under the provi sions of the 
1 9 5 7  legislative act . The degree program in education ne ce ssitated 
expan sions in the department s of Education , Liberal Arts , and 
Busine s s  Administration . The curriculum authori zed wa s ba sed on 
provisions in the "Program of Teacher Education at the University of 
Tenne s see , 1 9 5 5 - 5 6 . " 
II . CURRICULUM AND INSTRUCTION 
A thirteen-year se quence of course s wa s offered by Hall- Moody 
Institute . The elementary school cour se of study wa s clearly defined , 
but there was no clear differentiation between the high school program 
of study and the college program of study . An academic curriculum wa s 
developed for a three-year period for student s in grade s seven , eight , 
2 2 1 
and nine . Upon completion of this program , a student entered one of 
two advanced course s of study . There wa s no clear differentiation 
between the high s chool and the college programs of study . The 
elementary program included a course of study for a six-year period; 
the academic curriculum included a course of study for a three-year 
period; and the cla s sical curriculum included a course of study for a 
four-year period- -a total se quence of thirteen years . Foreign language s 
formed an important part of all course s of study with the exception of the 
course of study developed for the elementary s chool . 
The program of study offered at Tennes see Junior College did 
not include any offering in foreign language s .  Two-year programs were 
offered in agriculture , home economic s ,  and indu strial art s;  and cours es  
were offered by the Department of Liberal Art s  to the extent nece s sary 
for the course s of study offered by other departments . This program of 
study remained the same until 19 3 4 ,  when the Board of Tru stee s 
authorize d the development of a general curriculum . Thi s curriculum 
included the nece s s ary course s for the certification of elementary 
school teachers . 
During the war emergency , the Junior College initiated a course 
of study for Army and Navy aviation cadets . The program wa s cons idered 
succe s sful and re sulted in a recommendation by the Junior College 
2 2 2  
faculty that the college be permitted to offer a two-year program in 
engineering . Univer sity officials agreed , and a two-year program in 
engineering was authorized . The precedent set at thi s time wa s 
followed later when a two-year curriculum was developed in busine s s  
admini stration . 
Area citizens asked again that the Junior College program be 
expanded so as to provide for a degree-granting curriculum in agricul­
ture and a degree-granting curriculum in home economic s .  The 1 9 5 1 
General As sembly authori zed the change and legalized the two-year 
programs that had been put in effect at the Junior College without 
legislative authorization . The Board of Trustees study committee had 
submitted a report which recomme nded that the degree-program re que st 
be denied . A maj ority of the board did not agree with the committee • s 
recommendation and supported a move that the Junior College be 
changed to the Martin Branch of the Univer sity of Te nne s s ee and that 
degree programs be authori zed in agriculture and in home economic s .  
Oppo sition to curricular expans ion had di sappeared in the Board 
of Tru stees by 195  6 .  The leadership provided by Pre sident Brehm wa s 
an important factor in this change of attitude . The Pre sident asked that 
definite plans for curricular expansion be completed and that citizens 
of We st Tenne s see be informed of tho se plans . Study committe e s  were 
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appointed by both the Board of Tru stee s and the Pre sident . The 
re sults  obtained by the se study committee s served as a ba sis for the 
formulation of plan s for both curricular expansion and expansion of the 
physical plant . 
The first curriculum program authori zed by the Board of 
Tru stees without specific authori zation of the legislature went into 
effect in 1 9 5  7 • The programs in agriculture and home economic s were 
not ba sed on the Knoxville programs in the se areas . 
After considering all report s in regard to expansion s at the 
Martin Branch , the Board of Trustee s asked that another faculty com­
mittee be organized to explore way s to implement the recommendations 
for curricular expansion . In re sponse to this reque st , the Pre sident 
appointed this committee .  Under the chairmanship of Profe s sor Ira 
Chile s ,  the committee met with members of the committee from the 
Martin Branch and worked out the program in education for the college . 
The four-year program in education wa s the first curricular 
expansion that wa s authorized under the provi sions of the 1 9 5 7  legisla­
tive act granting the Board of Trustee s this power . The program in 
education wa s patterned after the program offered by the College of 
Education in Knoxville . The same courses were re quired at both Martin 
and Knoxville for a degree in education . The education program 
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authorized by the board included a curriculum in busine s s  education 1 
a curriculum in elementary education , and a curriculum in se condary 
education . University official s approved a course of study for an 
endorsement in health and physical education in 1 9 5  8 .  The first 
students graduated under the program in education were granted the 
Bachelor of Science degree in Education in June 1 1 9 5 9 . The Board of 
Tru stees authorized graduation exerci ses at the end of any quarter . In 
August , 1 9 5 9 1 the first summer quarter graduation exerci ses were held 
at the Martin Branch , as provided by the Board of Tru stees . 
III . PHYSICAL PlANT AND EQUIPMENT 
Hall-Moody Institute erected a two- story brick structure in 
19 00 on property donated to the school . Thi s building is  still in use 
at the Martin Branch and wa s used by the school as the administration­
cla s sroom building until the spring quarter of 1 9 5 9 . Other temporary 
cla s sroom buildings were constructed ,  but they were removed as the 
Junior College developed . 
Two dormitorie s were built on the Hall-Moody campus and 
additional land wa s donated for the site of one of the dormitorie s .  
The se two dormitorie s were the only re sidence hall s on the Junior 
College campus until 1 9 5  2 1 which placed a seriou s handicap on the 
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Junior College • s  effort s in providing the ba sic elementary aviation 
program for Army and Navy cadets . The gymnasium wa s utilized as 
a dormitory during this period of emergency . Following World War II , 
the Junior College wa s seriously handicapped because of inadequate 
hous ing . The situation wa s partly alleviated when the Univers ity 
obtained surplus building s through federal agencie s .  
A home economic s building and a science building were 
constructed with fund s obtained from the Weakley County bond is sue . 
The University constructed two additional building s--an indu strial 
art s building and a physical education building--with fund s allocated 
from the 19 2 9  appropriations of the General As sembly . The cafeteria 
wa s completed in 1 9 35 and a wing added in 1 9 47 . 
The Agriculture-Biology-Library Building wa s completed in 
1 9 5 1 ,  the la st year of the Junior College period . This building wa s 
ready to be utilized for cla s sroom and library purpo s e s  for the degree 
program in agriculture . The development of the library wa s a 
ne ce s sary part of the degree programs ,  since Knoxville standards were 
to be maintained at the Martin Branch . 
The fir st dormitory completed on the Martin Branch campus by 
the State of Tenne s see wa s completed in 1 9 5  2 .  The dormitory con­
tained three unit s de signed to house 15 0 men . Plan s were developed 
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for a five -unit dormitory to eventually hou se 3 5  0 men and fund s for the 
planning of this re s idence hall were secured from the Federal Hou sing 
and Home Finance Agency . Available allocated fund s were in sufficient 
to complete even one of the unit s ;  but , be cau se of the seriou s need for 
a re sidence hall , Governor Browning relea sed sufficient impounded 
fund s to complete three of the five unit s . 
A girl s • dormitory wa s completed on the Martin Branch campu s 
in 1 9 5 7 and wa s de signed to house 2 3 6  women . Bond s were sold to 
the Federal Housing and Home Finance Agency in the amount of $ 1 7 5 , 0 0 0  
and added t o  the State appropriation for the completion o f  the dormitory . 
The se were self-liquidating bond s . Available fund s were inadequate 
to equip the re sidence hall , and Governor Clement agreed to see that 
the ne ce s s ary fund s were made available to e quip the dormitory . With 
the completion of this dormitory , there still remained a hou sing shortage 
on the Martin Branch campus • 
The la st building to be authori zed and con structed on the 
Martin Branch campu s during the period of thi s  inve stigation wa s an 
admini stration-clas sroom building to replace the old administration­
cla s sroom building constructed in 19 0 0  by Hall-Moody . Thi s building 
wa s a three- story structure and completely airconditioned . The build­
ing house s all admini strative office s ,  the Department of Bu sine s s  
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Admini stration , the Department of Education , the Engli sh section of 
the Department of Liberal Art s , and laboratorie s of the Department of 
Home Economics . One additional building , an engineering- science 
building , wa s authori zed by the Board of Trustee s .  
Land purchase s have added to both the campus and the Univer­
sity farm . The campus develbped from the eleven acre s obtained from 
Hall-Moody to seventy acre s in 1 9 5 9 , with thirty acre s purcha sed and 
held in re serve for campu s use s . The farm increased from a total of 
approximately 1 2 0  acre s in 19 27 to a total of 425 acre s in 1 9 5 9 . 
Planning for future expansion i s  evident . 
IV . SUPPORT AND CONTROL 
Hall-Moody Institute wa s organized by the Beulah As sociation , 
the Baptist as sociation for upper We st Tenne s see . The a s sociation 
ve sted control of the school in a Board of Tru stee s appointed by the 
a s sociation . Operating fund s came from thre e source s: appropriations 
from the Beulah As sociation , tuition , and private contributions . Fund s 
derived from the se source s were inadequate for the support of the 
school , and at the end of the period the college had accumulated a 
debt of $ 65 , 000 . 
In 19 17 control of Hall-Moody was transferred to the Tenne s see 
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Bapti st Convention , and a Board of Trustee s wa s appointe d by the 
convention . The trustee s and college official s immediately began a 
plan of reorganization to make the college a standard j unior college . 
Support of two college s in We st Tenne s see be came too much for the 
convention 1 so negotiations were authori zed which were directed 
toward the consolidation of Hall-Moody Junior College with Union 
University at Jack son , Tenne s see . Following the completion of the 
consolidation plans , student records were transferred to Union 
University . 
The General As sembly of Tenne s see placed the control of · 
Tenne s see Junior College under the Board of Trustee s of the University 
of Tenne s see . Curriculum controls were retained by the legi slature 
and not changed until 1 9 5 7 , when the General As sembly gave to the 
Board of Trustee s the same powers over the Martin Branch as exercised 
by the board at other college s and schools . Following the change of 
status of the school from a j unior college to the Martin Branch of the 
University of Tennes see , the legi slature in 19 5 3  added a member to the 
Board of Trustees from Weakley County ; Mr . Wayne Fi sher of Dre sden , 
Tenne s see , wa s appointed to the board under the provi sions of thi s act . 
George Rowlett , Charle s Volz ,  and Wayne Fisher have served as chair­
men of the Martin Branch committee of the Board of Trustee s .  
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V .  ENROLLMENT AND FINAN CE 
The budget for the Martin Branch is dependent upon the number 
of students enrolled at the college . Money appropriated by the 
legislature is  allocated by the Board of Trustees on the basis of 
student enrollment . The amount of money received from student fees  
also varie s according to  student enrollment . Thus , there i s  a 
corre sponding increase or decrease in allocated funds with increased 
or decrea sed enrollment . Operating funds and fund s for development 
of the physical plant are appropriated separately . While the 
development of the physical plant ha s a direct effect on the number of 
students that the college is  able to maintain , development of the 
physical plant has not immediately re sulted in increa sed enrollment . 
Difficultie s that arose as  a re sult of an inadequate physical plant were 
evident when the enrollment of veterans 1 following World War II I 
doubled the enrollment at the Junior College • 
Separate appropriations for the variou s college s and schools in 
the University sy stem are not made by the General As sembly . One 
appropriation is  made biennially for the operation of the Univers ity 
system , and fund s are allocated a s  needed by the Board of Trustee s .  
A separate appropriation was made for Tenne s see Junior College in 1 9 2 7  
and for the Martin Branch in 1 9 5 1 ,  since the se programs had not been 
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included in the budgetary reque st from the Univers ity . The se 
programs had not exi sted until legi slation was enacted permitting 
them . 
Enrollment at Tenne s se e  Junior College steadily increased 
until the 1 9 3 3- 3 4  s chool year . The decrease in enrollment at thi s  
time la sted only for one year I and the steady increase re sumed and 
continued until the beginning of World War II . Enrollment again 
decreased , but the Junior College initiated a program for the training 
of Army and Navy aviation cadet s . The regular college program wa s 
continued I and the combined enrollment wa s large enough to keep the 
college faculty intact • 
The first group of veterans enrolled at the Junior College 
during the winter quarter of the 1 9 4 6- 47 s chool year . The large st 
number of student s ever to enroll at the Junior College wa s enrolled 
at thi s  time . Enrollment at the Junior College began to decrease after 
the fall quarter of 1 9 48-49 . By the la st quarter of the Junior College 
period , the enrollment had decrea sed from 68 1 student s to 3 3 4  
student s . 
Following the initiation of the degree program s in agriculture 
and home economics I the Martin Branch enrollment began increasing 
at a slow but steady rate . During the tran sition period I a period of 
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six years , the college gained a total of 3 8 8  students . 
The period of expan sion began in 19 5 7 , when the legislature 
gave to the Board of Trustee s the same powers over the Martin Branch 
that the board had over the other college s and school s of the Univer­
sity . The first pha se of this development wa s completed when the 
board authorized a �egree program in education , with the nece ssary 
expansions in liberal art s and bu sine s s  administration . The third 
year of the degree program wa s offered in 1 9 5 7 -5 8 . Enrollment 
increased from 8 0 4  student s in the fall quarter of 1 9 5  6-5 7  to 9 1 7 
student s the following fall quarter . Enrollment reached 9 7 2 in the 
fall quarter of 19 5 8-5 9 but decreased to 9 5  6 in the following year . 
The college gained 15 3 student s during the first three years of this 
period of development . Current data indicate a continuing increa se 
in enrollment with no significant change from the trend s of the 
expan sion period . 
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